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If we have failed, Old School,
If we have failed,
Know that the genius-spark can never glow
In all hearts worshipful. Our best, we know,
Is given. Oh, could we with you longer live
And try again? But no! Our ship has sailed.
Take this last feeble offering, and forgive,
If we have failed.
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The pines about are whisperin',
The lake so still, it calms
Our hearts to rapture placid
As the rhythm of the Psalms,
Our souls are singin' softly, low,
Love litanies to-day,
And they'll keep right on singin' 'em
When we have gone away.

E HAVE endeavored to construct a house called "College Life,"
and lo! 'tis but the skeleton of an edifice. Lacking the magic
touch, we have consciously omitted much. "College Life" is
psychic. It dwells in the hearts of us, and heart-stuff is ineffable.
There is not herein the enthusiasm that beats rampant to our
finger-tips in the dizziness of athletic victory; the calm, soothing emotion, that
inspires prayer to our lips, when we sit alone, hearing the pines murmur, the
deep croak of lake dwellers and the far-off chirp of crickets. But, brother-o'mine, somewhere distant on your Alpine trail, memory will succeed where we
have failed. Every face, every name will summon to you recollections "dear
as remembered kisses after death," as half-heard strains of an age-old melody,
or the delicate aroma of some elusive perfume sketches before the mind's eye
once familiar visions, thought deeply hidden in the dust of years.
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g$QQEfi,HESE lines are not intended as a chronicle of the life experiences of
JkI Ij»[ this Preparedness Class, but to stand in place of something we
(/km l^i) cannot touch, nor hear, nor see, but feel. Details of material
progress and literal instances of worth are found a little farther
on, but they are not the moving things that have made up the sum
of our human affairs. Those of us who are now standing on the brink of
separation from Alma Mater's care are but a few from the number who began
together this march toward the golden goal. Many of those dropped by the
wayside to rest; many departed into paths less pleasing, and some, growing
weary of the soul's pilgrimage to the earth's end, laid down, with their burden
as a pillow, and slept into the Silent Land.
You who read this may expect to find originality of manner and ideas, but
it cannot be, for such books are all made up of the emotions of a class that is
on the eve of parting forever from the joys and hopes and sorrows of complex
college days, and these emotions are essentially the same in every clime,
under every sun alike. Hence we merely take our place among the countless
numbers who have shared with us the heartaches that must be borne.
We could tell of many glories that we have known and worked in the
eyes of all who wished to see, and of defeats and failures that the world has
seen and overlooked. But such things are soon forgotten and matter little in
15

the years that time rolls up. The things that will never die are the intangible
things that we cannot see, and some of us may never know, but that have
weighed and balanced all our life and endeavor and hope. We cannot picture
the ambitions that sprung up about us in the quietude of the heart; the vic
tories won in the secrecy of the soul, and kept and nourished there; the sorrows
and defeats that have darkened the way of some of us, but could not come to
light.
We cannot picture the source of that ineffable sadness and tenderness
that some old familiar song brings as it flashes back half-forgotten scenes and
friends, and faces; words are helpless in the picturing of memories that will
return with the heavy heart as the years roll by; friendships begun will grow
verdant with the coming of the seasons. Such things as these cannot be placed
in phrase, but have brought the sunshine and the tears, the sum of all things
that has made our life worth while.
We have not failed, because we have loved Alma Mater, and take with us
her precepts and her teachings imbedded deep in our hearts. For her sake
will we do those things she would have us do, and her ideals are true and pure.
She gave us freely of her best in our golden days, and as we pass we lay our
feeble offering at her feet, where we shall rear our monuments in affection, in
loyalty, and in undying love.
And thus it is that we hardly give a history—we could but boast of what
we have done, or boast that our failures were so few, and so far are we from
departing with a boast that rather do we weakly bow in leaving and tears
replace all vanity as our course is done. Farewell to-day, to-morrow a new
life. Taps blends with reveille—good-bye!
HISTORIAN.

WALTER KENDALL ALLEN
"AL" "W.

K."

SALISBURY, MARYLAND
Wicomico High School

Applicant
for
B. A. Degree;
Assistant Editor "Messenger";
Vice-President
Y.
M.
C.
A.;
President
Philologian
Literary
Society; Debating and Forensic
Council.

'An Artistic Sky-Pilot"
He's a quiet fellow, and doesn't care
whether you notice him or not, but when
you get within the inner circle, you find
many

things you

fore.

never

thought

of

be

He won an undying name one very

significant day, when he tried to call a
meeting of

the Freshman Class for or

ganization.

He soon was removed from

the

hospital,

his

efforts

however, and

for

fellow-man.

the

It

persisted

betterment

is

said

that

of

his

in
his

per

sistence along another line is equally as
strong. Yes,
often

we

mean

wondered

periods

of

at

just

the

dreamy-eyedness

very

practical

was

discovered

man

that.

cause

the

which

this

underwent,

that

his

We

of

until it

frequent

visits

to the city were not all in the interests
of the Y. M. C. A., and perhaps, when he
leaves

for

the

benighted

heathen

to teach the cannibals the art of
ing

strawberries

be unattended.
on

his

written

heart,
"Y.

and

faith, he

lands
grow

will not

When he is dead, look
and

M.

there

C.

A."

you
He

will find
is

ever

a

loyal, faithful Spider, and a hard worker,
whose

consistent

efforts

bode

success

for his life's work.
"Fellers, don't forget the Y. M. C. A.
at 7:00 o'clock to-night."
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KARL BROOKE ANDERSON
"K. B."
RICHMOND,
John

VIRGINIA

Marshall

High

School

Applicant B. A. Degree; Manager
Freshman Baseball Team; Ath
letic Editor "Messenger"; Presi
dent Sophomore Class, '13-T4;
Football Squad, '13; Track Team,
'13, '14, '15, '16; Manager Foot
ball Team, '14; Laboratory As
sistant Biology, '14-T5; Y. M.
C. A. Cabinet; Student Senate;
Captain
Senior
Class
BasketBali Team; President John Mar
shall Club; Executive Committee
R. C. A. A.; President Varsity
Club, 'I5-'I6; Business Manager
"Spider."

"The Very Best There Is."
Goochland
this fiery,

County

is

energetic,

responsible

enthusiastic

for

syste-

matizer of the universe, whose dominant
characteristic seems
to

keep

he

didn't

came

still

stay

to

to

be

anywhere.
in

the inability

Consequently,

Goochland

Richmond,

long,

where

he

but
took

charge of John Marshall High School—
he has been taking charge of something
ever since.

He is a good man, but not

one who makes it a point "to look too
good nor talk too wise."

He has brought

more athletes to Richmond College than
any other man in history, and has done
more to keep them along after they got
here than he would care to tell.
the

time

he

has

coached

a

Many's

Freshman

long and late in Greek, or some of

its

kindred

us

maladies,

while the

rest

of

were whiling away our youth in sleep or
reveling.

He's

the

hardest

College, and the faithfullest.

worker

in

He stands

for only the best in everything, and when
he is gone his real worth
be realized.
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will

perhaps

WILLIAM HERBERT BAHLKE
"Brownie"
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Highland Park High School
Richmond, Va.
Applicant for B. S. Degree; Pi
Kappa Alpha; Laboratory Assis
tant in Chemistry, '14, 'i5-'i6, '16;
Varsity Track
Team;
Varsity
Club; Senior Basket-Bali Team;
"Spider" Staff, '16; Vice-Presi
dent Maryland Club,
Executive
Committee
Association, '15, '16.

'15, '16;
Athletic

The Baltimore Son.
"Brownie" evidently

believes that sil

ence is golden and speech is silver.

He

never opens his mouth except when the
time is ripe for action or strong speech
and then he says a few things.
He is some pole vaulter, winning his
letter in his "Rat" year.

Since that time

he has continued to improve and this year
it is believed he will break all his former
records.
Any one wishing to find this youth is
advised to look in Dick Wood's room and
there

you

will find

him

"Baltimore Sun."

reading

the

We have never quite

decided why he reads this paper so regu
larly and so diligently, but we do know
the first
his

part of

eye is

the paper that attracts

the society

column.

Some

times he throws down the paper with a
snort and
glee.

other

times he chortles with

Suffice it to say she lives in Balti

more.
He

is

some

shark

in

Chemistry

as

attested by the fact that for the last two
years he has been Laboratory Assistant.
He will either

be a tramp or a very

successful

business

man,

which for

certain.

There is something

in

his

smile

the latter.

that

makes

we

us

know

believe

not

its

WILLIAM HARVEY BARLOW
"Preacher"
BROOKNEAL,
Scottsburg

High

Union

VIRGINIA

School

Military

and

Fork

Academy

President
of
the
Philologian
Literary Society, spring term,
1916; Treasurer of

F. U. M. A.

Club, 1914-T5; Annual Repre
sentative
in
igi5-'i6;
Halifax
Club;
Ministerial
Association;
Y. M. C. A.

"The Shepherd of the Hills."
The Lord made only a few of

these,

because He didn't want to discourage the
rest of us.

He is A-i, all-wool and guar

anteed to last.
instructed,
bonds

of

some

Be it

misguided
perpetual

burdened

joining some mispair

in

the

disaster,

soul

to

or

rest

in

holy

laying
solemn

state, or in the frontmost row behind the
Red and Blue in the field,

he is the same

kindly, gentle, wholesome fellow, with a
word of cheer and a smile on every hand.
He's

got

other,
also

a

but

a

girl

or

he is

two

somewhere

non-committal.

volley-ball

enthusiast,

or

He is

and

fre

quently, just before donning the clerical
regalia

for

country,

his

he

weekly

repairs

to

session
the

in

the

volley-ball

court, there to quiet his nerves and settle
his

thoughts

sport.

by

this

peaceful,

quieting

When he rises to the heights of

his oratory in the Philologian hall, he is
superb; he even sings some, at times, but
never

boasts

about.

He

has

never

ut

tered a word of complaint concerning the
Refectory, which is conclusive evidence
that he is extremely optimistic and trust
ing.

Those of

appreciate

him

us who know him
most,

and

best,

recognize

in

him the modern counterpart of the Good
Samaritan.

Those who do not know him

well have missed

just that much of

best there is among us.
"
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WILLIS HERBERT BRANNOCK
*'W. H." "Branny"
CAMBRIDGE, MARYLAND
Cambridge High School
President Freshman Class, 1912'13; President Ministerial Asso
ciation, igi4-'i5; Class Orator,
1916; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet, three
years; Associate Editor "Mes
senger," igi3-'i4; Debating and
Forensic Council, igi4-'i5; Sec
retary Philologian Society, 1913;
Masonic Club; Maryland Club;
Y. M. C. A. Representative to
Kansas City, 1914; Representa
tive to U. of Va., 1914.

"Billy Sunday Incognito."
The

past

of

this

man

is

somewhat

veiled, and the date of his birth, judging
from

the

flows

from

exuberance of
his

wisdom

versatile

lips,

back in some prehistoric time.

is

which
found

He began

his career here by being elected president
of his Freshman Class.

He soon recov

ered, however, and turned his attention
to other fields.
example of

He presents the living
how

much

a

man

can

get

across with the least possible effort.
you

want

him,

don't

go

to

his

If

room;

phone out to Raccoon Cross Roads and
you will find
soft

chair,

share

of

him safely ensconed in a
eradicating

"Deacon

a

comfortable

Jones'" chicken

pie,

and dilating on the advantages of a col
lege

education.

He

knows

things

and

has his own ideas, which he frequently
proceeds

to

make

clear.

They

say

he

has a knack for separating his congrega
tion from their spurious wealth and also
hangs an occasional female scalp on his
string.

He's so good-natured we some

times suspect him of
too busy for that.
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politics, but he is

He is a good man.

JOHN ARCHER CARTER
"Nick," "Paganini," "Gridley," "Arch"
SUTTER, ILLINOIS
La

Belle

High

School, La

Belle,

Freshman Year University of

Mo.;

Arizona

Applicant for B. A. Degree; Phi
Gamma Delta; Mu Sigma Rho;
Y. M. C. A.; Glee Club, '13, '14,
'15, '16; Reader and Soloist, '14,
'15, '16; Quartet, '14, '15, '16;
Mandolin Club; Editor-in-Chief
"Collegian,"
'i4-'is;
Associate
Editor "Messenger," 'i4-'i5; Sec
retary Class, 'i4-'i5; President
Student Council; Editor-in-Chief
"Spider," 'i5-'x6; Dramatic Club;
Cotillion Club; Lightning Club;
Sec'y Ex. Com. R. C. A. A.

"Paganini, Lover of Romance"
These lines are not here to commenorate the crafts of this alluring figure
history.

of

They are scribed to picture his

counterpart, to lay bare the character that
a

string

of

broken

hearts

has

hidden from the raucous gaze.

fondly
Just as

this artist of the long ago lured with his
touch

the

countless

maids

into

the

shackles of his hopeless affection, so has
this modernized

complexity

with his finger-tips
into

from

hopelessness.

The

lured

them

the far places
sound

of

his

voice beguiles them; the deep somnambulent

gaze from the azure depths of

his

optical illusions renders them helpless at
his feet; a wave of his hand and they fall
in

worshipful

array

about

his

throne.

And always he hears them calling—they
seek him, they yearn for him, they dream
of him.

And when he has a victim cor

nered, telling the "age-old" story, while
a "vagabond zephyr" keeps time to the
"melodies of the spheres," farewell little
one,

you

are

"angle-worm,"
cross-eyed

22

ash

as

helpless

on

his

tray."

as

a

captive

"grandfather's

JOHN THOMAS COBURN
"Co," "Cap," "Cobeans"
EASTON, MARYLAND
Easton High School
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

Class Baseball; Executive Com
mittee R. C. A. A.; Vice-President
Class, 'i4-'i5;
Varsity Club;

Maryland
Club;
Football Team,

'12, '13, '14, '15; Captain, '15; Stu
dent Senate; Y. M. C. A. Cabi
net;
President
Y. M. C. A.,
'i5-'i6-

Adorns of the Gridiron.
This

man

has

the

perseverance

of

a

monk, the stolidity of a Spartan warrior,
the patience of

Job, and the face of

an

Adonis.
Four
old

years

ago

Richmond

with flaxen
goodly

hair,
pair

there

blew

into

College campus a

of

a

strong

dimples.

the

youth

face

and

Football

a

ap

pealed to this youth and the result was
that he has the distinction of making the
Varsity

eleven

every

year

he has been

in College.
Matrimony,

romance,

sentimentality

and "sich things," appealed to him.
result was first,

a flitting

from

one

"femme"

much

like

a

to

butterfly

grant flowers—then

The

here and there
another,

among

very

the

a protracted

fra

period

of blissful lingering, followed by a great
climax.

A loyal, forever-and-ever, hon-

est-to-goodness,

kind

of

a

lover

who

never will again smile except when fre
quent

trips

warded

with

to

the

post-office

delicately

are

beautiful

re

little

bulging pink envelopes.
"Cap" will be missed sorely when the
roll is called next year, not only from the
Y. M. C. A., literary societies, etc., but
his cheery spirit and never-say-die fight
will

be

missed

when

referee's

whistle

blows at Broad Street Park in the cham
pionship football games next fall.

HESTER WALTON CONNELLY
"Doc."
GLADYS,

VIRGINIA

Fork Union Military Academy
Vice-President Ministerial Asso
ciation, 'i4-'i5; President Minis
terial Association, T5-T6; Ath
letic Association; Y. M. C. A.;
Treasurer
Fork
Union
Club,

Enemy of the Devil.
This is a

little man in stature but a

big man otherwise.
to

come

panting

His favorite stunt is
like

a

lizard

to

his

room and reeking with gore of a spirited
volley-ball game, then hasten to the baths
in order to use up all the hot water be
fore

anybody

else

gets

there.

A solid

good fellow always, who wears a peren
nial smile.
amongst
"labor

And, lo! there came a man

us

who

omnia

believed firmly

vincit."

He

that,

has

worked

diligently ever since he hit this campus,
and it is a safe bet

his

efforts will be

rewarded.
At first

you would think him a politi

cian, but no!
he

has a

and

This is not so.

pleasant

one of

word

the best of

for

Although
everybody

dispositions, he

lays no claim to political aspirations.
Who

could

picture

Connelly

"sojer's" suit at "Fork Onion"?
theless

he

acquitted

did

it,

and

himself

with

glory.

Certainly

post of

"sargeant."

Outside
from

of

the

he

'tis

rumored

much

reached

fact

in

that

he

high

comes
nothing

else to offset his sterling character.
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he

military
the

Gladys, Va., we know of

a

Never

CRAWFORD CURRY CROUCH
"C. C."
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
John Marshall High School, B. S. Rich
mond

College

Applicant for M. A. Degree; Mu
Sigma Rho; John Marshall High
School
Club;
Athletic
Asso
ciation;
Laboratory
Assistant
Physics, '14, '15, '16.

"A Despot of the 'Juice'."
Please

do

not

mistake

this

fellow's

name for a posture—we are not trying to
"string" anything on you.

He is merely

an easy-going good fellow, who is deeply
interested in his own affairs, and wishes
others
with

well.

the

The

gods

scientific

endowed

touch,

and

him

being

a

very practical man as well, he is as much
in demand as matches or reasonable ex
cuses.

The Dramatic Club owes him a

lasting debt, for with his wizard stroke he
converts a bare and empty place into an
array of flashing,

sparkling lights, which

will come and go at his touch.
familiar figure
seems

in

almost

a

these

part

of

he's been here so long.

His is a

parts,
the

and

he

landscape,

Here is a man

who thinks much, and leaves the sound
and

fury

to

him.

He

Alma

Mater's

those

has

less

prepared
best,

and

diligent

about

himself
in

return

with
has

always given what his power could give.
"He did his best," and that was well.
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(r^msc^'^rcmyr.)
WALTER F. DEWLING
"Pete"
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

Maryland Club; Treasurer Y. M.
C. A.; Ministerial Association;
Athletic Association.

Nonchalant Exponent of Misogyny.
It

has

been

an

established

fact

that

every man in Richmond College falls in
love at some time during his career.

But

Dewling is the inevitable, veritable, un
conditioned exception to this, as well as
to many other rules.

He has not been

in love, is not in love now, and never ex
pects

to

places

be.

Emphatically

him in a

peculiarly

tion; but he is unique.
dividual
and
man

ideas

than

understand

This

He has more in
Edison,

Aristotle combined.
to

no!

unique posi

Rousseau

He is a

at first,

hard

until

you

know him, and then it is all very simple.
If

he would

only

do something

rash—

drink a coca cola or chew some spear
mint—the
dense,

matter

but

he

would

won't.

not

He

look

goes

so

about

minding his own affairs, speaking when
spoken to, and caring not what the world
thinks.

He

once in

a

receives

a

little

while trying

nock, but it is seldom

diversion

to "kid"

nance is rippled with a smile.
man

who

does

his

himself.

thinks
own

deeply

thinking

Co-education

Bran-

that his counte

and

He is a
long,

and

exclusively

for

is

a

failure

to

him, co-ordination a farce, and co-opera
tion a reflection on man's status in life's
experiences.
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WALTER EMERSON DURHAM
"Durry," "Captain," "Bull," "Folegs"
APPOMATTOX, VIRGINIA
Appomattox Agricultural High School
Applicant for B. A. Degree; Pi
Kappa Alpha; President Senior
Class; Vice-President Y. M. C.
A., 'i3-'i4; President Y. M. C. A.
T4-Y5;
Treasurer
Philologian
Literary Society, '14; Inter-So
ciety Debate, '15; Associate Edi
tor "Messenger," '15; Business
Manager
"Messenger," 'I5-'I6;
Associate
Editor,
"Collegian,"
T4-T5; President Piedmont Club,
two years; Executive Committee
R. C. A. A.; Class Baseball and
Basket-Bali;
Varsity
Football,
two years; Varsity Track, three
years; Field Day Medal, four
years; College Record in ShotPut,
High
Jump
and
High
Hurdles; Captain Track Team,
Y4-Y5; Assistant Baseball Mana
ger, '15.

Disciple of Jitney Jason.
When
ury

Henry

Jason,

Ford,

published

Twentieth
his

unexpurgated edition of
seekers,

Captain

Cen-

dove-colored

calls for peace-

Durham,

or

President

Durham, or Manager Durham, or that'll
do! responded with sympathy, eagerness,
and

a

Tin

predisposition

advanced

in

price,

tunity ceased knocking.

for

mal-de-mer.

and

his

oppor

Indeed, it might

have been fortunate for us.

If this care

ful painstaking business man, who never
shuts a door had endeavored to "break
the line" of German submarines with his
accustomed "pep" and a bottle of grape
juice, it would have been our sad duty to
elect

another

hyphens.

class

He says

president
he

and

cuss

was "prepared."

Let's call him a "jolly good fellow," sup
plementing that with "square as a die."
To

every

one he

knows

and he knows all of us.
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he's a

friend,

ALBERT T. ELLWANGER
"Ellie," "Effingflinger"
WITT, VIRGINIA
Chatham

Training

School

Applicant B. A. Degree; Philologian Society; Censor, '15; VicePresident, '16; Football Squad,
'12-T3; President C. T. S. Club,
'14-T5;
Vice-President
Senior
Class; Y. M. C. A.; Class BasketBall, '16.

Wizard of the Wily Volley Ball.
A throb of
wafted

half-restrained applause is

from

a cleared spot

among

pines, where men clad in scant

the

regula

tion habiliments perspire and vociferate
sulphurous slang words as they tussle in
volley-ball.

It is Captain "Ellie" leading

his knights of the undershirt to a bloody
victory.

With him volley-ball has ceased

to be a habit and has become a disease.
He was exposed to it when in days of
splinter-ful feet his dad was the thought
less

donor

rubber

avidity of
spent

of

a

spheroid.

vario-colored
With

hollow

the

peculiar

the far-sighted, Little "Elly"

whole days, flirting

his toy over

the back-yard fence, then hiking through
the gate to flirt
never sick.

it back again.

"Ely" is

An ounce of

volley-ball is

worth a pound of Peruna.

It keeps him

in superb physical condition, puts happi
ness in his heart and
effulgences on

high, clear tenor

his lips.

Like the mas

sive posts at the wharf where ships come
in

from

sea, "Elly," the wizard

wily volley-ball, will do to tie to.
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of

the

DUNTON JACOB FATHERLY
"Pap"
WEIRWOOD, VIRGINIA
Franktown-Nassawadox High School

Applicant
Kappa

for

Alpha;

Literary
Critic,

B.

A.

Mu

Sigma

Society;

Censor;

Treasurer

Degree;
Rho

President,

"Spider"

Tidewater

Staff;

Club,

'15.

One 0' the Sons of Rest
Fix

your

visioners

placid visage of

on

the "Sons-o'-Rest" Society.
splendid

faculty

taking

his

Seated

in

the serenely

this charter member of

of

going

time—and
"Heinie"

He has the
through

nobody's

Edmond's

life
else.

room,

munching his mid-day repast, he reminds
one of some Greek philosopher, theoriz
ing

on

comet-behavior.

survived
bration,

his
he

thirteenth
declared

When

he

Christmas

growing a

had
cele

useless

waste of energy, and voted unanimously
to stop.

Notwithstanding his redundant

proclivities for loafing, he pulls down the
high fruit of the scholarship-tree.

When

debating he so effervesces wit, that his
"honorable back-biters" are laughed out
of

court.

Were good-nature a

he'd be all broken out with it.

•V*s
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disease,

PHILLIP WINFREE FORE
"Winnie"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Richmond Academy
Applicant B. A. Degree; Kappa
Alpha;
Assistant
Manager
of
Football, '13;
Assistant
Busi
ness
Manager
of
"Collegian,"
'i4-'i5; Manager of "Collegian,"
'I5-'I6; Cotillion Club; Interfraternity Council; President of
Richmond Academy Club, 'i4-'is.

"A Dream of Fair Women"
Would that we might dwell at length
on this theme, for it is refreshing to de
lineate the virtues of a man like this.
he

is

ever

troubled,

the

placid

If

waters

never ruffle; if he is happy, he radiates it.
The girls
ing,

it's

adore

true,

him.

but

He's

they'd

good-look

worship

him

anyway, for he's got a way with them,
somehow, that just gets by. For the busi
ness

world

he

is

eminently fitted,

for

any man who can successfully carry the
"Collegian's" financial

affairs

through

one year without losing all his teeth, hair,
religion, optimism and youth, has passed
the

acid

test

for

industrial

genius.

In

addition to this, he has conquered Greek,
and we refrain from telling of other feats
for fear of being discredited for veracity.
He is always ready when wanted for any
thing worth while, and when something
is going on, you'll find

him there.

No

social function is began until he answers
to his name, and he brings joy along in
his wake.
his "old
and

His hobby is trying to keep
lady" awake

cheerfulness

in

after

this

8:30

failure

other mark of strong character.
home

on

Sunday

for

keeps his spirits up.

dinner,

P.
is

He goes
and

man

that

touch.
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original

gives

any

thus

He is a quiet, good

fellow, a staunch, loyal friend, and
unexpurgated,

M.
an

type

crowd

the

of

gentle

the

proper

(T»ss'c^aci«r-t >
JOHN HOWARD GARBER
WAYNESBORO, VIRGINIA
Waynesboro High School
Applicant for B. A. Degree; Pi
Kappa Alpha; Philologian Lit
erary
Society,
Secretary,
'15;
Vice-President, '16; Chairman of
Ways and
Means Committee,
'i5-'i6; Executive Committee of
Freshman Class, 'i2-'i3; Y. M. C.
A. Cabinet, 'I4-'I5 and 'IS-'I6;
Class
Baseball
Team,
'i3-'i4;
Manager of Senior Tennis Team,
'16; Secretary of Senior Class,
'16.

Spend-thrift of Grins
He's built his house upon a rock and
named

it

"Castle

Happiness."

When

John laughs, his face is as wrinkled as the
relief map of Switzerland.

He's an excep

tion that proves the rule, "laugh and grow
fat."

Don't think he looks at life with

an amused lackadaisical air. When on his
feet in verbal conflict, he fights

with the

zealous fervor of a "Tommy Atkins" in
trenched.
machine

His mental cosmos becomes a
gun

of

ideas

and

argument—

bullets dart forth in the heavy smoke of
eloquence.

This

good-humored

spend

thrift of grins will don the vestments of
pulpit-dom, and go out on soul-hunting
exploration.
smiling

In

content,

the
the

radiance
babes

he

of

his

baptizes

will twiddle their toes and face existence
with less tremulousness; the brethren he
confines in the proverbial bonds, will lose
from their sporadic dreams of the future,
all rolling pins and flat

irons; and those

sorrow stricken at some loved one's bier,
hearing
and

his

words

hope, will

We know him.

3i

of

return

magnificent

faith

home comforted.

SAMUEL H. GELLMAN, LL. B.
"Sam"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
»

John

Marshall

High School; Richmond

College, LL. B., June, 1914
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

Senior Law Prize, 'i3-'i4; Junior
Class Baseball Team, '13; Critic
Mu Sigma Rho Literary Society,
'15; President Mu Sigma Rho
Literary Society, spring term,
'16; Associate Editor of "Mes
senger," '14-T5; Associate Editor
of "Messenger," 'I5-'I6; Inter
collegiate
Debater,
'16;
John
Marshall High School Club.

Reservoir of Gladstonianism
A

serious

minded

man,

who

fails

to

feel the thrill when he gets an "A," be
cause he is so used to it.

He lives in a

world by himself, and does not encourage
intruders

or

trespassers.

Give

him

a

Calculus, Chemistry V, or Dr. Gestransgorck's

Philosophy

catfish

and

depths of

he

of

rests

profound

the

pale-toothed

blissfully

in

the

knowledge.

If

you

want an argument, see him—anything at
all, served to suit customer.

If you are

in doubt on any point, consult him, for
he

is

the

source

from

which

knowledge itself emanated.

original

He annexed

his LL. B. sometime ago, and

the sad

expression often detected as it flits

across

his visage is due to the fact that there
are so few worlds left to conquer.

But

he is not sad—merely serious, and such
characteristic in this day of light-heartedness, borders on the eccentric.

While he

is not in school, he pursues the law, and
at the bar he is an adept.
bars

and

visedly.

bars—we
We

use

tremble

But there are
the

for

word
the

ad

lowly

criminal who chances to fall in his path,
for he has a way about him that locates
what he is after, and gets it.

WILLIAM W. HAMILTON, JR.
"Ham"
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA
Atlanta

High School; Lynchburg

School; Fork

Union

High

Military

Academy
Applicant , for
B. A.
Degree;
Philologian; Critic; Best Read
er's Medal, '15; Fork Union Club;
Glee Club, '14; Ministerial Asso
ciation; Y. M. C. A.

Gymnast of the Whirling Cycle
This disciple
breezy

air

of

about

the

Hill

him.

City

has

Whether

it

a
be

pursuing the nimble Greek verb through
the meshes of

Hellenic orthography, or

effervescing poetic effusions in the pres
ence of the fairer ones, he adheres to the
same formula.

In this latter, however,

he is most profound, for the victim's of
his

wiles

are

countless,

and,

heartless

fellow, he is training his younger brother
to follow in his steps.

As a cyclist, he

has

hurling

gained

through
speed
figures

much

the

at

note,

atmosphere

almost

on

the

any

at

time,

greensward

a

himself
reckless

and
that

cutting
would

make a circus performer turn green and
red and pink with envy.

He preaches a

bit, too, and as a speaker he holds a high
place.

And lastly, again, and always, he

is fond of the ladies—fond until it is al
most a disease.
his finger-tips,

He is a true Spider to

and has faithfully followed

the Red and Blue.
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JOSEPH A. LESLIE, JR.
"Joe," "Aleck," "Asquith," "Runt,"
"Teefie"
TAZEWELL, VIRGINIA
Tazewell High School
Applicant for B. A. Degree; Phi
Kappa Sigma; Manager
Class
Baseball Team, '13-T4; President
Class, T4-T5;
Manager Track
Team,
'i4-'i5;
Cheer
Leader,
three years; Glee Club, '13, '15,
'16; Quartet, '15-T6; Chairman
Cotillion Club; Secretary Athletic
Association; Publicity Manager
Dramatic Club; Mu Sigma Rho;
Editor-in-Chief "Collegian"; As
sistant Editor "Spider"; Varsity
Club; Lightning
Club;
Mana
ger Glee Club, '16; Class His
torian, '16; Field Day Committee,
'16.

Capricious Connoisseur of Cupid's Targets
When this embryonic combination of
Bret Harte, Edgar Poe and Josh Billings,
clad in fastidious habiliments of inspired
tailor's creation, sallies forth to annihi
late

auricles

vincible
perched
ocean.

and

as
on

a
a

ventricles, he's as in
forty

U-boat

centimeter
in

befogged

gun
mid-

If the victim be of musical tem

perament,

he

warbles

the

sentimental

stuff, tender with legato and ardent with
Italian

sobs.

Literary?

dramatically,

his

latest

He

narrates

short-story

of

romance, war, intrigue, domesticity, mys
tery and with a surprise jolt at the finis.
His moods are variegated as the colors
of

intoxicated

son

of

light

rainbows.

Terpsichore,

saw

fantastic," and

the

Vernon,
him

the

"trip the

castle

founda

tions trembled with envy.

Cornucopia of

wisdom, sunburst of wit!

Cupid willing,

he'll take a hand in the newspaper game
in

Utah!

It's good to grip his

hand, to see him gri.i, to hear his voice,
either laughterful or quiet with emotion.
In the Leslie melody of memory's sym
phony,

"Friendship"

blend.

The

motif

somehow

that

throbs

fails

to

through

those intricate minor harmonies is "love."
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RALPH CLIPMAN McDANEL
"Mac"
COVINGTON, KENTUCKY
Alderson Baptist Academy

Applicant
for
B.
A.
Degree
Kappa Sigma; Philologian;
Critic; Secretary; President; Declaimer's Medal, '14; Secretary
Debating and Forensic Council,
T5-'I6; Assistant Business Mana
ger "Messenger," T4-T5; Secre
tary Dramatic Club, 'I5-'I6; Glee
Club,
'i4-'i5;
Vice-President
Sophomore Class, 'i3-'i4; Mana
ger Class Basket-Bail, '16; Assis
tant
Manager
Football,
'14;
Assistant Manager Baseball, '15;
Manager Baseball, T6; Interfraternity Council; "Spider" Staff,
'16.

Apostle of Thespis
Honest,

this

Paderewski,

isn't

Bakst,

Bill

nor

Faversham,

the fiddler

at

Stumpf's. As it says, it's R. C. McDanel,
politician,

orator,

manager,

and

appellated "Mac" for convenience.

actor,
He's

a Kentuckian, with the true Kentuckian's
geniality of
names.

disposition and

gentility of

How he can possess either, after

catering to
ing from

the

bizarre desires emanat

the "rough-neck" table, is an

enigma to Job.

His love idea is "love

her, love her family," hence his choice of
room-mates.
petals, calm

Life to him is a rose—the
undisturbed

the pistil, rest.
many

pleasures, and

His room is the Tam
of

"Hell-for-Sartin"

section, Thomas Hall.

rendezvous

"Mac" isn't parti

cularly loquacious.

He takes plenty of

time when in pleasant or unpleasant dis
course.
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Square

as

Cleopatra's

needle,

VICTOR SHARP METCALF
"Metty," "Hugo," "Vic," "Little Metty"
RICHMOND

COLLEGE,

VIRGINIA

Richmond Academy
Applicant
for
B.
A.
Degree;
Kappa Sigma; Mu Sigma Rho;
Dramatic Club, 'i5-'i6; Cotillion
Club, '15; Football Squad, '14,
'15; Class Baseball; Class Bas
ket-Bail;
Richmond
Academy
Club; Vice-President Freshman
Class, 'i2-'i3.

Personification of Accomodation
To quote Bearnard Shaw, he "might be
the son
of a Dean."
Right-o!
In his fastidious garb of conventionality,
culture sticks out all over him, like the
needles

of

an irritated

porcupine.

But

when he has plunged insistently through
the labyrinth of

opposing pigskin grap-

plers, as miniature quarter-back of team
two, he looks as

rough and

primeval club swinger.

rude as a

Tease, jibe, joke

him, nudge him in the ribs and chew his
ear.

Futile.

You can't make him mad.

Exile him in Hades, and he'd parley, jest
ingly

with

merits of

Satan

as

to

the

took a bold dive into the flare
lights

lately,

and

the

He

of the foot

shade

peare clapped his wings.
ing?

respective

soft and anthracite coal.

of

Shake-

Accommodat

If he had a pair of sox and a tooth

brush, and you wanted 'em, he'd wash his
teeth with elm leaves, and go barefooted.
Men of his type are as scarce in college
as German U-boats in the Mercer River.
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PAUL GOODE PERDUE
"Pete," "Segrew"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Richmond Academy
Applicant
for
B. A.
Degree;
Theta Chi;
Manager Football
Team, '13; Laboratory Assistant
C h e m i s t r y , ' 1 5 - T 6; " S p i d e r "
Staff, '16; "Collegian" Staff,'16;
Varsity Club; Richmond Acad
emy Club; Lightning Club.

"Dangerous Dan McGrew"
We approach this eulogy with timidity,
fearing it will lack unity, for this grinning
apostle of "Bob" Service is as many-sided
as a locoed amoeba.

This morning

he

looks like Owen Wister's "Virginian" or
Bret Harte's "Tennessee," escaped from
the shackles of

story-dom, as he swag-

gles to cabal his "Lightnin's," or lead in
rough-and-tumble warfare the

harmoni

ous members of the "rough-neck table";
but to-night—ah, hist! young

lady

per

users! to-night, 'tis Beau Brummel who
daintily seeks the sequestered
Westhampton,

there

to

nooks of

quote

the

stuff into a pair of listening ears.
a

concentrated

courage raised
lessly
of

solution

optimism—

to the nth power—care

picturesque, and

integrity.

of

love
He is

The

an

Abe Lincoln

sponaneity

of

his

laughter is as contagious as small-pox, his
enthusiasm

rampant

as

a

dizzy

bolide.

If you can call him friend, count on him
in trouble; if not, mind your knittin'... .
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JAMES AETIUS SAVEDGE
"Dick"
LITTLETON, VIRGINIA
Fork

Union

Military

Academy;

Home-

ville High School

Applicant for B. S. Degree; Y.
M. C. A.; Philologian Society;
Secretary, Vice-President, Treas
urer Senior Class; Class BasketBali and Track; Athletic Asso
ciation.

A Peaceful Savedge
This

quiet

fellow,

with

name moves slowly,
ceeding

sure.

He

the

but

he

wears

a

Roman

moves ex
smile

that

won't come off, and he has a faculty of
attending to his own affairs that is truly
refreshing.

He is the kind of

man that

can be depended on to stay on deck 'till
the last man is off, and then grin as the
water goes over him.

He is not a particu

lar star in the social world, but is always
there when needed.

He has never made

a great deal of noise in his life, and for
that

reason

a

great

many

people

have

failed to know him as they should, and
hence have lost much in the bargain. The
class may well be proud of such a man,
for it has been written that the meek are
to

inherit

the

earth,

and

"Dick"

will

come in for a goodly share—not meek
ness in the timid, humble way, but meek
ness of the quiet, peaceful kind, which in
sunshine may be vine and flower,
storm is oak and rock.

but in

Such men as this

fell at the Alamo. "He was a man, take
him for all in all."
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EDLOE BRYAN SNEAD
"Ed," "Mac"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Fork Union Military Academy
Applicant for B. A. Degree; An
nual Representative F. U. M. A.
Club; Philologian; Declaimer's
Medal, '13; Oratorical Contest,
'15; Freshman Baseball Team,
'l2-'l3.

Society's Sanguine Satellite
Cupid despairing of ever wounding this
fancier of

frivolity, presented to "Mac"

his bow and quiver.

A Robin Hood, he

is, in Society's Sherwood Forest, stand
ing

aloof,

breaking

with

his

arrow-

smiles the phalanx of fair women.

Cast

away on a Crusoe Island, where orches
tras

moan

not,

where

Terpsichorean

sport is as unfamiliar as Homer's method,
in eight hours he'd be flirting

with the

cray-fishes, and dancing with the orang
outangs.
lege

dango,
gab,

Somehow he has carried a col

course
and

along

with

possessing

inherent

supplemented

the social
natural

philosophical
by

a

fan

gift

of

proclivities,

superabundance

of

buncombe, he provokes professional len
iency beyond the passing mark.

Yell to

him. The responding suavity of voice and
joviality of smile, will be as reinvigorating as an after-rain zephyr.
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GEORGE TYLER TERRELL
"Terry"
ASHLAND,

VIRGINIA

Applicant for B. A. Degree; Mu
Sigma
Rho;
Chaplain;
VicePresident; Critic; President; As
sociate Editor "Messenger," '14,
'15, '16; Debating and Forensic
Council, '15, '16; Inter-Society
Debate, '14; Inter-Collegiate De
bate, '15, '16; Annual Representa
tive, '13; Class Basket-Bail and
Baseball, '14, '15; Vice-President
Student Council; "Spider" Staff.

Dan Patch of the Love Track
"Gentlemen, we are fortunate in hav
ing with us to-night"—this is his cue, and
if you want a speech, stick around.
got the widest assortment of

He's

this com

modity known to man, and he is always
on the job.
lie here.

But his true genius does not

Some place him

before

Nick

Carter, while some give him second place,
but

be

that

as

it

may,

he

is

absolute,

unconditional demon

feminine

affections.

In

the
with

three

real,
the

minutes

(his record) he can change the most ob
streperous fire-eating
personification

of

suffragette into the
docility

and

tender

ness, and in another three has rendered
her helpless.
he

has

made

politics,

and

Aside from this, however,
frequent
usually

incursions

carried

back

into
the

bacon, be it literary society, athletic, class,
or what not.

And as a Spider supporter,

he stands alone, never loath to press into
useful

service

his

silver-toned

oratory

propagator at trying times when encour
agement is needed.

He is a much inter

ested and very loyal Spider, and has stood
his Alma Mater in good stead on numer
ous occasions, and will always stand by
her

V
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wherever

he chances to

be.

HENRY GRANT WARRINER
"Hen," "Young Swain"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA, R. F. D.
Richmond Academy
Applicant for B. A. Degree; Phi
Gamma Delta; Treasurer Class,
'i4-'i5; Class Basket-Bail; Class
Track Team; Y. M. C. A.; Rich
mond Academy Club.

"Expurgator of Thrifty Toil"
Sh-wi-s-s-h!

Henry

en

route

to

the

library.

Wow! Ouch! Whoopee! Henry

stopped

to

shake

on the way.

hands

with

a

fellow

He is always in a hurry, be

he going or coming back.

It's a habit.

And when he grips your hand you feel
as

if

you

had

meat chopper
he's

that

been
and

cordial

hit

and

pulled
by

a

through

a

jitney bus,

emphatic.

Work

is the substance he thrives on—milking
cows, plowing corn, or composing son
nets to the lady's eyebrows, its all the
same to him.

He spends his spare time

on horseback, and he is said to be mas
ter of

the art of

riding alone

with his

lady-love under the pale Henrico moon.
He is a many-sided man, faithful, true,
with a laugh that is catching and a smile
that dispels care and trouble.

He is a

true son of the soil, and will follow na
ture's paths when he leaves us; he wishes
to

improve

the

growth

of

products

Henrico, and will raise cross-eyed
and

soup

bones.

He is

a fine

in

peas

fellow,

loved, respected, and missed when he is
gone.
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HENRY OSWELL WYATT
"Hen" "H. O."
MONTAGUE, VIRGINIA
Fork Union Military Academy
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

President Fork Union Club, '14'15; Assistant Business Manager
"Collegian," '15-T6; Art Editor
of "Spider," '15-T6; Athletic As
sociation; Y. M. C. A.; Annual
Representative Ministerial Asso
ciation.

Motor Cycling Machiavelli
Oft have we been lured from our per
usal of

the elusive quadratic by an up

roar similar to that caused by a somnam
bulistic threshing machine in the throes
of

indigestion.

motor bike.
shouting

Wyatt

arriving

on

his

When the "tumult and the

dies,"

our

maltreated

tym

panums are soothed by the smooth highpitched voice of our psalm-singing artist,
initiating Rat disciples into the mysteries
of

the complex carburetor.

voice, that rings true.

It's a clear

The word "con

scientious" was coined to apply to him.
We don't know whether laughter made
him fat or obesity makes him laugh; but
he's fat, and laughter is his morning exer
cise that lasts all day.

If he believes in a

certain thing, he fears neither man nor
devil, but states his beliefs; which proves
he is not a politics-worshipping diplomat.
Figuratively, he is "all wool," literally "a
yard wide."
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REPAREDNESS is the big geography reposing in the seat of the
little boy's trousers just before school turns out. Nationally, it
seems to be a glittering generality supposed to ward off Bertha
Krupp and her consort, the tombstone engraver, and proposes to
put a garrison on every important position, but, as yet, it has only
succeeded in taking one out of an important position. Preparedness embodies
that ability to puncture the hostile soldier in the spot where he either does his
thinking, or loving, or digesting, or both, or all three if possible before he can
put oblivion into your happy existence, and the mourning weeds on darling
Mary waiting by the garden gate for a hero and not a stiff. Mr. Wilson's
idea of preparedness is purely a grammatical one. The Nebraskan orator'
advocates a program the same strength of his grape juice, and darn few be
lieve in either. Preparedness causes men to don olive drab, and a brave front.
The ladies wave the flag and he marches forth, the enemy waves it, and hei
marches back. Preparedness is a useless movement because our grand old
nation is utterly safe and secure as long as it has such brave and efficient
corps of fighters
of the R. L. I. B. calibre, whose stamina and endurance
enables them to wear wrist watches of aluminum and really dance a whole set
without becoming exhausted. What if one bull enraged by the red lining of
the cloaks of the V. M. I. Cadets, chased the whole battalion up four per
simmon trees? We can whip the world. Such manhood that is prevalent in
the U. S. to-day would make Leonidas and the Spartan heroes look like a Jew
with an orange necktie at an Irish picnic on St. Patrick's Day. Preparedness
at the present is three-fifths buncombe, one-fifth gas, and one-fifth hot air, and
it's principal duty seems to be cabinet busting, but if given the leading part
in the world's tragedy now being enacted, it will show Tommy, Pierre and
Karl, ditto Giovanni and Mohammet, not to mention Menikoiskski and Josef,
how to do it in quick lunch counter and Teddy R. style, and blow the whole
map so full of holes that the chop-suey republic on the other side will bask
in perpetual sunlight forevermore.
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My college song is done.
All tremulously aside.

I lay the lute

Is this the fruit

Of all these years of loving,—burning pains,
In heart once riotous with reckless joy?
A

man, to-morrow, I seek strange alien lanes,

To-night I leave the old ones, just a boy.
Not one in dreams far-gazing through the years,—
A sadly humbled little boy, with tears.

A sadly humbled little boy, I steal,
Old Room, back here to you, at last, to kneel
Submissively in prayer.

It's twilight.

Still

Too clearly I can see your poor distress—
The floors

bestripped of carpets; window sill

No longer strewn with papers—nakedness!
Tack-holes in wall where old loved pictures hung
Like echoes, when the even' song is sung.

But in your corners, dark with dusk, abound
My sacred dreams, with cobwebs interwound.
Just bits of soul stuff, flung
In adoration, raptured.

from out the heart

On your wall

Are pencil streaks,—queer specimens of art
Sketched jestingly by friends.

Your floor

is all

Charred by the glowing tips of cigarettes
Flung from glad-idle fingers—who

forgets?

Oh, you will not forget, Old Room, I know
The boy who somehow learned to love you so
He scarce could say farewell.

Others will come

To know your comfort, and to love as I
Have loved you here.

My eyes blur, and I'm numb

In heart, God bless you, and a last good-bye!
Remember me,—not passionless with years,
But just your humble little boy with tears.
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Junior Class Officers

junior C la££
OFFICERS
T.

B.

TALIAFERRO

President

L. O. SNEAD

Vice-President

L. S. LIGGAN

Secretary

E.

Treasurer

Y.

NOBLIN

E. J. FOX

Annual Representative

CLASS ROLL
Allen, B. D.

Latane, L. M.

Bausum, R. L.

Lawrence, V. S.

Boyd,

Liggan, L. S.

C.

C.

Bristow, Weston

Mitchell, P. L.

Charlton, H. W.

Montague, Hill

Clopton, H. A.

Mustoe, R. M.

Combs, M. L.

Noblin, E. Y.

Crippen,

Northern, E. E.

L.

F.

Davis, W. L.

Poteet, J. H.

Dickerson, L. C.

Quick, G. W.

Dean, E. C.

Russell,

Diggs, Isaac, Jr.

Silvey, W. R.

H. A.

Edmunds, J. F.

Smith, G. F.

Fox, E. J.

Snead, L. O.

Gellman, Moses

Sutherland, H. M.

Harrup, P. L.

Taliaferro, T. B.

Johnson, C. O.

White, W. E.

Lane, H. C.

Wright, J. R.
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Junior Claste J|i£torp
N SEPTEMBER, 1913, with a splendid mental verdure we came
with an insatiable thirst for knowledge. We have much in
common with the classes of all the years. As is the case with
every class, our work has been the hardest ever. Like other
classes we have been grieved from time to time by the loss of
members—some of whom have fallen by the wayside to be overtaken by the
Class of '18, while others have left College.
Sometimes we have "flunked," but then it was not our fault—the pro
fessors did it.
But 'tis not in these things that we lay our claims to greatness. We are
a unique people. We are a part of the Old College. Still there lingers in our
minds the memory of nightly sights and sounds and "visitations" in Memo
rial Hall, Central Building, Whitsett, Gaines, and DeLand. To be sure, those
were "Co-ed" days. On the campus in the library, at classes, and in Lab., we
were blessed with the presence of "the girls." We were the last "Rat" class
on the old campus, and when the buildings there began to be torn down,
we scampered away to become the first Sophomore Class of the Greater
Richmond College.
During the three years we have passed here we have discovered that if
we want our horns tooted we must toot them. We, therefore, ask that we
be not harshly criticised if we here preserve for posterity some of our ardu
ous struggles and a few of our splendid achievements.
We won the class championship in baseball our first year. Coach Dobson
came with us and has always said we are the best class he has seen enter1
college. Among those who came with us were "Tiny" Wicker, Privott,
Pollard, Klevesahl, King, Heubi, Mitchell, Satterfield, Robbins, Liggan,
Cosby, Taliaferro, Harrup and Crossley. In our Junior year we furnished
Captain Mitchell for basket-ball and Captain Liggan for baseball.
Nor is business ability lacking among us. Lawrence in basket-ball,
Taliaferro in track, and Boyd in football, have made excellent managers. The
Debating and Forensic Council for igi6-'i7 will be manned largely from this
class.
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Our versatility grows. For two years the literary societies have looked
to us for half the men in inter-society debates. In our Junior year we have
been called on for three out of six men in inter-collegiate debates. Bristow
deserves special mention.
An unusual honor has been thrust on us in that two editors-in-chief have
been elected from our camp for "The Messenger." Bausum is to be congratu
lated on his good work in this position. Latane is upholding the standard.
Moreover, we claim six associate editors for "The Messenger."
There are other evidences of our literary ability. Our writers of shortstories and sketches are legion. O joy! Look at our hip-pocket essayist, the
overflowing of whose fountain-pen has delighted us greatly.
Occasionally we have taken a day off from our numerous college activi
ties in order to study. We have no bad record in scholarship. According to
Dean Metcalf, the Class of '17 was ahead of the other classes for the last fall
term. Fields won the Math, prize in 1914-T5. In the same year our class
split honors with the Class of '16 for the Spanish prize.
Any record that fails to notice our political propensities and intrigues, is
inadequate. In his Rat year Diggs got a shower bath just because he ran
for office. Boyd is our lobbyist—and a good one he is. Sam Hill must be
watched on elections. Taliaferro always carries his precincts.
But if there be one point in which we excel, 'tis in love. Love crowns
each Hill, and has the right of way over every Lane. Even our Dean has
been mortally wounded by the Little Bowman's darts. Taylor could not
wait until he finished college to get married. Northern and McClung brought
their wives with them. With such a record as this, we regret that among our
fellows L. O. Snead, Lee Crippen and "Jimmie" Poteat have showed a mortal
antipathy to woman-kind.
Yet, why prolong this? No one can classify us. Noblin's good-nature
is in proportion to his obesity. Up to this time Silvey, Russell and Clopton
have looked after their own affairs, spoken when spoken to, and talked as
little as possible. You never can tell about Harrup. Fox starred in "As You
Like It." Johnson was the "cruel" cop in "The Magistrate." Gellman always
has an idea—of some kind. Montague makes a mighty little noise, but here
is another case of still water.
There are, to be sure, other names just as illustrious as these. But for
their mighty deeds we must refer the reader to the columns of the "Col
legian," and to the pages of "The Messenger."
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^opfjomore Class
OFFICERS
E. W. MILLER

President

R. T. COLEMAN

Vice-President

E. L. RODEN

Secretary

H. L.

Treasurer

E.

R.

MILBOURNE
CHESTERMAN,

FIELDING

JR

COMBS

Historian
Annual

Representative

MEMBERS
Aaron, T. R.
Abrams, R.

Hill, S. S.
H.

Hoover E. C.

Adams, P. C.

Hubbard, L. C.

Anderson, B. L. F.

Kay, A. W.

Bagby, W. H.

Lacy, R. L.

Barksdale, I. S.

Luttrell, H. B.

Beazley, R. J.

Martin, N. F.

Banter, J. E.

Mason, C. L.

Bowles, L. S.

McDowell, Guy

Bradley, G. Y„ Jr.

Milbourne, H. L.

Britton, F. S.

Miller, E. W.

Broaddus, W. R.

Noblin, H. A.

Brooking, T. N.

Omohundro, J. B.

Cheetham, A. C.

Patton, J. B.

Chesterman, E. R., Jr.

Pitt, M. U.

Clark, H. T.

Roden, E. L.

Clark, M. O.

Shumate, J. K.

Coleman, R. L.

Simpson, P. H.

Combs, Fielding, Jr.

Skinner, B. F.

Corr, R. H.

Smith, P. B.

Crossley, N. T.

Spicer, M. F., Jr.

Dunford, F. B., Jr.

Thomas, H. P.

Fox, P. R.

Tune, W. O.

Glass, Max

Tyson, L. B.

Goode, B. C.

Van Denburgh, A. H,

Green, B. R.

Whitehead, C. S.

Hamilton, P. E.

Wicker, J. C.

Hard wick, L. R.

Wood, W. W.

Harris, M. H.

Woody, A. Mcl.
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| LREADY the Class of '18 has a pretty good opinion of i tself, and with
a just cause has even allowed this opinion to grow. The first thing
that made the Sophs throw out their chests and run their hands
through their respective pompadours, was the knowledge that it
was the largest second year class in the history of Richmondl
College. Sixty-five good men and true compose this body of scientific Rat
exterminators. Practically the whole of this class of great men have signi
fied their intentions of coming back until they finally extract a degree from an
apparently unwilling Alma Mater.

S18

This year the Sophomore Class had many of its dire intentions upon the
Rats thwarted by the unfeeling Student Senate. The huge bunch of Fresh
men was only mildly entertained by some gore-inclined Sophs, for they re
membered that according to tradition all misunderstandings would be cleared
up on the night of the Freshman banquet. But alas, and even alack, the afore
said Student Senate smashed tradition to smithereens. They firmly re
quested (?) the Sophomore not to molest, harm or otherwise injure the
fledgling Freshman. The Rats came home peacefully, slept on the tops of
"stacked" beds and were disturbed only by dreams resulting from injudicious
indulgence in oyster cock-tails.
Be not misled into believing that the Class of '18 concerns itself solely
with deeds of destruction. Sociableness is one of the real virtues of the
Sophomores. The Senior-Sophomore banquet is a living witness of the fact.
The latter conclusively proved their ability as gentlemen for they conquered
the squirming spaghetti and consumed the playful pea with equal dexterity.
Every dance (speak with bated breath) given by the Cotillion Club or the
girls of Westhampton has been graced by the presence of a large number of
Sophs. Even vesper service usually finds several of our blooming youths in
attendance.
In every phase of college life the influence of the Sophomore Class has
made itself felt. From the "Waiters' Union" to Math. 2 we have representa
tives. About five of our men held positions on the football team and won
their "R." Two were on the basket-ball team, and five on the fleet foot squad.
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The mainstays of the baseball team will be Sophomores. The Y. M. C. A., the
two literary societies, the "Collegian," the "Messenger," all have received
loyal support and help from second year men.
Collegiate work has not suffered in consequence of interest in other
matters. In our midst are several who got a full ticket of "A's" with unflag
ging regularity. In proportion to its numbers, the Sophomore Class proba
bly has more "A" students than any single body of men on the campus. The
general scholastic average is high, and, if for nothing else, we have a right to
be proud of this fact.
Forgive our pride and momentary vain-gloriousness, and remember that
hackneyed phrase, that "he who toots not his own horn
"
HISTORIAN.
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Jfrestfjman Clas#
OFFICERS
T.

R.

MILLER....

L.

M.

POFF

President
Vice-President

A. W. GARNETT..
R.

D.

Secretary and Treasurer

WHITLOCK

Historian

MEMBERS
Abshire, J. D
Albert, F. L.
Alderson, J. M.
Anderson, H. D.
Anderson, W. C.
Ashton, D. C.
Ashworth, O. O.
Bagley, R. B.
Barbour, V/. B.
Barksdale, J. C.
Bear, Hyman
Binford, H. C.
Bobbitt, J. R.
Boroughs, T. C., Jr.
Bowman, S. T.
Bradshaw, J. P.
Brittle, O. I.
Brown, E, L.
Burke, E. C.
Carneal, G. U.
Chappell, R. R.
Cheatham, A. B.
Chowning, G. P.
Craven, M. B.
Claud, H. L.
Clements, J. F.
Clements, W. T.
Collins, J. T.
Councill, J. Y.
Cox, C. C., Jr.
Crump, B. W., Jr.
Culbert, G. T.
Davis, J. M.
Davis, M. T.
Dodsworth, C. E.
Doughtie, J. R.
Dowdy, R. H.
Durrett, T. D.
Eanes, W. S.

Field, J. W.
Garnett, A. W.
Glen, G. R.
Godwin, C. B.
Grimes, J. W.
Ham, T. J., Jr.
Hartz, D. W.
Hibbitts, P. J.
Hite, J. R.
Hornbarger, I. T.
Hunt, N. F.
Hurt, W. H.
Jacoby, Russel
Johnson, C. C., Jr.
Jolliff, J. T.
Kimbrough, A. M.
Kirby, O. B.
Knight, W. I.
Kuyk, C. F. G.
Lawless, G. I. R.
Leonard, B. W.
Loving, W. B., Jr.
Luck, A. B.
Mack, G. K.
Mack, J. B.
Marlowe, H. H.
McNeil, G. E.
Miller, T. R.
Newman, E. N.
Nicholas, H. L.
Northen, L. C.
O'Brien, Alfred
Owens, W. I.
Parks, R. C.
Pearman, T. B., Jr.
Phillips, C. M., Jr.
Plowden, W. M.
Poff, L. W.
Purcell, Thorpe

Evans, E. G.
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Ratcliffe, H. M.
Rucker, E. H.
Ryland, R. T.
Ryland, W. H.
Sampson, R. L.
Sanford, R. P.
Saunders, C. C.
Seward, B. P.
Shepherd, C. D.
Shepherd, F. R.
Shepherd, G. W.
Sinton, Wm.
Sisson, G. E.
Smith, C. B.
Smith, S. H.
Spiers, T. H.
Stevens, R. N.
Stevens, T. W.
Stratford, A. L.
Tener, G. R.
Thomas, C. C.
Thomas, C. T.
Tiller, W. L.
Trainham, W. E.
Trundle, O. C.
Tucker, S. B.
Turner, G. M.
Wagstaff, C. R.
Watkins, J. H.
Wechsler, Isadore
Weekley, H. G.
Whitfield, J. M„ Jr.
Whitlock, C. M.
Whitlock, R. D.
Willis, J. M. H.
Whittet, R.
Winfrey, H. B.
Woods, A. L.
Wright, J. N.

Jfrestfjman Claste Jpistorp
HEN a nobleman of the old regime haughtily asked Marshal Ney
what his ancestry was, he replied, "I have none, but am making
one of my own." So it is with the Freshman Class. We have
no ancestral achievement upon which to base our own accom
plishments, but are making a name for ourselves. But, however
definite and certain our efforts have been, the task of recording them is a diffi
cult one. The class is too large to mention each member individually; never
theless, it must be acknowledged that every member has distinguished himself
in some manner, if only by being one of the class. Inasmuch as we cannot
have space to give a comprehensive account of our career, we shall give a brief
summary of our chief characteristics.
The Freshman Class is proud, but not vain; retiring, but not timid; am
bitious, but not foolhardy. We know our strength; we cherish our hopes;
we dream our dreams; and, though welcomed here by icy hands of indifference,
and slapped on the back with the ponderous paddles of "Bucksters," and gazed
upon with contempt, we have lived and loved and dreamed.
Even the Sophomores must acknowledge that in all the various phases of
college activity we have achieved records, and have worked out a worthy basis
for subsequent history.
In athletics, even the beginning of our course has been auspicious. Despite
the early unfavorable predictions in regard to our physical appearance, we have
left our mark upon the gridiron; the basket-ball court has known our prowess;
the track has witnessed our feats of endurance and ability, and on the diamond
we are already confident of distinction.
The career of a successful year is now drawing to a close. Soon the
varied scenes of the year will have faded into the past. However, there looms
up before us the glowing prospects of great achievements and of continued
joys. Therefore, let us live throughout the succeeding college years with the
knowledge that for the future we have a name to uphold, a dignity to pre
serve, and a goal toward which to strive, and let us remember that in a few
short years we shall be Seniors with our Alma Mater's reputation to sustain.
HISTORIAN.
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FECIALS

Rectal Cla££
OFFICERS
A.

H.

T.

N.

BLANKINGSHIP

President

TOMBES

Vice-President

J. A. VACHE

Secretary

H.

Treasurer

L.

CARTER

A. B. COSBY

Historian

MEMBERS
Blankenship, A. H.

Farris, H. H.

Soyars, H. N.

Carter,

Hardy, J. H.

Smith, C. B.

Christian, T. L.

James, M. G.

Tombes. T. N.

Cosby,

Owen, S. C.

Vache, J. A.

Roberts, L. C.

Wrenn, J. E.

H. L.

A.

B.

Cosby, L. C.
Individually we were flung

into the stream of

We have realized the experiences of
us.

college life—individually to leave.

Rat-dom; but those of Senior-dom are not for

While here we live not as "a man who dwells alone," for

besides quaffing the

draughts of book-wisdom, we taste willingly, zealously those of service.
men

you'll find

unshackled..

athletes,

actors, managers,

writers.

We

To-day we are together, to-morrow—who knows?

brotherhood, perhaps as no other breed of college animal.
comradeship.

are

almost

But we feel the class

Wanderers are famed for

Other classes are all right; but we are "specially" good.
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Among our

vagabond-like,

~HE LAWJ

, ATC H you for pie. You lose. Give me peach, Stein. Great balls
of misery, why didn't they feed this pie to Washington's army
at Valley Forge? Why didn't you shave it, Stein? It's
whiskers are gray. Say, Milly, when are you going to come out
of the bushes? Your face looks like a door mat without the
word welcome. Take your feet off that table, Monk. Where do you think
you are? In church? Rat, hold my cigarette a minute, here comes coach.
Hold it, don't smoke it. Got the makin's, Charley B.? Hey, Stein, gimme a
match. Ye Gods! Handy gave us a hundred and twenty lines of memory work.
I oughto had a C on that exam. Sometin' rotten in Denmark. Gee, fellows,
here comes Westhampton! Hey, Stein, want a clerk? Lemme. Get off my
foot, Pride. Sit down or you'll scare 'em off. Dressed up! Lord, she's got
Lillian Russell lookin' like my washerwoman. They didn't recognize my
good looks. Say, which one of 'em does "Tiny" go to see? Now he goes to
see another one over there. Ask Izzie Boyd, he knows more about that dry
goods emporium over there than—than—than—Dean Keller—Him and Pete.
What are you doin'—Joe—studyin'? Now I'm in a trance, catching the
measles with a mouse trap. I'll bet Boaty talks in chapel to-day. Character!
Education! Greater Richmond College. Hey Ed! Hope it ain't a certain
Prof.—won't mention name. He's the longest-winded guy I ever saw. The
Lord has to use a relay stenographic team when he gets started right.
Carolina, match you fer a drink. Hey, Liquor, gimme a cigarette. What
time is it, somebody? Let's go to class, Dick. Is Eckie here to-day? Cut
out spittin' on the floor, Pete, there is the window. Easy, stop the cussin',
boys, here comes Metty. Chapel time, come on. (Exit—Stein (fervently),
"Thank the Lord!"
"Finis"
JOY.
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WILLIAM H. CALDWELL
"Billy"
Ashland

High

School;

McGuires;

Ran

dolph-Macon College
Applicant
Phi; Phi
torian
Law.

LL. B.; Delta Theta
Kappa Sigma; His

Senior

Law

and

Junior

Spiderized Yellow-Jacket.
Rarely do we find

such a combination

of virtues bound up in a single soul and
seeking expression through the medium
of pen and speech as "Billy."

He is the

kind of man, who, with the force of
convictions

behind

him,

make

one

his
feel

that here is a man who knows what he is
talking

about.

He

minded

nor

biased,

is

neither
but

narrow-

the

happy

medium, wherein forcefulness and right
eousness are wonderfully blended.
he feels he thinks, and
he speaks.
reputation
mobile

what

What

he thinks

Oh, rare virtue! He has the
of

being a crackerjack

salesman,

a

lady-killer,

auto

a

Beau

Brummel and a politician.
This
iron.

man

has

a

constitution

of

pig

Two years of his life—three hours

daily—have been spent on the train and
street car going to and from school.
always

leaves

Richmond

o'clock Ashland car?

on

the

He

12:00

Gets up 5:00 A. M.

o'clock every morning, looks fresh, knows
his lectures, makes good marks.
yond

It's be

us—but inspiration accounts for a

lot of things.
He dreams of judgships, and it's a safe
gamble he will grace the bench, if appli
cation counts for aught.
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CHARLES EDWIN FORD
"Cholly," "Jitney"
NEWPORT NEWS, VIRGINIA
Newport

News High School;

V. M. I., 1913-T4
Applicant
for
LL.
B.;
Phi
Gamma Delta; Delta Theta Phi;
Orator Senior Law;
Cotillion
Club; Lightning Club.

A Prince of Good Fellows
"Jitney" combines

the

manners

of

a

count with a never-failing effervescence
of spirits; the result is a debonair court
liness that the more you see of him the
better you like him.
It is a known fact that he gets more
mail

than

any

other

man

in

college.

Watching box 98 twice every day for the
arrival of the "Newport News Daily," and
on top of this spends every Saturday and
Sunday in the shipbuilding city.

From

this you would gather that "Cholly" is a
fusser.

Well, he is, but always with the

same girl.
He is

a

He is anything but fickle.
man

who

will stand

by

his

friends and his beliefs to the last ditch.
In class room, he knows, and knows that
he knows.

That's why he's a Senior.

He

works, but doesn't overwork, because he
doesn't have to, which means he is in
clined to be lazy.
well

pressed

Has a great love for

clothes;

in

fact,

that is "creasy."
"Pete, gimme a letter."
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anything

JACOB LOUIS MOROWITZ
"Mo"
NEWPORT
Newport

NEWS, VIRGINIA

News

High

School;

Maury

High School

Typical Boner
Morowitz first

attracted attention one

cold autumn night, when he "voluntarily"
took a plunge in the soothing waters of
the lake.

But that is a closed

He has the distinction of
one of

subject.

making every

his Junior tickets the first

shot.

Keen of brain he is always ready to get
into an argument on some mooted ques
tion of
Prof,

law.

and

He is never

sometimes

in

bluffed

his

by a

arguments

with them he comes out on top.
He
brain

is

possessed

and

that

of

a

invaluable

down and stick to it.

nineteen-carat
ability

to sit

Passed the State

bar at the end of his Junior year and be
fore

long

we

expect

to

hear

of

him

winning some cases in Newport News.
He can talk on any subject, and with
a fluency

of

speech

and

earnestness of

manner that those who listen believe he
really does know something of
says.
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what he

DAVE E. SATTERFIELD, JR.
"Chatterfelt"
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
John

Marshall

Applicant

for

High
LL.

School
B.;

Phi

Gamma Delta; Delta Theta Phi
President Senior Law; Captain
Track, '16; Vice-President Junior
Law; Vice-President John Mar
shall
Club;
Assistant
Editor
"Spider," '16; Assistant Editor
"Collegian," '16; Marathon Team,
'14; Cross Country Team, '15;
Varsity Basket-Bali, '14, '15, '16;
Varsity Track, Ts-'i6; Captain
Freshman Baseball Team, '14;
Varsity Club; Assistant Editor
"Collegian," '15; Athletic Editor
'Messenger," '14.

Cupid de Murcuria Apfolis
Stark
moods.

mad

he is—this

man

of

many

You see him here in the poppy-

smile of Morpheus.

Did we choose this

kodak phenomenon because he's a slum
ber lover?

Nix.

We're merely proving

that he once was in night shirt clad, con
versing

in

snore-talk

and

dreaming

of

lucid law books, picnic dinners and dar
ing

devilment.

He

holds

the

medals

for long distance mastication, short time
room stacking and general imitations of
the Old Nick.
for

him

We are prone to prophecy

greatness

and

fame.

Every

mother in dreams sees her son on the
Presidential front porch; but "what shall
it

profit

a

man

greatness—and
the

blessed

.

.

.

?"

greatness.

privelege

of

If

There

is

realizing

loving

and

of

laughing; living cleanly and vigorously;
playing square with friend and foe, and
possessing
anything,

star-high
Dave

And fame?

has

ideals

amounts

greatness

to

already.

He is famous now for his

spontaneous smiles, his hard hand-clasp,
his unconspiring attitude toward the un
just.

Real brother-in-friendship, ready to

cheer, sympathize, to fight
"Chatterfelt."
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for you—Old

4
PERCY S. SMITH
"Smidt"
Fairmont High School
Applicant LL. B.
Vice-President

Senior

Law

"Webster, Unabridged."
If you should look for him you would
find

him in one of

three places, in the

Law Library, expounding with intensity
some intricate problem
hind

the

counter,

of

with

the law; be
a

patronizing

smiling air, and a look of "Yiddish" ex
pectancy upon his big florid face; or glid
ing smoothly, "alertly" along Broadway
in his machine in search of somebody.
This

man

thousand
"Jack
and

if

can

ask

questions

Robinson."

you

forty-eleven

before you can say
He

conscientious

has a

big

heart

work and common

sense count for anything, you will hear
from him, when the pretentions of more
obtrusive characters

have

passed

away.

It is rumored Percy is going to take a
course in snake dancing, he is an adept
at this sort of thing, especially after an
exam., when he feels that he is on the
ragged edge.
He carries with him when he leaves his
Alma Mater, nothing but the well wishes
of

his fellow-students.

It's

a

safe

bet

whatever he undertakes to do he will do
well.
"Equity

regards

been done."
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that

did

which

has

VERNON BROWNIE TATE
"Vern," "Verndoy"
COEBURN, VIRGINIA
Appalachian High School

A Complete Letter-Writer
Observe!

He is right from the regions

of Bluefield W. Va., and he has not failed
to uphold the reputation of the sons of
that

State.

A

many-sided,

easy-going

fellow, who greatly impresses the Rats
by his wise looks and even has some of
the Profs, bluffed.
He has had hard luck in athletics pos
sessed of

a good

physique, nicely built

for a catcher and a good fielder,

he was

sorely handicapped by cross leaders and
weak ligaments in his right wing.

That

was all that kept him off of the Varsity.
His strong point was to state with no
ticeable "glibness"
equity.

A

worker.
taken

up

all

very busy

You
in

see

and

most

writing

damsel in Yorkville.

any point

in

man, and a hard
of

to

his

some

time is
faraway

When one of these

missives is begun there must be no in
terruption for two hours or more.
sides

possessing

all

these

many

Be
good

qualities, it must not be overlooked that
he is some politician?
Anarchist Club!
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President of the

Senior Hato J|t£torp
ISTORY has been aptly defined as "a record or all that man has
done, or thought, or felt since the beginning of time." What, then,
you will say, has the Class of 1916 done? Have we not ventured
beyond the pale, and into that great realm of the law, which is
bounded (as a patriot once said of Americanism) on the North by
the Aurora Borealis; on the South, by the procession of Equinoxes; on the
East by Primeval Chaos, and on the west by the Day of Judgment? And have
we not sat at the feet of the great McNeill, and copiously recorded the theories
of the common law, and wondered whether they were observations concerning
some unknown science, or merely orders for Chinese pop-crackers?
And have we not heard the inimitable Moore explain the "whys and
wherefores" of the law of real property, and freely muttered among ourselves,
"What can it mean?"
And has not the laconic Tucker, so dismembered the Constitution of the
United States, that we regard its intendment as simple as a nursery rhyme, and
its application as intricate as a problem in integral calculus?
And, finally, oh, ye doubtful, have we not pondered in silence as the un
tiring Chichester roamed unfettered the fields of evidence; and have we not
chanted in unison the long meter doxology? These things have we DONE.
"Well done," you will say. What then, have we thought? We have
thought that some day, somewhere, we will meet face *0 face, a great inspira
tion, which will conduct us to the inner shrine, where dwells the Oracle who
will unfold to us the mysteries of the law. We still think so.
We have thought as the dread day approaches, of the horrible necessity
of earning a living. We have to-day thought we were destined to starve.
To-morrow we have pictured ourselves on the heights of success.
When we consider our various feelings, during our short, and sweet exist
ence, as a unit, we are reminded of the conflicting emotions which have stirred
our souls, and we both laugh and weep. Ambition? Each of us is satiated
with it. And, finally, as we stand upon the threshold, we are conscious of our
scanty knowledge, and feel, as says the poet, that:
"If we could win to the Eden tree, where the four great rivers flow,
And the wreath of Eve is red on the turf, as she left it long ago.
If we could come when the sentry slept, and softly scurry through,
By the favor of God we might KNOW as much, as our father Adam knew?
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JUNIOR LAW

(r*ms3iP7^rxz&r)
JAMES HARMON BARNETT
B. S. Georgetown College; Class
President; Kappa Alpha; Assis
tant Football Coach.
Kentucky

gives

another

President,

James Harmon Barnett, and like his re
nowned

predecessor

is

of

massive

di

mensions, both physically and mentally.
"No, Mr. Barnett, a spoon of
Washington

wouldn't

be

of

George

sufficient

consideration for me, though it might be
for you."

EMMETT S. BRONSON
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Class

Vice-President;

Kappa

Alpha; Delta Theta Phi.
"Bronny" of the golden locks honors
the Junior Class with his presence now
and then, mostly then.

He is almost a

woman hater since he joined the "Loved
and Lost Club," after a misunderstand
ing down at the W. C.

JUNIUS EARLE DUNFORD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
B. A. Richmond College; 1915
Phi Gamma Delta; Delta Theta
Phi; Glee Club.
Note his personal smile. That's "Pete."
Looks
only

care-free,

knew

regions of

that

eh?

Oh,

well,

if

you

back in the blue grass

Kentucky

there

C h, well, what's the use.

lives

As Editor-in-

Chief elect, we predict the best "Spider"
of them all.

LATIMER GRAY EUBANK
Class Historian; A. F. and A. M.
Note the pleasant look on "Lad's" face,
He is one of the best-natured fellows on
the campus.
young
but

lady

seeing

One evening he met a fair,
and

almost

the

anxious

won

her

heart,

expression

on

"Jim's" face, he gracefully stepped aside
with an "after you my dear Barnett."
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ELLIOTT B. HAZELGROVE
Theta

Chi;

"Judge" is

Delta

one

of

the

figures on the campus.
agriculture,

always

ments.

turns

He

Theta

Phi.

most

familiar

He is devoted to
squashing

the

initials

indict
"R.

C."

around so they will read "C. R."—merely
a grammatical error.

JOHN CLAUDIUS KIDD
CREWE, VIRGINIA
He says he is a woman hater, but that
far-away, dreamy

look

in

his

eye doth

reveal the secret that he fain would hide
—he only likes one girl.
Claude is convincing in argument.

We

predict a great future as a business law
yer; in fact a real "captain of industry."

ARUNAH OTTO LYNCH
B. A. Richmond College, 1911;
Kappa Sigma; Student Senate;
A. F. and A. M.; General Secre
tary Y. M. C. A.
Lynch

has a soft-toned, gentle

for all, and
something

best of

that

word

all he usually says

counts,

which

goes

all

the more to prove that he has had a great
deal

of

practice

in

trying

some timid bashful maiden.

to

convince

Too bad he

did not win the persimmon groves of old
Fluvanna;

but

blessed

balms of youth.
lina.

May it

are

the

healing

Venus is in North Caro

be

his

good

luck

to

get

stuck, and get stuck well in the tar of the
Old North State.

CHARLES EDWIN MAURICE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Edwin is a J. M. graduate who is in at
tendance at all legal discussions at Rich
mond College. His favorite pastime is in
trying
to convince the Westhampton
street car conductors that a passenger
with
a
transfer
improperly
punched
should not be forcibly ejected, especially
when no fraud is intended to be perpe
trated on the company.
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HARRY GEORGE MELLON
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
No,

gentlemen,

Mellon

is

not

from

Missouri, he just can't help from asking
the reason why.
N.

Y., and for

He hails from Buffalo,
that

"buffalo" Mack out
Sue,

but

he

found

reason
of

he tried

to

his favorite cow

"according

to

one

Bishop, that is not practical."

BERTRAM LEE ROBINS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Phi Gamma Delta; Vice-Presi
dent Special Class, '14-'!5; Cap
tain-Elect Football; Varsity Club.
Why

that

fervesces

rippling

from

murmur

the

bleachers—followed

Red

by

a

that

and

yell like

ef

Blue
unto

a coterie of antagonistic coyotes? Robins
has entered the game!
down!

We want a touch

"Bert" is a solid

centrated scrap.

hunk of

con

Life isn't football, but

it takes "pep" to "make good" in it.

He's

got it, and watch him.

JOSEPH VICTOR STEUCSEK
MONACA, PENNSYLVANIA
The noise reminded us of the guns of
the great war sounding above the hiss of
the bullet, and the hee haw of Wills.

As

we listened we learned to our great satis
faction that it

was only the voice of

a

slight youth, "Stew," endeavoring to un
ravel the mysteries of contracts.

FULLER F. TAYLOR
ACCOMAC COUNTY, VIRGINIA
A. B. Western Maryland Col
lege; A. M. Harvard University,
1908; Spider Representative; A.
F. and A. M.
A new Richmond enters the field

and

casts covetous glances at the woolsack.
He is a man of convictions, not "Mac" or
even

"Chic"

reinforced

by

St.

Patrick

with all his snakes, can rout him from his
position
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once

he

judicially

selects

it.

HUGH C. TIMMINS, JR.
RICHMOND,
"Tim," to start
fellow.

VIRGINIA

with is a

jolly

good

He is fond of motor cycling, and

it is his greatest

pleasure, after

having

been "ridden" in class, to turn on the gas
and get revenge. He is the youngest man
in

the

class,

but

we

consider

him

the

brightest, and we predict that some day
he will be addressed as "Yer Honor."

JOSEPH LEMUEL WILLS
LOUISA, VIRGINIA
Kappa

Alpha;

Class

Secretary

and Treasurer.
He is noted for his genial good nature,
ready smile, and hearty laugh.
welcome addition to any class.

Joe is a
In the

class room he shines; at the refectory he
dines;

tobacco

pot dues.

he

chews,

pays

regular

He's a bear-cat with the girls,

loves to play with their curls, and when
at a dance, puts the girls in a trance.

All

girls with eyes bright, he loves at first
sight, and it's not a bad bet, he's some old
maid's pet.
(By

Bronson.)

Junior Hato JMsftorp
T SEEMS a long time since we lived the last moment of that event
ful summer, the last one that we spent as ordinary laymen. In our
own conceits we knew a great deal about the law the theory of
government, and wondered why it should be necessary to study
such a simple subject. Not until we were in the several classes and
had heard the first lectures under our learned instructors did we awake with
a start when each one in turn said that there were several of the number who
would drop by the wayside as the fight grew thick and hard. It was then that
we began to realize how insignificant we were. Some of us asked ourselves
various questions but the majority thought, Is it I ?
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As time passed on we settled down to hard work. It was not long before
we had reached our first mile-stone, "agency," then Christmas came. Oh, what
a Xmas! After the holidays we came back with renewed vigor and went to
work with the intent to stick to it through thick and thin.
Most of us remember many witty and interesting things that happened
in class, but as space is limited. Suffice it to say, "gentlemen, at the close of
the last hour we were discussing the case on page five hundred. Does any one
remember the decision in that case?" Mr. Hazelgrove, hesitatingly: "It was
squashed, doctor." Dr. McNeil: "Not exactly true, but some call it a cymbling." Mr. Mellon: "What is a cymbling, doctor?" Dr. McNeil: "Come down
on earth, stick to the subject and remember that we are not studying
agriculture."
Since nothing has been said about the pleasures and pastimes, we will men
tion a few so the patient reader will not think that the life of the law student is
a dull and uneventful existence. Far be it from such. We, not as a whole, but
as individuals have taken part in athletics, social functions and all phases of
college life.
The end of the first year in the study of law is rapidly coming to a close
and it is with a conviction born of experience that we say, "Law is, indeed, a
jealous mistress," and humbly acknowledge that there is no rose-lined path to
an LL. B.
In bringing to a close this history (?) it is with many misgivings that we
offer it for your judgment. With this we submit our case, praying the clem
ency of the court, to be vouchsafed in our behalf lest our cause be remanded
for a new trial.

Make me laugh,
I am weary of tears.
Songs that you sing of the sordid and sad,
Tire me like burdens—I want to be glad!
The clock ticks so lazily! Living so long,
Give jest to each poem, give joy to each song
And make me laugh,
I am weary of tears.
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Coach Dobson

Coacf) ©ol)£on—®l)e jfflan
HEN it was announced that "Coach" had signed the five-year con
tract a wave of hilarity swept the campus, with the celerity and
thoroughness of a Kansas cyclone. It was the storm after the
calm of strained anxiety. Singers sang, yellers yelled, whistlers
whistled, and the more versatile did all three. This exuberance
wasn't only confined to his athletes, we unused to the uniform, soft-palmed and
athletically ignorant, crooked our elbows to pat ourselves on the back.
He is our friend. His "good-morning" is more than a habit, his handclasp
more than a social custom. They are evidence of a great friendship emanat
ing from a big heart. His fight-talk is meteoric with righteous fervor, his
laughter the quintessence of joviality. In song, his voice blends with ours
that harmony peculiar to congenial singers. He is a practical Christiangreat enough to admire splendid physique, to appreciate the sacredness that
dwells in the souls of little children. Knowing him so well, can we but love
Coach Dobson,—the Man?
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Won

Lost

Tied

Hampden-Sidney

5

1

o

•833

Richmond

3

2

1

.600

College

Per Cent.

Randolph-Macon

3

2

1

.600

William and

o

6

o

.000

Mary

Stores Ctampionstip Series
Richmond College, 28; William

and

Mary, o.

Richmond College,

6; Hampden-Sidney, 7.

Richmond College,

7; Randolph-Macon, o.

Richmond College, 40; William and Mary, o.
Richmond College,

8; Hampden-Sidney, 15.

Richmond College,

o; Randolph-Macon, o.
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legume of Jfootball, 1915
By Coach Dobson
HE past football season proved to be a very profitable one in many
ways, although we were forced to be content with second place.
Hampden-Sidney came by their championship honestly, and earned
it through the efforts of a good coach and a well-balanced team.
While a trifle late striking their true form, once started they could
not be headed. Now let us get to our home affairs. I will take this oppor
tunity as a means of showing every one interested what we did and how it
happened, at the same time adding a page or so to Spider athletic history.
No brighter prospects could be asked for than those early September
brought us. We knew it was through the regular channels that we should
lose Newty Ancarrow and Pollard from our backfield, Jim Newton and Johnny
Wicker from our line for each of these men graduated.
This left us with a great array of talent, all due to return, but when re
porting time came, Oakes, regular guard; Craig, right half, and Logan, left
half, failed to put in an appearance. The last two boys being the pick of all
critics as the best in the Association, and each having played but one year.
Instead of filling four vacancies, as we had anticipated, the number was in
creased to seven.
Of last years substitutes, Roden, Cosby, Pitt and Milbourne looked the
best, and together with Kuyk and Miller, of the Academy; Poff, of Fork
Union, and Sanford, of Chatham, all of whom were backs, the task of finding
the proper combination presented itself. At centre Cox, Varsity pitcher, filled
in admirably at John Wicker's old post, outplaying each opponent in the
league in his first year.
Captain Coburn moved in from tackle and filled Oakes' place at guard,
giving his team and college the best line play of his four year career.
McNiel, a second year man, was Cap's running mate, and while he played
a good game, it was not up to his 1914 standard.
Bert Robins, captain-elect, filled the right tackle job for the third season,
and played a consistent game, being strongest on offense.
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Durham, at left tackle, was easily the best man in the position, and shared
with Crisp, of Hampden-Sidney, the honor of being placed on the All-Eastern
Virginia team. "Jake" Privott filled his end position in the same high-class
manner shown the year before though injuries kept him out of three of the
six big games.
Whittet, a Freshman, was awarded the other end, and played a very credit
able game, until Roden took his place.
Milbourne, Broaddus and Taliaferro were all given an opportunity to
act as Privott's understudy. Of the three, Broaddus, playing his first year of
football, did best. Millbourne was a tower of strength on breaking up plays,
but lacked that most necessary qualification of an end—speed. Taliaferro
acquitted himself well in his one game, the first with Hampden-Sidney.
Now comes the story of many combinations. Pitt, the only natural
quarter back in the squad, was physically unfit to be given any consideration, so
Roden, who had never played the position, and Wicker, with half a season at
the place behind him, were given the call. Neither was a success, but both
worked fairly well until pressed. Roden played through the exhibition series
and two championship games. He then was moved to right end, where he
found himself and developed into one of the best in the league. Wicker, whose
natural position is half back, then took up the reins, and ran the team with
better success, but lacked snap and precision.
Mac Cosby, right half back, was the only back who played but one posi
tion which was his from the season's opening.
He gave the best exhibition of all-round play (carrying the ball, blocking,
tackling, interfering and judgment), seen in the Association, and he compares
very favorably with any of the half backs in the State.
Full back and left half back were filled by Sanford, Poff and Kuyk, all
Freshmen, and Wicker, when Roden was at quarter back.
The first four developed slowly, all but Sanford being unfortunate in the
way of injuries. Miller and Sanford finally got the call at full back and Poff
played a good game at left half. Kuyk was slower than the others to get into
his stride, but all four are considered great material for 1916.
Especially commendable was Miller's performance in the first RandolphMacon game. Sanford's work in the last three games, and Poff's carrying the
ball in the first William and Mary game, all at full back.
From these remarks it can be seen that we have again developed a formi
dable squad of backs, all due to return. Let's hope it will be our good fortune
to have them all.
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Having carefully given the personnel of the team, we will say a few words
about the games.
For the first time in the history of the College, the Blues' were defeated,
14 to 6, in a hard-fought game.
Virginia gave us a severe trouncing, which will get less severe in each
succeeding year, for we are getting better and they cannot advance much more.
The score was 74 to o.
At Lexington the following Saturday, we played V. M. I. an even game,
won by them 13 to 7, on a very questionable touchdown.
The six championship games followed. William and Mary was defeated
at Williamsburg, score 28 to o. The Indians were completely outclassed and
except for one offensive spurt in the last minute of the first half, they offered
little opposition. It was a game featured by long runs—Roden ran a punt
back sixty yards for a touchdown and Cosby contributed two runs of thirty
and forty yards for scores, as did Wicker, who raced thirty-five yards on the
same play Cosby got loose with.
Hampden-Sidney gave us our first set-back, in a game we deserved to lose
only because of severe errors of omission. A goal from touchdown gave them
the victory, 7-6, after we had been guilty of the worst mental football of the
year.
Cosby's running back punts and end runs featured our offensive. Wicker
also carried the ball well and advanced it for the required distance several
times. He scored the touchdown on a plunge through tackle. Buggs scored
for H.-S. after a forty yard run by Thurman. Score, 7-6.
FIRST R. M. GAME
The Yellow Jackets presented the usual stubborn defense and showed
flashes of clever offense, but their work was not consistent. The Spiders backfield found itself and with great support from the forwards, scored a hard
earned touchdown, from which Wicker kicked goal. Two cleverly worked
forward passes, Wicker to Roden and Wicker to Miller, put the ball on R. M.'s
seven yard line and Miller rammed centre for a score. Just before the final
whistle we lost an opportunity to score on an incompleted forward pass over
the goal line. The game was well played with quite an advantage going to the
Spiders. Score, 7-0.
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SECOND W. AND M. GAME
W. and M. offered rather weak opposition, and we scored repeatedly on
end runs, tackle plays and an occasional forward pass. Cosby again shone,
returning punts. Our defense was not at all dependable during the first half,
but found itself in the second and stopped everything directed at it. The
score was 40-0.
SECOND H.-S. GAME
Upon this game depended all. Hampden-Sidney presented the most
formidable machine of the year and it played an errorless game. Thurman
at quarter back was at his best and ran the team with rare judgment. He was
well protected on his end runs and returning kicks, by Bugg, whose work was
second only to the little quarter back's. Both men scored touchdowns, and the
latter added to his a goal from the field, which was a beauty.
We scored on a well executed forward pass, Wicker to Cosby, and also
threw Bugg for a safety on a blocked punt. Both teams played a stellar game,
but H.-S. was just as much better as the score of 1 5 to 8 would indicate.
SECOND R.-M. GAME
This was without a doubt the best played game of the year. The Spiders
held an advantage on offense, which gave them a touchdown on a pretty
forty yard run by Cosby around Scott, but the officials caught a man offside,
who in no way had influenced the play, but whose technical foul cost us the
game. During the remainder of the game the ball see-sawed from one forty
yard line to another, finally resulting in a tie, 0-0.
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Jfootball Unber iOobson
By K. B. Anderson, '16
INCE the coming of F. M. Dobson to Richmond College, in 1913,
seven championship series have been played in the Virginia Inter
collegiate Athletic Association. The Spiders have won three and
tied one, and each of the other colleges in the Association—Ran
dolph-Macon, William and Mary, and Hampden-Sidney—have won
one and tied one.
During the three years of football under Dobson, fifteen championship
games have been played in the Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Association
by Richmond College. Of this number the Spider team won eleven (n), tied
one (1), and lost three (3). The number of games won and lost by the re
spective teams and distribution of points scored is shown in the accompanying
table.
The Virginia Intercollegiate Athletic Association was organized in 1897.
From 1900 to 1912 thirty-three championship games in football were played
by Richmond College. The number of games won and lost during the twelve
years and the distribution of points is shown in the accompanying table.
The last football championship won by the Spider eleven, prior to the
advent of Dobson, was in 1906. In 1911 the team did not score a single point
against its opponents, and it was this team which won the famous appellation
of " Scoreless Wonders."
The review given here gives a fair idea as to the efficiency of the present
system as compared with the old. Under the present regime the offensive and
defensive development of the eleven has been on a par. This is partly due to
the adoption of the open style of play, but it is mainly due to the fact, however,
that the team has been well versed in the rudiments of the game, in which it
had hitherto shown a sad weakness. The innovation of blackboard work and
of examinations on the rules of f ootball has been a strong factor in the develop
ment of technique, and that sort of confidence which a thorough understanding
of the game gives a well-balanced football team.
Dobson's contract has expired. At the recent meeting of the Athletic
Council he was offered a renewal of the contract, but no definite answer has as
yet been received from him.
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One remarkable characteristic of Coach Dobson's successful career at this
institution is the maner in which he obtained the active support of the entire
student body. Previous to his arrival there was a great difficulty in getting
sufficient number of men to try out for the teams. To-day no such difficulty is
in evidence. His influence among the students and his real interest in their
welfare has had its effect. It is indeed to be hoped that his services will be
retained.
The outlines of games before and since his arrival and points scored,
are as follows:

Year

Games
Played by
Richmond
College

Opponents

Games
Won by
Richmond
College

Games
Lost by
Richmond
College

Tie
Games

1913-'15
1913-'15
1913-'15

5
5
5

Randolph-Macon ....
Hampden-Sidney ....
William and Mary . . .

3
3
5

1
2
0

1
0
0

4S
89
127

31
65
16

Total . .

15

11

3

1

264

112

Games
I os t by
Richmond
College

Games

Year

Games
Played by
Richmond
College

1900-'12
1900-'12
1900-'12

12
9
12

Total . .

33

Games
Won by
Richmond
College

Opponents

Randolph-Macon
. .
Hampden-Sidney ....
William and Mary . . .

4
7
15

92

17

Tie

Points
Scored by
Richmond
College

Points
Scored by
Richmond
College

Points
Scored bv
Opponents

Points
Scored by
Opponents

1
0
0

124
95
237

138
78
87

1

456

303
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Won

Lost

William and Mary

5

1

Randolph-Macon

4

2

.667

Richmond

2

4

.333

1

5

.167

College

Hampden-Sidney

Scores

Cfcamptonsfjip

Per Cent.

Series

Richmond College, 48; Hampden-Sidney, 18.
Richmond College, 33; William and Mary, 38.
Richmond College, 30; Randolph-Macon,

26.

Richmond College, 21; Hampden-Sidney, 34.
Richmond College, 22; William and Mary, 33.
Richmond College, 20; Randolph-Macon, 31.
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Resume of pasfcet pall Reason
Coach Dobson
HREE basket-ball championships have been played during which
time each college has won a cup, except H.-S., and as in each
former race the winner showed a distinct advantage over its com
petitors. William and Mary met but one defeat, administered by
R.-M., the second best team. Richmond College was third with
H.-S. trailing as she has done for three years, due entirely to lack of quarters.
Our championship season opened rather auspicuously, defeating the
Tigers in Richmond in a one-sided game. Score, 48 to 18.
The next game was with the Indians at Williamsburg and resulted in a
victory for the former, after the hardest kind of a battle. Score, 38-33.
The following week Captain Mitchell was lost to the team. He suffered
a broken hand, sustained in practice. The R.-M. game followed this almost
immediately, and the team won the best victory of the year, outplaying the
Yellow Jackets throughout. The second W. and M. game again went to the
Indians, in a very rough game. Score, 33-22.
Then followed H.-S. first basket-ball victory over R. C. The game was
played among the posts of the H.-S. Gym. and resulted in the one-sided score
of 34-21.
The final game with R.-M. was well played, but the Ashlanders put up a
wonderful passing game, which we were unable to break up. Their shooting
was also better which enabled them to score 31 to our 20.
Up until Captain Mitchell's injury, the team looked at least second best,
and its record against Virginia, W. and L. and in other exhibition games gave
promise of a good season.
Wood and Cox bore the brunt of the season's work. L. Cosby, playing his
first year in the team did well. Satterfield, at centre, had an in and out year,
while Poff and Mac Cosby acted in utility roles in a creditable manner.
CLASS LEAGUE
The Sophomore team completely outclassed the other three and won the
championship with a victory over each opponent.
The Seniors finished a good second, the Rats third and the Juniors a poor
fourth. Great interest in the series was manifested and it promises to be a
feature of the winter season in the future.
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Sophomore Team, Class Champions 1916
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Qlvack

Reason

REAT interest was shown in track work this winter and the strong
est team that ever represented the College, walked away with both
meets it entered. The first was the R. C.-Blues dual meet held in
the Blues' Armory. R.-M. and W. & M. also entered a few men
in some of the events. The score by points shows conclusively
how overwhelmingly the Spiders copped the honors. Against much keener
opposition the following week we won the Federation meet by a large margin.

€>utboor QTrack (Outlo ok
The outdoor season will consist of four meets, two feature events—a
class meet and probably a meet with the combined teams of the prep schools
in the city.
The first Va. I. A. A.'s will be held in our stadium on May 13th and
this meet will give Richmond its first glimpse at an outdoor college cham
pionship even in this branch of sport.
The meet will, no doubt, resolve itself into a contest between V. P. I. and
Richmond College, unless Roanoke College shows surprising ability. If our
Varsity could win from the Blacksburg crew, or at least make them hustle to
win, it would place track athletics on the same popular footing held by the
other three major sports. A small squad of men will be sent to Charlottesville
to compete in the South Atlantic championship games on Saturday, May 6th.
Following is a summary of the two meets.
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5

16 .
10 .

Durham ....
Johnson ....
Harrup
Harks
Liggan
Miller
Taliaferro .
Balke
Roden
Anderson ..
Cheetham
McNiel
Wood
McRee
Cronley
Peasley
Word
Scott
Heidrick

5
3

:
..

31:
3

..

1
1
1
1

!.

..
.

0

Time—Height—Distance

5%

6% 61%
I
I

2m
28s

5m 39ft.
15s

5ft
5in

1

9ft
6in

FEDERATION MEET

52

14

3

3

R C Bl's, B H C H

Durham
Liggan
Roden
Taliaferro
Johnson
Kuvk, G
Miller
Parks
McNiel
Wood
Cronley
McRee
Gresham
Spencer
Heubi
Strother
Kuyk, D
Gentry
Wharton
Atkinson
Core
Time—Height—Distance.

5%

6% 59% lm. 2m.
25s. 17s.
104

5m. 38ft. 5ft.
3%s. 6Jin 7in

9ft.
8in

35

22

14

10

l^rack anb iftelb &ecorb£
Mile Run (Indoors), T. B. Taliaferro, 1916, 5 minutes, 8 1/5 seconds.
Mile Run (Outdoors), T. B. Taliaferro, 1916, 4 minutes, 57 seconds.
880-Yard Run, T. W. Ozlin, 1905, 2 minutes, 4 seconds.
440-Yard Dash, L. S. Liggan, Jr., 1916, 514/5 seconds.
220-Yard Dash, I. G. Craig, 1915, 241/5 seconds.
100-Yard Dash, L. S. Liggan, Jr.,1915, 102/5 seconds.
50-Yard Hurdles (Indoors), W. E. Durham, 1916, 63/5 seconds.
50-Yard Hurdles (Outdoors), A. B. Cosby, 1914, 61/5 seconds.
200-Yard Low Hurdles, D. E. Satterfield, Jr., 1916, 234/5 seconds.
120-Yard High Hurdles, W. E. Durham, 1916, 164/5 second.
Discus Throw
Running Broad Jump, B. C. Goode, 1916, 20 feet, 4J4 inches.
Running High Jump, W. E. Durham, 1915, 5 feet, 5*4 inches.
Pole Vault (Indoors), C. C. Johnson, 1916, 9 feet, 6 inches.
16-pound Shot Put, W. E. Durham, 1916, 39 feet, 6*4 inches.
16-pound Hammer Throw, Robertson, 1908, 113 feet, 6 inches.
Pole Vault (Outdoors), W. H. Bahlke and F. G. H. Kuyk, 1916, 10 feet.

i5>outf) Atlantic SntercoUegtate

3. iHeet

Owing to the lack of space we print below only the point winners in the
"South Atlantics."
University of Virginia

79 1/6

Washington and Lee

23

Johns Hopkins

17 1/3

Virginia Polytechnic Institute

15

Richmond

12 1/2

College

Catholic University

5

Georgetown University
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Won

Lost

3

3

.500

Randolph-Macon

3

3

.500

William and

3

3

.500

3

3

.500

Richmond

College

Mary

Hampden-Sidney

Scores Cfmmptonsrtnp

Series

Richmond College, 4; William and Mary, 2.
Richmond College, 3; Hampden-Sidney, 2.
Richmond College, 2; Randolph-Macon, 4.
Richmond College, 1; William and Mary, 2.
Richmond College, 3; Hampden-Sidney, 7.
Richmond College, 2; Randolph-Macon, 1.
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Pe:r Cent.

pasietmll Outlook
|T THIS time it is impossible to judge just what will be the outcome
of the approaching baseball season. From the 1915 team, which
tied for first honors, five letter men are back. Those lost by grad
uation and failure to return are, Logan, second base; Ancarrow,
first base; Wiley (captain), left field; O'Neill, center field, and
Robinson, pitcher. The Freshman Class appears to have capable material for
the positions of the last three, but so far no infielders have shown to advantage.
Captain Liggan, at short, and "Mac" Pitt, at third base, will, no doubt,
retain their old places. Cox should prove to be the premier pitcher of the
Association. Blankenship, with last year's experience, will be a much im
proved catcher. Crossley, in the outfield, will be hard to replace. Craven, whose
broken finger kept him out of the championship series last year, will be heard
from behind the bat. These men form an excellent nucleus around which the
team will be built. Owing to the lack of material among last year's second
squad, the vacancies will, no doubt, be filled by Freshmen.
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3nter=Jfratermtp Council
THETA CHI
C. C. Boyd
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Weston Bristow
PHI GAMMA DELTA
J. E. Dunford
KAPPA ALPHA
P. W. Fore
PHI KAPPA SIGMA
J. A. Leslie, Jr.
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
E. W. Miller
KAPPA SIGMA
R. C. McDanel
DR. GARNET RYLAND, Chairman
DR. W. A. MONTGOMERY, Secretary
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^appa glpfja
ACTIVE CHAPTERS
ALPHA
GAMMA
EPSILON
ZETA
ETA
THETA
KAPPA
LAMBDA
NU
XI
OMICRON
PI
SIGMA
UPSILON
PHI
CHI
PSI
OMEGA
ALPHA-ALPHA
ALPHA-BETA
ALPHA-GAMMA
ALPHA-DELTA
ALPHA-ZETA
ALPHA-ETA
ALPHA-THETA
ALPHA-KAPPA
ALPHA-LAMBDA
ALPHA-MU
ALPHA-NU
ALPHA-XI
ALPHA-OMICRON
ALPHA-PI
ALPHA-RHO
ALPHA-SIGMA
ALPHA-TAU
ALPHA-PHI
ALPHA-OMEGA
BETA-ALPHA
BETA-BETA
BETA-GAMMA
BETA-DELTA

Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
Emory College, Oxford, Georgia
Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, Virginia
Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia
University of Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky
Mercer University, Macon, Georgia
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Alabama Polytechnic Institute, Auburn, Alabama
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Texas
University of Texas, Austin, Texas
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
Davidson College, Davidson, North Carolina
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, N. C.
Southern University, Greensboro, Alabama
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn.
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Central University of Kentucky, Danville, Kentucky
University of the South, Sewanee, Tennessee
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
William Jewell College, Liberty, Missouri
William and Mary College, Williamsburg, Virginia
Westminster College, Fulton, Missouri
Transylvania University, Lexington, Kentucky
University of Missouri, Columbia, Missouri
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
Millsaps College, Jackson, Mississippi
The George Washington University, Washington, D. C.
University of California, Berkeley, California
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, Arkansas
Leland Stanford, Jr., University, Palo Alto, California
West Virginia University, Morgantown, West Virginia
Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia
Hampden-Sidney College, Hampden-Sidney, Virginia
Trinity College, Durham, North Carolina
N. C. and A. M. College, Raleigh, North Carolina
Missouri School of Mines, Rolla, Missouria
Bethany College, Bethany, West Virginia
College of Charleston, Charleston, South Carolina
Georgetown College, Georgetown, Kentucky

BETA-EPSILON
BETA-ZETA
BETA-ETA
RFTA-THETA
BETA-IOTA

Delaware College, Newark, Delaware
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
University of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
Drury College, Springfield, Missouri

BETA-KAPPA
B E T A -LAMBDA

Maryland Agriculture College, College Park, Maryland
Saint Johns College, Baltimore, Maryland
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&appa gUpfja
Founded at

Washington and Lee University

December 21, 1865

Eta Chapter established at Richmond College in 1870
Colors:

Crimson and Gold.

Flowers: Magnolia and

Red

Rose

Publication "Kappa Alpha Journal"

FRATRES IN FACULTATE
W. A. Harris, M. A., Ph. D.

J C. Metcalf, M. A., Litt, D.

W. A. Montgomery, B. A, Ph. D.

C. M. Chicester, A. B., LL. B.

H. B. Handy, M. A.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
R. B. Bagley

F. G. H. Kuyk

J. C. Barksdale

V. S. Lawrence, Jr.

J. H. Barnett, Jr.

T. R. Miller

E. S. Bronson

J. B. Patton, Jr.

A. B. Cosby

M. U. Pitt

M. B. Craven

E. L. Roden, Jr.

J. F. Edmonds

M. T. Spicer, Jr.

D. J. Fatherly

H. S. Vanlandingham

P. W. Fore

J. L. Wills

1 19

&appa &lpfm
FRATRES IN URBE
George Ainslie
C. B. Antrim
Dr. H. B. Baker
R. M. Baker, Jr.
C. W. Beale
W. W. Beverly
Dr. H. S. Blackwell
W. H. Blair
L. F. Blanton
J. B. Blunt
J. M. Boisseaux
C. C. Bowe
R. B. Bowe
Stuart Bowe
J. A. Boyd
D. T. Bridges
M. G. Bruce
Col. A. S. Buford
C. R. Burnett
E. P. Buxton
T. B. Byrd
J. B. Cabell
I. E. Campbell
L. B. Cann
S. R. Carter
Hundsen Cary
Jas. Caskie
Dr. J. A. C. Chandler
C. M. Chichester
M. A. Cogbill
W. T. Cogbill
J. A. Coke, Jr.
Dr. C. C. Coleman
E. P. Conquest
F. W. Corley
Rev. G. P. Craighill
Langhome Craighill
Major Sol Cutchins
A. E. Donnan
F. W. Duke
W. D. Duke
R. E. Dunn
D. T. Ellerson
Cecil Fulton
R. E. Glover
F. P. McConnell

C. T. Gordon
P. S. Grant
Hunter Gregory

F. T. Norvell
W. L. O'Flaherty
Mann Page

Julien Gunn
R. M. Gwathmey
Winston Gwathmey
E. M. Gwathmey

J. D. Patton, Jr.
John Paul
C. K. Perkins

Jas. Gwatkins
J. M. Hagan
H. B. Handy
A. L. Hart
Dr. W. A. Harris
J. S. Harrison
A. L. Hawse
Dr. W. H. Higgins
A. L. Hill
G. W. Hodson
J. F. Howison
Dr. P. W. Howie
Palmer Hundley
Dr. J. M. Hutchinson
Nelson Ingram
W. B. Jerman
Dr. Frank Johns
A. S. Jones
L. M. Judkins
F. J. Kellam
E. C. Laird
William Lancaster
W. W. LaPrade
C. B. Lathrop
C. P. Lathrop
William Lawton
Dr. P. D. Lipscomb
Merril Luck
G. Walter Mapp
W. A. Mehegan
Dr. J.
Webb
R. M.
Henry

C. Metcalf
Midyette
Miles
R. Miller

John M. Miller, III
R. L. Montague
Rev. J. W. Morris
John Moyler
Dr. Edwin McCarthy
R. M. Maybie
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Timothy Pharr
Dr. R. H. Pitt
A. T. Pitt
R. D. Pitt
E. D. Price
Dr. Frank Redwood
Walter Robertson
D. H. Rucker
John B. Swartout
T. J. Stubbs, Jr.
J. F. Strother
Hugh Stockdell
C. W. Stevens
G. W. Stevens, Jr.
Col. Jo Lane Stern
Ashton Starke
E. W. Spencer
Capt. A. M. Shipp
H. C. Schmidt
R. E. Scales
George Sawin
R. B. Saunders,
E. A. Saunders, Jr.
Adj.-Gen. W. W. Sale
M. C. Selden
R. Cardwell Taylor
John S. Walker
H. C. Weiseger
Thomas S. Wheelwright
George Wickham
C. R. Wilcox
Julian Winfree
C. R. Winfree
C. E. Wingo
T. Foster Witt
Maxwell Waddey
F. T. Wood
Dr. F. C. Woodward
C. A. Wortham
B. Vaughan

Jtyt llappa g>tgma
ACTIVE CHAPTERS

ALPHA
DELTA
EPSILON
ZETA
ETA

University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Washington and Jefferson College, Washington, Pennsylvania
Dickinson

College,

University of

Pennsylvania

Virginia, University, P. O., Virginia

IOTA
MU

Carlisle,

Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Columbia University, New York
Tulane University, New Orleans, Louisiana

RHO

University of Illinois, Champaign, Illinois

TAU

Randolph-Macon College, Ashland

UPSILON

Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois

PHI
PSI
ALPHA-ALPHA
ALPHA-GAMMA

Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia
Pennsylvania State College, State College, Pennsylvania
Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
University of West Virginia, Morgantown, West Virginia

ALPHA-DELTA
ALPHA-EPSILON
ALPHA-ZETA
ALPHA-THETA
ALPHA-IOTA
ALPHA-KAPPA
ALPHA-LAMBDA

Virginia

University of Maine, Orone, Maine
Armour Institute of Technology, Chicago, Illinois
University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland
University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee
University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, Alabama
University of California, Berkeley, California

ALPHA-MU

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Massachusetts

ALPHA-NU

Georgia School of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia

ALPHA-XI

A L P H A -OMICRON

Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana
University of

ALPHI-PI
ALPHA-RHO
ALPHA-SIGMA
ALPHA-TAU

Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
Cornell

University,

Ithaca,

New

York

University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Leland Stanford University, Stanford University P. O., California
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$f)t 2*appa is>tgma
Founded

at

University

of

Pennsylvania

October

19,

1850

Phi Chapter established at Richmond College in 1873
Colors:

Old Gold and Black.

Publication:

Flower:

Golden Rod

"Phi Kappa Sigma News Letter"

FRATRE IN FACULTATE
W. S. McNeill, B. A., Ph. D„ LL. D.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
J. A. Leslie, Jr.

C. C. Saunders

J. C. Wicker

C. S. Whitehead

T. E. Bass, Jr.

G. K. Mack

E. R. Chesterman, Jr.

W. I. Knight

C. B. Godwin, Jr.

W. H. Cardwell, Jr.

S. H. Smith

C. D. Shepherd

G. T. Culbert
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$tn l^appa iingma
FRATRES IN

A. Arlington

URBE

E. D. Hotchkiss, Jr.

R. B. Augustine

H. S. Hotchkiss

J. Augustine, Jr.

M. Hunter

G. C. Bidgood

C. A. C. Jones

D. P. Bowe

W. S. King

Dr. A. G. Brown, Jr.

B. H. Kyle

R. H. Broaddus

G. G. Lancaster

C. P. Cardwell

T. B. McAdams

G. A. Cary

Dr. Stuart McGuire

J. B. Cary

W. S. McNeill

E. R. Chesterman

R. W. Mercer

E. R. Chesterman, Jr.

R. T. Minor, Jr.

L. E. Clark

Dr. T. D. Merrick

D. B. Cole

N. T. Mosby

Dr. G. B. Cook

J. M. Parrish

W. S. Cox

H. D. Quarles

W. C. Cottrell

F. St. C. Richeson

L. E. Cutchins

W. S. Robinson

T. S. Curtis

N. J. Richards

H. St. Clair Dalton

W. H. Sands, Jr.

Dr. W. W. Davis

B. West Tabb

Rev. W. E. Edwards, Jr.

F. M. Taylor

E. B. English

Dr. H. M. Taylor

H. K. Ellyson

W. A. Townes

M. C. Finnegan

A. W. Valentine

H. G. Freeman

I. N. Vaughan

W. B. Folkes

O. B. White

E. H. Gibbs

C. Whitley, Jr.

L. D. Grant

J. J. Wicker, Jr.

T. P. Gary

J. C. Wicker

Dr. A. L. Gary

C. K. Willis

O. L. Grover

L. T. Wilson, Jr.

H. Harlan

G. B. Wood, Jr.

Hon. A. L. Holladay

J. W. Wightman
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pf)t #amma ®elta
ACTIVE CHAPTERS
ALPHA
BETA
DELTA
ZETA
THETA
IOTA
LAMBDA
MU
OMICRON
PI
SIGMA
TAU
CHI
PS I
OMEGA
ALPHA-DEUTERON
ALPHA-IOTA
ALPHA-PHI
ALPHA-CHI
BETA-KAPPA
BETA-MU
BETA-CHI

Washington and Jefferson College
University of Pennsylvania
Bucknell University
University of Indiana
University of Alabama
Williams College
DePauw University
University of Wisconsin
University of Virginia
Alleghany College
Wittenburg University
.. .Hanover College
Union University
Wabash College
Columbia University
Illinois Wesleyan University
University of Iowa
..University of Michigan
Amherst College
Colorado University
Johns Hopkins University
Lehigh University

GAMMA-DEUTERON
GAMMA-PHI....
DELTA-NU
DELTA-XI
EPSILON-OMICRON
ZETA-DEUTERON
THETA-DEUTERON
ZETA-PHI
THETA-PSI
IOTA-NU
KAPPA-NU
KAPPA-TAU
LAMBDA-DEUTERON
LAMBDA-IOTA
LAMBDA-NU
LAMBDA-SIGMA
MU-SIGMA

Knox College
Pennsylvania State College
Dartsmouth University
University of California
University of Oregon
Washington and Lee University
Ohio Wesleyan University
William Jewell College
Colgate University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cornell University
University of Tennessee
Denison University
Purdue University
University of Nebraska
Leland Stanford University
University of Minnesota

NU-DEUTERON
NU-EPSILON
XI-DEUTERON
OMICRON-DEUTERON
PI-DEUTERON
PI-IOTA
PI-RHO

Yale
New York
Western Reserve
Ohio State
University
Worcester
Brown

RHO-DEUTERON
RHO-CHI

University
University
University
University
of Kansas
University
University

Wooster University
Richmond College

SIGMA-DEUTERON
SIGMA-NU
SIGMA-TAU
TAU-ALPHA .'.'

Lafayette University
...Syracuse University
University of Washington
Trinity University

TAU-DEUTERON
CHI-EPSILON
CHI-IOTA
CHI-MU
CHI-SIGMA

University of Texas
University of Chicago
University of Illinois
University of Missouri
Colorado State College

OMEGA-MU.

University of
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$fn #amma ®elta
Founded at Washington and Jefferson College May i, 1848
Rho Chi Chapter chartered at Richmond College 1890
Color:

Royal Purple.

Publication:

Flower:

Heliotrope

"The Phi Gamma Delta"

FRATRES IN FACULTATE
F. R. Elder (Apha-Chi) M. A.

Garnett Ryland (Rho-Chi), M. A., Ph. D.

R. E. Loving (Rho-Chi), M. A., Ph. D.
H. E. Vick

S. H. Templeman (Theta-Psi), M. A., Th. M.
(Nu). Ph. D.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
O. O. Ashworth

P. L. Mitchell

H. C. Binford

J. B. Omohundro

J. P. Bradshaw

B. L. Robins

J. A. Carter

E. H. Rucker

J. R. Doughtie

W. H. Ryland

J. E. Dunford

D. E. Satterfield, Jr.

C. E. Ford

H. G. Warinner

W. H. Hurt

J. H. Watkins

G. E. McNiel

C. M. Whitlock

H. L. Milbourne

Ro. Whittet, Jr.
H. B. Winfrey
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FRATRES IN

URBE

A. H. Anschutz

O. P. Redford

J. W. Bates

J. H. Ricks

W. R. Beverley

Emmett Hilliard

J. H. Binford

Dr. J. M. Hughes

B. L. Robins

D. M. Blair

Dr. M. G. Hoge, Jr.

W. F. Rudd

J. F. Riddle

D. L. Boyd

R. I. Johnson

C. H. Ryland

W. C. Boyd

L. H. Justice

J. F. Ryland

H. G. Boykin

A.

J. M. G. Ryland

Dr. C. M. Branch

W. B. Lacy, Jr.

D. E. Satterfield

W. B. Broaddus

Lane Lacy

R. L. Saville

G. R. Brothers

R. T. Lacy, Jr.

E. R. Schoen

W. H. Brown

W. P. Lecky

W. P. Shelton

Alex. Cameron

F. H. Lee

R. C. Skinuker

R. Kershaw

William Cameron

M. D. Langhorne

R. G. Smith

R. S. Christian, Jr.

J. T. Lawrence

A. R. Spotts

Dr. H. S. Corey

J. B. Lightfoot, Jr.

M. P. Sprout

Dr. S. S. Cottrell

E. M. Long

Dr. C. W. Taber

J. P. Crenshaw

R. E. Loving

R. H. Talley

A. R. Davenport

M. S. McDonald

H. W. Taylor

J. H. Donohue

G. P. Mayo

J. C. Taylor

J. E. Dunford

G. D. Morgan

Rev. S. H. Templeman

H. G. Ellett

F. H. S. Morrison, Jr.

J. M. Tompkins

J. E. Etchison, Jr.

Frank Mosby

D. P. Tyler

C. E. Ford

P. L. Nugent

H. G. Warinner

Dr. A. W. Freeman

J. B. Omohundro

C. E. Whitlock

Dr. D. S. Freeman

Kirk T. Parrish

A. B. Williams, Jr.

C. M. Gaines

Rev. W. A. Pearman

W. F. Williamson

B. V. Haislip

T. B. Powers

Dr. R. G. Willis

W. B. Haislip

R. G. Pratt

G. H. L. Winfrey

R. L. Harrison

E. D. Quarles

J. G. Winston

M. G. Harmon

H. S. Ragland

J. T. Wingo
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&appa g>igma
ACTIVE CHAPTERS
DISTRICT VIII

DISTRICT I

Psi
ALPHA- LAMBDA
ALPHA-RHO
B ET A - A L PH A
B E T A - KA P P A
GAM MA-DELTA
GAMMA-EPSILON
G A MM A - E TA
G AM M A - PI

University of Maine
University of Vermont
Bowdoin College
Brown University
New Hampshire College
Mass. Agricultural College
Darmouth College
Harvard University
Mass. Institute of Technology

DISTRICT II

Pi
A L P H A - E P S IL O N
A LP H A - K A P PA
BETA -IOTA
GAMMA- ZETA
GAMM A-IOTA

Swarthmore College
University of Pennsylvania
Cornell University
Lehigh University
New York University
Syracuse University

DISTRICT III

Pennsylvania State College
Bucknell University
B ET A - D E L T A . . . .Washington and Jefferson College
BETA-PI
Dickinson College

A LP H A -D E L TA
ALPHA-PHI

THETA
KAPPA
LAMBDA
PHI
OME GA
BETA-NU

Cumberland
Vanderbilt
University of
Southwestern Presbyterian
University of
University of
DISTRICT IX

University of Michigan
Ohio State University
Case School of Applied Science
Denison University

A LP H A - Z E T A
ALPHA-SIG MA
B E T A- P H I
G A M M A - XI

DISTRICT X

University of Virginia
Randolph-Macon College
Washington and Lee University
William and Mary College
Hampden-Sidney College
University of Maryland
George Washington University
Richmond College

Mu
Nu
U P S I L ON
A L P H A -A L P H A
ALPHA-ETA
B E TA - B E T A

ALPHA-CHI
BETA-EP SILON
BETA-THETA
GAM MA-BETA

DISTRICT
A L P H A -P S I
B E T A- N U
B ET A - R H O
GAMMA -LAMBDA

Davidson College
Trinity College
ALPHA-MU
University of North Carolina
BETA -EPSILO.N , North Carolina A. and M. College

DELTA
ETA-PRIME

DISTRICT VI

University of Alabama
Mercer University
Georgia Technology School
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
University of Georgia

B E TA
A LP H A - B E T A
A LP H A - T AU
B E T A- E T A
BETA-LAMBDA

XI

University of Nebraska
University of Minnesota
University of Iowa
Iowa State College

DISTRICT XII
A L PH A- O ME G A
BETA-GAMM A
BETA-SIGMA
B ET A - T A U
B E T A- C H I
GAMMA-NU
GAMMA-OMICRON

William Jewell College
University of Missouri
Washington University
Baker University
Missouri School of Mines
Washburn College
University of Kansas

DISTRICTS XIII AND XIV

Xi
DISTRICT V

Purdue University
University of Illinois
Wabash College
Lake Forest University
University of Wisconsin
University of Indiana
University of Chicago

CHI
ALPHA-GAMMA
ALPHA-PI

DISTRICT IV
ZETA
ETA

University
University
Tennessee
University
the South
Kentucky

University of Arkansas
University of Oklahoma
Southwestern University
University of Texas

GAMMA-KAPPA
IOTA
TAU

DISTRICT
BETA-OMI CRON
BETA-O MEG A
GAMM A-GAMMA
G A M M A - RH O

XV

University of Denver
Colorado College
Colorado School of Mines
University of Arizona

DISTRICT

XVI

Leland Stanford University
University of California

BET A-ZE TA
BETA-XI

DISTRICT XVII
DISTRICT VII
GAMMA
SIGMA
A LP H A - UP S I L O N

Louisiana State University
Tulane University
Millsaps College

B E T A - P SI
G AM M A - A L P HA
GAM M A- T HE T A
G A M M A -Mu
GAMMA -SIGMA

University of Washington
University of Oregon
University of Idaho
Washington State College
Oregeon Agricultural College

&appa g>tgma
Founded at University of

Virginia

December 10, 1869

Beta-Beta Chapter established at Richmond College March 5, 1898
Colors:

Scarlet, White and Emerald Green.

Flower:

Lily of the Valley

Publications: "The Caduceus" and "The Star and Crescent"

Alumnus Adviser
ROBERT N. POLLARD, B. A., LL. B.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
A. Otto Lynch
Ralph C. McDanel

Isaac Diggs, Jr.
L. Russell Hardwick

Hill Montague, Jr.

Emmett C. Harrison

Victor S. Metcalf

Malcolm H. Harris

William Sinton

Oscar B. Kirby

George E. Sisson

/
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&appa g>tgma
FRATRES IN

URBE

T. D. Adamson

J. T. Robinson

R. K. Alsop

Thomas Handy

C. C. Barkesdale

Dr. V. H. Harrison

W. A. Shultice

Walter Brigges

H. A. Hayes

A. C. Sinton

G. G. Shannonhouse

G. B. Byrd

Arthur W. James

Dr. F. G. Simmons

H. G. Buchanan

Robert M. Jeffries

A. T. Smith

W. C. Bell

Richard Lancaster

H. M. Smith

Dr. S. C. Bowen

F. W. Lewis

H. M. Smith, Jr.

Samuel Cary

Wyeth Long

J. G. Smith

A. J. Chewning, Jr.

Dr. E. P. McGavock

W. R. L. Smith

G. C. Chewning

W. S. P. Mayo

H. L. Snead

S. D. Craig

W. J. Miller

Thomas Swineford
J. L. Sydnor

W. W. Crump

Raymond Massey

G. Stanley Clark

Wilson Meek

C. S. Stokes

B. H. Davis

T. H. Mercer

W. G. Suitor

D. T. Donnan

H. C. Nedlett

A. F. Seward

C. H. Dunnaway

R. O. Norris

W. B. Tennant

E. S. DesPortes

W. T. Oppenheimer, Jr.

H. W. Trafford

Andrew J. Ellis

Fred G. Pollard

S. W. Tinsley

Rives Fleming

Robt. N. Pollard

Pembroke Taylor

R. C. Folger

Jas. H. Price

H.

T. B. Fishburne

W. L. Prince

W. T. Thompson, Jr.

Marbury

Taylor

J. M. Gatewood

W. C. Pulliam

J. T. Waddill

Chris. B. Garnett

J. O. Parremore

J. Y. Waddill

Edwin Goodwin

J. B. Parrish

J. S. Woodward

Dr. St. Geo. Grinnan

E. W. Ready

F. T. West

J. Stanley Gray

J. H. Rew

H. M. Witt

J. J. Hankins

O. M. Richardson

W. W. Young
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Eappa &lpfja
ACTIVE CHAPTERS
ALPHA
BETA
GAMMA
DELTA
ZETA
ETA
THETA
IOTA
KAPPA
OMICRON
PI
TAU
UPSILON
PSI
OMEGA
ALPHA-ALPHA
ALPHA-GAMMA
ALPHA-DELTA
ALPHA-EPSILON

University of Virginia
Davidson College
William and Mary College
Southern University
University of Tennessee
Tulane University
Southwestern Presbyterian University
Hampden-Sidney College
Transylvania University
Richmond College
Washington and Lee University
. . . University of North Carolina
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
North Georgia Agricultural College
Kentucky State University
Trinity College
Louisiana State University
Georgia School of Technologoy
North Carolina Agricultural and Mechanical College

ALPHA-ZETA
ALPHA-ETA
ALPHA-IOTA
ALPHA-KAPPA
ALPHA-LAMBDA
ALPHA-MU
ALPHA-NU
ALPHA-XI
ALPHA-OMICRON
ALPHA-PI
ALPHA-RHO
ALPHA-SIGMA
ALPHA-TAU
ALPHA-UPSILON
ALPHA-PHI
ALPHA-CHI
ALPHI-PSI
ALPHA-OMEGA
BETA-ALPHA
BETA-BETA

University of Arkansas
University of Florida
Millsaps
College
Missouri School of Mines
Georgetown College
University of Georgia
University of Missouri
University of Cincinnati
Southwestern University
Howard College
Ohio State University
University of California
University of Utah
New York University
Iowa State College
Syracuse University
Rutgers College
Kansas State Agricultural College
Pennsylvania State College
..University of Washington

BETA-GAMMA
BETA-DELTA
BETA-EPSILON

...University of Kansas
University of New Mexico
Western Reserve University
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iPt l^appa &lpfm
Founded at the University of Virginia March i, 1868
Omicron Chapter re-established at Richmond College in 1901
Colors:

Garnet and Gold.

Publications:

Flower:

Lily of the Valley

"Shield and Diamond" and "Dagger and Key"

FRATRE IN FACULTATE
Robert Armstead Stewart, M. A., Ph. D.

FRATRESIN COLLEGIO
W. Herbert Bahlke
T.

Boyd

Wiley W. Wood

Taliaferro

Weston Bristow

Walter E. Durham

R. Taylor Coleman

John H. Garber

William Hugh Bagby

W.

Allan M. Kimbrough

Richard

Broaddus, Jr.

Richard H. Corr

B. Walter Leonard

C. C. Cox, Jr.

Jere M. H. Willis

Albert M. Woody

Warren L. Tiller
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FRATRES IN

URBE

R. L. T. Beale

M. B. Langhorne

E. L. Bemiss

Dr. W. B. Lorraine

Slater Blackiston

Herbert S. Mann

H. W. Blanton

William Hodges Mann, Jr.

J. K. Bowman

William W. Martin

J. H. Brent

C. D. Miller

J. M. Bradfield

C. M. Montgomery

Robert A. Brock

George H. Nance

J. A. Cabell

Rev. Theron H. Rice

J. W. Cabell

A. V. Russell

R. T. Coleman

R. B. Smith

Irvin G. Craig

A. M. Snead

Edwin P. Cox

J. R. Shepherd, Jr.

J. B. Duval

Dr. W. A. Shepherd

R. C. Duval, Jr.

A. C. Steadman

R. S. Ellis

Dr. R. A. Stewart

J. S. Harwood, Jr.

Oscar Swineford

E. W. Hening

Carter E. Talman

Allan M. Kimbrough

Henry C. Taylor

Samuel W. Lacy

Wilson Taylor

J. P. Leary

T. P. Trigg, Jr.

M. W. Lee

Warren L. Tiller

W. V. Lefew

G. C. White

B. Walter Leonard

Robert McLean Whittet
G. B. Wright
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ACTIVE CHAPTERS
ALPHA

Richmond

WEST VIRGINIA BETA
ILLINOIS ALPHA

University of Illinois

COLORADO ALPHA

University of Colorado

PENNSYLVANIA DELTA

University of

VIRGINIA DELTA
NORTH CAROLINA BETA

North Carolina A. & M. College
Ohio Northern University

INDIANA ALPHA

Perdue University

NEW YORK ALPHA

Syracuse University

VIRGINIA UPSILON

Washington and Lee University

ZETA

Randolph-Macon

GEORGIA ALPHA
DELAWARE ALPHA

Delaware State College
University of

ARKANSAS ALPHA

University of

PENNSYLVANIA EPSILON

Ohio State University

VERMONT ALPHA

Norwich

ALABAMA ALPHA
NORTH CAROLINA GAMMA

Trinity College
Dartmouth College

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ALPHA

George Washington

KANSAS ALPHA

University of

NEBRASKA ALPHA

California

University of

ALPHA

Nebraska

Washington State College

MASSACHUSETTS ALPHA

Massachusetts Agricultural College

OHIO DELTA

University of

NEW YORK BETA

Wooster

Cornell University

RHODE ISLAND ALPHA

Brown University

MICHIGAN ALPHA

University of Michigan

ALPHA

Iowa

COLORADO BETA

Wesleyan

University of Denver

TENNESSEE ALPHA

University of Tennessee

ALPHA

University

ALPHA

of

Missouri

Lawrence

OHIO EPSILON

College

Ohio Wesleyan University

COLORADA GAMMA
MINNESOTA

University

Baker University

CALIFORNIA ALPHA

WISCONSIN

University

Alabama Technical Institute

NEW HAMPSHIRE ALPHA

MISSOURI

Virginia
Arkansas

Lehigh University

OHIO GAMMA

WASHINGTON

College

Georgia Tech.

VIRGINIA ETA

IOWA

Pennsylvania

William and Mary College

OHIO ALPHA

VIRGINIA

College

University of West Virginia

Colorado Agricultural College

ALPHA

University

IOWA BETA

Iowa
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of

Minnesota

State

College

is>tgma |3 f)t Cpstlon
Founded at Richmond College 1901
Alpha Chapter
Colors:

Royal Purple and Red.
Publication:

Flowers:

"Sigma

FRATRE

IN

American Beauty and Violets

Phi Epsilon

Journal"

FACULTATE

Frank Z. Brown, B. S., E. E.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
J. Raymond Wright

T. Roswell Aaron

Ramon D. Garcin, Jr.

Sam T. Bowman

Edward

W.

Miller

R. Paul Sanford

Clinton L. Mason

Thomas B. Pearman, Jr.

Leo B. Tyson

W. Stuart
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$f)t Cpgtlon
FRATRES IN
George Arnold

URBE
J. Vaughan Gary

H. P. Bagby

Carter J. Jenkins

H. H. Blackwell

C. B. Jones

R. R. Blackwell

W. P. Lewis

Drewry Bowles

F. G. Louthan

J. C. Bristow

W. N. Mountjoy

F. Z. Brown

H. S. McCrary

Stuart Brown

L. M. Phelps

J. W. Cammack

W. L. Phillips

J. D. Clements

Charles

J. H. Cato

Charles Register

Claude Colona

John

W. H. Croswell

W. E. Sullivan

Phillips

Rogers

W. S. G. D. Dulin

C. W. Sydnor

Eugene Currin

C.

E. B. Dunford

Luther

G. G. Garland

Robert Throckmorton

W. Throckmorton
Throckmorton

J. B. Gale

Dorsey

W. W. Goldsmith

J. E. Woodward
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Tyler

QTfteta Cljt
ACTIVE CHAPTERS
ALPHA

Norwich

BETA

Massachusetts

GAMMA

Institute

of

University
Technology

University

of

Maine

DELTA

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

EPSILON

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

ZETA

New

ETA

Hampshire State College

Rhode Island State College

THETA

Massachusetts Agricultural College

IOTA

Colgate

KAPPA

University

LAMBDA

of

University

Pennsylvania

Cornell
University

NU

Hampden-Sidney College

XI

of

University

MU

California

University of Virginia

OMICRON

Richmond

'53

College

•

tEfjeta Cf)i
Founded at Norwich University 1856
Omicron Chapt e r
Colors:

Red

established at Richmond College 1915

and

White.

Publication:

Flower:

Carnation

"The Rattle"

FRATRE IN FACULTATE
W. J. Young, M. A., Ph. D.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
C. C. Boyd

L. S. Liggan, Jr.

F. Combs, Jr.

W. I. Owens

E. B. Hazelgrove

F. G. Perdue

C. C. Johnson, Jr.

L. M. Poll
G. W. Shepherd

FRATRES IN
E. G. Ancarrow

URBE
O. A. Pollard

R. C. Ancarrow

M. B. Porter

N. R. Ancarrow

L. G. Porter

S. H. Ellyson

J. K. Richardson

G. R. MacLauchlan

G. B. Simpson

W. J. Moll

W. A. Simpson

C.

H. Leubbert

A. L. Steel

L. Miller

S. Sutherland

P.

C. F. Graham

W.

Orchard
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Belta <0mega
Founded at Richmond College in 1916
Colors:

Green and Gold

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
P. C. Adams

L. M. Latane

W. T. Clements

J. H. Poteat

J. T. Coburn

G. F. Smith

P. H. Dowdy

L. O. Snead
G. M. Turner
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LEGAL FRATERNITY
Founded at C h i c a g o , 111., i n 1 9 1 3
Thomas Jefferson Senate e s t a b l i s h e d a t R i c h m o n d C o l l e g e S c h o o l o f L a w M a r c h 9 , 1 9 1 2
Colors:
Publication:

Green and White
"The

Paper

Book"

FRATRES IN FACULTATE
John Randolph Tucker, B. A., LL. B.

Thomas Justin

Moore, A. B., LL. B.

FRATRES IN COLLEGIO
A. E. Baker

J. E. Dunford

E. S.

C. E. Ford

Bronson

W. H. Cardwell

E . B . Hazelgrove
D. E. Satterfield
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ACTIVE SENATES
RANNEY
WIGMORE
HOLMES
COOLEY
FINCH
WARVELLE
HARLAN
BLECKLEY
FREEMAN
MITCHELL
DAY
KENT
LURTON
EPSILCN
DOUGLAS
LINCOLN
MAGRUDER
BURKS
INGALLS
CHRISTIANCY
RAMSEY
MARSHALL
PARKER
VON MOSCHZISKER
WHITE
JEFFERSON
FIELD
FULLER

Cleveland Law School, Cleveland, Ohio
Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois
Dickinson University, Carlisle, Pennsylvania
Detroit College of Law, Detroit, Michigan
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
University of South Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota
University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
University of Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio
New York School, New York, New York
Chattanooga College of Law, Chattanooga, Tennessee
University of Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas
John Marshall Law School, Chicago, Illinois
University, Chicago, Illinois
Chicago Kent College of Law, Chicago, Illinois
Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
Washburn University, Topeka, Kansas
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
St. Paul College of Law, St. Paul, Minnesota
Ohio Northern University, Ada, Ohio
Union University, Albany, New York
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Georgetown University, Washington, District of Columbia
Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia
University of Southern California, Los Angeles, California
Fordham University, New York City

BRYAN
BENTON
DEADY
CHASE
WAYNE
DWIGHT

Creighton University, Omaha, Nebraska
Washington University, St. Louis, Missouri
University of Oregon, Portland, Oregon
Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio
Atlanta Law School, Atlanta, Georgia
Columbia University, New York City

ALUMNI

SENATES

CLEVELAND ALUMNI SENATE
ALUMNI SENATE OF NEW YORK CITY
CHATTANOOGA ALUMNI SENATE
TOLEDO ALUMNI SENATE
CHICAGO ALUMNI SENATE
WASHINGTON ALUMNI SENATE
LOS ANGELES ALUMNI SENATE
ST. PAUL ALUMNI SENATE
MINNEAPOLIS ALUMNI SENATE
OMAHA ALUMNI SENATE

Cleveland, Ohio
. .New York, New York
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Toledo, Ohio
Chicago, Illinois
Washington, D. C.
Los Angeles, California
St. Paul, Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota
Omaha, Nebraska
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Q.T.TERHEL

J.H.POTEET

is>tubent Council dMfrcer£
J.
G.

A.

CARTER..

President

T. TERRELL

Vice-President

J. H. POTEET. ..

Secretary

E. W.

Treasurer

MILLER..

£5>tubent Senate
J. A. CARTER

President

K. B. ANDERSON

Senior Class Representative

WESTON BRISTOW
A. M. WOODY
W. E. TRAINHAM
S. C. OWEN

Junior Class Representative
Sophomore Class Representative
Freshman Class Representative
Special Class Representative

A. O. LYNCH

Law School Representative

J. T. COBURN
P. L. MITCHELL . .

Y. M. C. A. Representative
Athletic Association Representative
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Scraps;
(Excuse me, Tennyson)
Broke, broke, broke,
My last jit gone, I'll be
Gosh-dinged if the "Belgium sufferers"
Got anything on me!

If friends we have
Let us be glad.
Let's do our best
And cleanest, lest
Those friends be sad.
Let's wish 'em well and send 'em flowers
And play square with those friends of ours.
If friends we have,
Let us be glad.

(Beg Pardon, Service)
Did you ever start home from the club alone,
All loaded with liquor and

beer.

And your stumbling sound on the slippery walk
Was loud, but you couldn't hear.
When every dog on the whole darn street
Jumped out at you in the cold,
When the 'lectric light on the sparkling snow
Was mingling diamonds with gold,
And high o'erhead, the moon seemed red
And stars jumped low and high?
Then you've a hunch how I felt last night—
Sloe Gin, Budweiser and Rye!

Where is the noisiness—

Lady o' Laziness
Whisper the Slumberous
Phrases.

Wind in the shutters here?
Dozing here, motionless.

Let haziness

Quiet has lease.

Banish the glare.

Eyelids are drooping,

Sweet relaxation

Dulled is my drowsy ear.

Soothes me to sleepiness.

Lady, come stooping

My occupation
Just floating

And kiss me to peace.

in air.
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&tf)lettc gtesoriatton
OFFICERS
P. L. MITCHELL

President

J. C. WICKER

Vice-President

J. A. LESLIE, JR

Secretary

PROF. W. A. HARRIS

Treasurer

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Prof. W. A. Harris

J. A. Carter

P. L. Mitchell

L. S. Liggan

K. B. Anderson

J. T. Coburn

W. H. Bah Ike

J. C. Wicker
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A.O.LYNCH C.C.BOYD J.T.COBURN W .K.ALLEN W.H.BAGBY
i?. m. c. a.
OFFICERS 1915-16
J. T. COBURN
W.

K.

President

ALLEN

Vice-President

C. C. BOYD

Secretary

W.

Treasurer

H. BAGBY

WESTON BRISTOW

Secretary of Missions

A. O. LYNCH

General Secretary

MEMBERS
Northern
Green
Charlton
Martin
Harris
Kay
Coleman
Mustoe
Bristow
Stevens
Stevens
Hibbitts
Philips
Brittle
Trundell
Sisson
O'Brian
Hartz

Mellon
Chowning
Durham
Turner
Tucker
Owen
Allen, W. K.
Brandenburg
Fox, P.
Britton
Toombs
Simpson
Weekly
Thomas, C. C.
Nichols
Smith, P. B.
Trainham
Crippen

Clements, J. F.
Wren

Adams
Miller, E. W.
Taliaferro
Elwanger
Sanford
Abrams
Anderson, H.
Fields
McNiel
Garber
Bobbit
Hurt
Garcin
Bradshaw
Bahlke
Brown
Bausum

Bagby
Silvey
Davis, M.
Ryland
Bradley
Bowman
Wyatt
Claud
Anderson, K. B.
Combs, M. L.
Aaron
Barlow
Cheethan
Hill
Boyd
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D.

Harrup
Liggan
Hubbard
Hunt
Collins
Watkins
Winifree
Crump
Spicer
Hamilton, W. W.
Davis, W. L.
Poteat
Snead, L. O.
Hoover
Dickerson
Noblin, E. Y.
Johnson, C. O.
Clements, C. W.
Brooking
Glen
Beazley
Parks
Tune
Councill
Abshire
Connely
Terrell
Savedge
Beasley, T.
Skinner
Anderson, B. F.
Evans
Luttrell
Lawless
Russell
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Motto:

Musa, Sophia, Rhetodike

OFFICERS igi5-'i6
FALL TERM
D. J.

FATHERLY

E. J.

FOX

WINTER TERM
President

G. T. TERRELL

Vice-President

W. H. BAGBY

President
Vice-President

W. F. MARTIN

Secretary

B. C. GOODE

Secretary

L.

Treasurer

L.

Treasurer

M.

LATANE

M.

LATANE

SPRING TERM
S. H. GELLMAN

President

B. D. ALLEN

Vice-President

G. F. SMITH

Secretary

L. M. LATANE

Treasurer

MEMBERS
B. D. Allen
Roswell Aaron
W. H. Bagby
H. Bear
S. T. Bowman
G. U. Carneal
C. C. Crouch
H. W. Charlton
Bernard Crump
Isaac Diggs
E. J. Fox
D. J. Fatherly
B. R. Green

S. H. Gellman
B. C. Goode
Max Glass
D. W. Hartz

W. M. Plowden
R. T. Ryland
W. R. Ryland
E. Rucker

Hardy, J. H.
L. M. Latane
J. A. Leslie, Jr.
Hill Montague
W. F. Martin

G. F. Smith
J. V. Steuseck
G. T. Terrell

J. L. Morowitz
E. W. Miller
E. E. Northern

W. E. Trainham
C. S. Whitehead
W. White
G. H. Spiers
M. T. Spicer

V. S. Metcalf

G. I. R. Lawless
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ipfnlologtan Utterarp £kirietp
Motto:

Rostra et Peuna

OFFICERS
FALL TERM
W. K. ALLEN
J, A. SAVEDGE

WINTER TERM
President

R. C. McDANEL

Vice-President

President

A. T. ELLWANGER

Vice-President

P. L. HARRUP

Secretary

W. E. WHITE

Secretary

P. C. ADAMS

Treasurer

T. W. BEASLEY

Treasurer

SPRING TERM
W. H. BARLOW

President

J. H. GARBER

Vice-President

S. S. HILL

Secretary

C. O. JOHNSON

Treasurer

MEMBERS
R. H. Abrams

L. F. Crippen

P. C. Adams
W. K. Allen
F. L. Albert
B. F. Anderson
W. H. Barlow

1
L. Davis
TV. E. Durham
Dickerson
A. T. Ellwanger
T. H. Garber

R. L. Bausum
W. H. Brannock
T. W. Beasley
F. S. Britton
Weston Bristow
C. C. Boyd
T. N. Brooking

P. L. Harrup
S. S. Hill

J. R. Bobbitt
J. T. Coburn
R. T. Coleman
M. L. Combs
A. C. Cheetham

L. C.

W. W. Hamilton
P. E. Hamilton
N. F. Hunt
L. C. Hubbard
Phillip Hibbitts
O. O. Tohnson
R.
McDanel
H. A. Voblin
F Y. Noblin
A. O'Brien
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J. H.
C. M.
R. C.
H. A.

Poteet
Philips
Parks
Russel

J. A. Savedge
T. K. Shumate
W. R. Silvey
H. P. Simpson
B. F. Skinner
E. B. Snead
L. O. Snead
B. P. Seward
T. N. Tombes
W. O. Tune
O. C. Trundle
S. B. Tucker
G. M. Turner
I. Wechsler
J. E. Wrenn

OFFICERS
K. B. ANDERSON

President

W. W. WOOD
M. U.

Vice-President

PITT

Secretary

E. L. RODEN

Treasurer

MEMBERS
J. T. Coburn

J. A. Leslie, Jr.

W. E. Durham

P. G. Perdue

B. L. Robins

W. H. Bahlke

G. E. McNiel

N. T. Crossly

J. C. Wicker

L. M. Poff

A. B. Cosby

C. C. Boyd

L. S. Liggan, Jr.

Lynwood Cosby

P. L. Mitchell

V. S. Lawrence

C. C. Cox, Jr.

A. H. Blankenship
Paul Sanford

D. E. Satterfield
H. L. Carter
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OFFICERS
H.

W. CONNELLY

President

H. N. SOYARS
W. L.
L.

C.

Vice-President

DAVIS

Treasurer

DICKERSON

Secretary

MEMBERS
R. H. Abrams

E. E. Northern

F. L. Albert

W. H. Farris

L. C. Northern

W. K. Allen

J. H. Garber

S. C. Owen

H. D. Anderson

B. R. Green

R. C. Parks

W. H. Barlow

J. H. Hardy

L. M. Roberts

R. L. Bausum

W. W. Hamilton

P. H. Simpson

R.

E. C. Harrison

B. F. Skinner

T. W. Beazley

S. S. Hill

G. F. Smith

A. H. Blankenship

J. R. Hite

P. B. Smith

J. R. Bobbit

L. C. Hubbard

L. B. Taylor
G. T. Terrell

J.

Beazley

W. H. Branock

N. F. Hunt

Weston Bristow

W. H. Hurt

C. C. Thomas

T. C. Burroughs

M. G. James

T. N. Tombes

A. C. Cheetham

H. C. Lane

S. B. Tucker

H. T. Clark

G. I. R. Lawless

G. M. Turner

J. T. Coburn

W. F. Martin

J. A. Vache

J. T. Collins

H. W. McClung

C. R. Wagstaff

L. F. Crippen

C. 0. Johnson

H. G. Weekly

E. C. Dean

G. B. McDowell

Wendell White

W. F. Dewling

H. L. Nicholas

J. E. Wrenn

E. G. Evans
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Spider Staff

Spider Staff

Efje
Etcfjmonb
College
Jfles&enger
R.

igl5-'i6
L. BAUSUM

Editor-in-Chief

W. E. DURHAM
Business Manager

igi6-'i7
L.

M.

LATANE

Editor-in-Chief

W. H. BAGBY
Business Manager
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Quartette

J. EARLE LUNFORD - FIRST TENOR.
JOSEPH A.L ESLIE -SECONDTENOR.
JAMES C.WI CKER- FIRST BASS.

RCHER CARTERTJECONI BASS.

J.A

J.A.LESLIE.,
MQR.

PRO^RRWi

"Motker Mackree*

[pmjp

Quartet.

Beading

Mr. Carter.

"Kentucky Sate"
Solo-"A Little Bit

Quartet.
HeavenrMrtDutrjowl.

Musical Beading
'

Leslie# Wicker.

Old Heidellretg."-

Quartet.

Solo-^Macu^Wia?'—- — Mr. Carter.
"Tkat Midnigtit Hour-SketcK-Quartet.
"One,! wo, It,re©, four.

pncicj)

Quartet",

Solo-'5omewW« a Voice Is Calling- Mr.Wicker.
Beadings-^ram Kiley.
Mr.Carter,
Medley -Popul ar Songs.
Selected. t2.ead.ings

A Perfect 'Day

Quartet"".
Mr.DuH&md.

Quartet.

Curtain..
Concerts.

Court" Hovjise.
Peter^kur^ High School.
3)i<iwidd».e

Waverly.

©owling G-reen.
CKatkam"Traininc( «Sck.oot.
'Randolph-Macon. \Tn*tituXe.

Ho me.
/

J

_ .jr—
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1
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The College

Quartette

CAST OF "VOU NEVER CAN TELL

Cam

:mssm J

"THE

AN. 14,1316

WQfTMEym
Dramatic Club

Stage Manager

Secretary

Publicity

§9ou

Properties

Can ®eU

CASTE OF CHARACTERS
MRS. CLANDON

Miss

DOLLY CLANDON

James

Miss Blair

MAID

Miss

GLORIA CLANDON

Nottingham
Miss Porter

DR. VALENTINE

Mr. Carter

PHILIP CLANDON

Mr. J. E. Dunford

WM. THE WAITER

Mr. Carneal

MR. CRAMPTON

Mr. Harrup

BOHUN

Mr.

WAITER

Mr.

McCOMAS

Mr.

Willis

Crippen
McDanel

"Et)t jUagtstratE"
CASTE OF CHARACTERS
AGATHA POSKET

Miss K. Cuckler

BEATIE TOMLINSON

Miss Maud Walton

CHARLOTTE VERRINDER
POPHAM

Miss E. Love
Miss Dietz

MR. POSKET

Mr-

MR. BULLAMY
CIS FARRINGTON

Mr.

CAPTAIN HORACE VALE

Hartz

Mr. Woody

COLONEL LUKYN

Mr. Aaron

ACHILLE BLOND

Mr. Godwin

ISIDORE

Mr-

MR. WORMINGTON

Hardwick
Mr. Goode

WYKE

Latane
I SERGEANT MUGG

POLICE

Metcalf

Mr. Garnett

Mr. Johnson

' INSPECTOR MESSITER

Mr. Coleman

| CONSTABLE HARRIS

Mr. Bowman

MISS

BROWN

Coach
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The Spider social world continues in the ascendency, and it is said that the good
year nineteen hundred and sixteen may well be called a gala year in this particular.
The growth of numerous clubs, which heretofore have had only a perfunctory existence,
has given to our social life a freshness long desired.
The Cotillion Club is, of course, the central social organ of Spiderdom, and this
organization has reached an enviable state of efficiency, increasing its membership to a
sufficient size for promoting the best activity.

The red letter date in the history of this

club is February 7th, which marks the biggest event of the year.

The Country Club

featured on this occasion, with forty couples, beautiful, good music, and the best of
everything.

Other dances were given during the year, all very pleasantly conducted,

but none rivalling the February affair.
All organizations, fraternities, and clubs of

every kind, have looked to this phase

of activity, and the growth of social life has kept pace with the growth of
institutions.

our other

This has given us a closer touch with the city and the world outside, and

the future promises much for the increased recognition of Red and Blue society.

J. A.

LESLIE,

JR.,

Chairman

DANCE COMMITTEE
J. A. Leslie, Jr.
P. W. Fore
H. L. Milbourne

ROLL
Garcin

Fore

Wood

Bronson

Wills

Wright

Bagley

Godwin

Whitehead

Smith

Mack

Carter

Shepherd

Leslie

Owens

Ashworth

Combs

Ford

Boyd

Gayle

Carneal

Watkins
Omohundro
Eanes

Roden

Pearman

Aaron
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MARSHALL
CLUB

This year the John Marshall Club started in with a rush and set the standard, for
club organization, but don't tell any one, for we Marshallites already have the reputa
tion of being chesty.

Despite the time necessary to work off

respective characters, we have three captains of

teams out of

this reflection on our
a possible four, make

decent grades on our classes—so we are told—and are learning to stay
campus like true Spiders, which we certainly are.
secret:

out on the

And on the quiet, here is another

We are trying to get more Marshallites to hang up their hats in the halls of

Richmond College.

Maybe they will keep the good work going, we hope so.

OFFICERS
President

K. BROOKE ANDERSON
SATTERFIELD

Vice-President

MEADE T. SPICER.. ..

. Secretary

DAVE

GEORGE

UPSHUR

Treasurer

CARNEAL

C. JOHNSON

Annual Representative

R. TAYLOR COLEMAN.

. .Press Representative

CHARLES

Colors:

Red,

White

and

Blue

THE FORMER MARSHALLITES IN SPIDERDOM
Roswell Aaron

Stuart Eanes

Irving Owens

Curtis Ashton

Max Glass

Thomas Pearman

K. Brooke Anderson

Moses Gellman

Bertram Robins

Hugo Blankenship

Samuel

Edmund

Hyman Bear

Thomas Ham

Thomas Spiers

Ralph Chappell

Elliott Hazelgrove

Dave Satterfield

Harvey

Taylor Jolliff

Meade Spicer

Charles Johnson

William Sinton

R.

Clopton

Taylor

Coleman

Gellman

Rucker

Allan Kimbrough

Warren Tiller

Walter Leonard

James Whitfield

George Carneal

Lee Liggan

Walter Wrenn

Crawford C. Crouch

E. Newman

Archer Vandenburg

Anderson

B.

Cosby

Lynnwood Cosby

Frank B. Dunford
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RICHMOND ACADEMY
CLUB

The Richmond Academy Club has always been one of
in college.

Its purpose has been, first

Alma Mater to Richmond College.

the leading organizations

and foremost, to bring every graduate of

its

This has been carried out successfully and thor

oughly, as fully 90 per cent of every graduating class of the Academy has entered the
college, either for a degree or in
Northern university.

preparation for some further advanced work

at &

Now, having our graduates in college, our second aim is to take

part and show interest in every student organization and all school functions.

Thi 1

has been done and one could say that the Academy boys form one of the most popular
clubs on the campus.

We do not mean to be boasting; not at all, only stating facts.

Finally, our third purpose is to take the lead in all branches of athletics.

The football

team and both the track and relay teams had more R. A. men on them, than men of
any other high school or preparatory school, represented in college.

"Some" club and

"some" record.

OFFICERS
M. U. PITT

President

J. R. WRIGHT

Vice-President

H. D. WARINNER

Secretary and Treasurer

E. L. RODEN

Historian

Colors:

Red and Blue and Orange

MEMBERS
P. W. Fore

E. W. Miller

J. C. Barksdale

T. W. Beaseley

E. L. Roden, Jr.

T. R. Miller

J. R. Wright

R. D. Garcin

H. N. Soyars

J. C. Wicker

V. S. Metcalf

T. N. Christian

M. U. Pitt

J. B. Patton, Jr.

Thorpe Purcell

H. Montague

O. Ashworth

Emory Trainham

P. G. Perdue

C. Whitlock

G.

Kuyk

B. Binford

H. D. Warinner
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Halifax Club
"Go to Halifax"

Yes, we know that that is the place to go to get men for Richmond College.
year

eight men represented the county in college.

number to eighteen.

This year

we have swelled

This fact impressed upon us the growing need of

Last
our

organization,

and thus elevating ourselves on just as high a pedestal as any of our sister clubs.
Since we are known on the same plan with the other clubs, we feel that we ought,
can, and are going to do as much as any of them in getting new men for college.

To

carry out this purpose, a plan has already been concocted to see that every eligible man
in our county matriculates as a student in Richmond College in September.
tVe organized not only to make an untiring effort to bring others from our county
to our college, but to promote a stronger fellowship among the members of our club
and to help every member to make his sojourn at Richmond College worth while.

OFFICERS
S. C. OWEN

President

S. S. HILL

Vice-President

W. O. TUNE

Secretary

L. O. SNEAD

Treasurer

P. C. ADAMS

"Collegian" Representative

R- L. LACY

Annual Representative

MEMBERS
P. C. Adams

S. S. Hill

H. D. Anderson

I. V. Wicksler

John Davis

W. O. Tune

Morton Davis

T. N. Tombes

R. H. Dowdy

S. C. Owen

W. H. Barlow

R. L. Lacy

N. F. Hunt

J. C. Barksdale

S. B. Tucker

J. R. Hite
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JUackgtoue iFHilitarp ^ cabemp Club
Through the efforts of

President Elvin S. Ligon most of the graduates of

Black-

stone Military Academy have entered Richmond College.
Howard G. Privott, one of

the two graduates of

football team for the past three years.

1913, has been on the Varsity

Harrison has been on the football squad for the

past two seasons; while Sisson is numbered among the baseball players.

Goode has

been on football and track squads.
OFFICERS
HOWARD G. PRIVOTT (Absent)

President

EDWARD G. SISSON

Vice-President

EMMETT CLIFFORD HARRISON (Absent). Secretary
SHIRLEY

H. SMITH

Treasurer

BENJ. CLIFFORD GOODE
WALTER F. MARTIN

Annual Representative
Press Correspondent

MEMBERS
George

Y.

Bradley

Bernard M. Crump
Edward G. Evans

Benj. Clifford Goode
E. C. Harrison
A. B. Luck
Walter F. Martin
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H. G. Privott
Edward G. Sisson
Shirley H. Smith

Itgljtnmg Club
PAUL G. PERDUE

Sacred Generator of Hyphenated Sky-juice
RODS

J. A. LESLIE, JR
C. B. GODWIN, JR
H. L. MILBOURNE
J.

A.

CARTER
Colors:

Custodian of Intangible Fire-pots
Secret Purveyor of Pernicious Prototypes
Investigator of Insidious Idiosyncrascies
Malicious

Nervous Rainbow.

Master

of

Malevolent

Mysticisms

Flower: Hops Blossom

„ f

DISTURBERS
"Pete" Perdue, 6 X
"Cholly" Godwin,
"Milly" Milbourne, $ I" A
"Joe" Leslie, »K2
"Nick" Carter,

r A

"Jitney" Patton, K A
"Cholly" Ford, UA
"Rawss" Doughtie, • r A
"Judge" Hazelgrove, 0 X
"Smitty" Smith $ K 2
"Bronny" Bronson, K A
"Melwood" Combs, 0 X
"Mack" Pitt, K A

Our

Alma

Mater's

fame

has spread

far

beyond

Virginia's

borders,

and

in

the

Old Line State, just to the north, Richmond College is held in high esteem, both for
sc

ci arship and character-building.

her first

Thus it is that ever since 1841, when Maryland had

matriculate in Richmond College, she has sent some of her sons to these hall in

search of wisdom and eternal truth.

Just now the men from Maryland number thirteen

students, a larger number than from any other State except Virginia.
teacher on the faculty.
constructive

We also have one

This group is organized as the "Maryland Club," with a definite

program, calculated

to benefit

both its members and

the school

The

Mary landers are here preparing for their life-work in a larger sphere of activity and it
is their fervent hope that they may always nobly represent their beloved Alma Mater!

OFFICERS
E. CARL DEAN
W. HERBERT

President
BAHLKE

Vice-President

Otho C. Trundle, '19
ALBERT C. CHEETHAM
LEE F. CRIPPEN

Treasurer
Annual Representative

PROF. H. B. HANDY, M. A

Faculty Member

MISS BESSIE DICKS

Sponsor

MARYLANDERS
Walter K. Allen, '16

Lee F. Crippen, '17

W. Herbert Bahlke, '16

E. Carl Dean, '17

Robert L. Bausum, '17

Walter F. Dewling, '16

Willis H. Branock, '16

Howard G. Lane, '17

Albert C. Cheetham, T8

C. Merritt Phillips, Jr., '19

John T. Coburn, '16

George

F. Smith,

Jr.,

'17

Otho C. Trundle, '16

HONORARY MEMBERS
Rev. A. J. Fristoe, D.D.

Rev. W. H. Baylor

Rev. F. W. Putney

Rev. P. B. Watlington
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r

Motto:

"To be at home in all lands and ages; to make friends among the men of

your own age who are to be leaders in all walks of life; to lose yourself in generous
enthusiasms and co-operate with others for common ends."

W. E. DURHAM
S.

S.

President

HILL

Vice-President

C. S. WHITEHEAD

Secretary

L. O. SNEAD

Treasurer

P. C. Adams

W. H. Hurt

J. E. Boteler

G. W. Kidd

T. N. Brooking

W. L. Knight

Thomas L. Christian

H. B. Luttrell

C. M. Clements

E. W. Miller

J. F. Clements

E. Y. Noblin

Judson Councill

H. A. Noblin

J. M. Davis

Alfred O'Brien

M. T. Davis

L. M. Roberts

R. H. Dowdy

W. R. Silvey

W. E. Durham

B. F. Skinner

A. T. Ellwanger

L. O. Snead

Alfred Garnett

P. B. Smith

B. C. Goode

S. H. Smith

P. E. Hamilton

T. N. Tombes

W. W. Hamilton, Jr.

W. O. Tune

S. S. Hill

C. S. Whitehead

N. F. Hunt

J. M. H. Willis
H. B. Winfrey
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1
Cibetoater Club
Southwest, Piedmont and Tidewater, but the greatest of these is Tidewater.

Here

tofore interest in college affairs on the part of the State-section clubs has been at a very
low ebb.

This year, however, the full tide of

mark of interest has been reached.

action has set in and the high-water*

The various clubs have just awakened to a realiza

tion of what a good live club can mean to old Alma Mater.
The Tidewater Club has not been slow to realize this, and as a result active work
has been done in the way of organizing and formulating plans for a campaign for new
college men.
It

Prospecting, however, is only one of the many things it proposed to do.

proposes to mean something more to its members, collectively

Social meetings and banquets, oysters roasts and fish-frys,
program.

Much has been done, and

will be done.
land of fish

and

individually.

figure prominently upon its

we think it safe to prophesy that much more

Folks in the future are going to hear something from the dwellers in the
and oysters.
HISTORIAN.

OFFICERS
WESTON BRISTOW
W.

President

H. BAGBY

Vice-President

C. L. MASON.

. Secretary

W. T. CLEMENTS

Treasurer

E. J. FOX

. Historian

T. R. AARON

Annual Representative

MEMBERS
T. R. Aaron

Curry

A .W. Kay

B. D. Allen

R. H. Corr

W. T. Knight

W. C. Anderson

N. T. Crossley

V. S. Lawrence
C. L. Mason

W. H. Bagby

B. W. Crump

R. J. Beazley

J. R. Doughtie

R. T. Ryland

J. R. Bobbitt

J. F. Edmonds

B. P. Seward

G. Y. Bradley

J. W. Feild

G. E. Sisson

W. R. Broaddus

C. E. Ford

J. H. Savedge

Weston Bristow

E. J. Fox

C. C. Saunders

O. L. Brittle

P. R. Fox

C. B. Smith

G. P. Chowning

D. J. Fatherly

T. B. Taliaferro

W. T. Clements

J. W. Grimes

Wendell White

H. L. Claude

D. W. Hartz

W. W. Wood

C. C. Cox

E. C. Harrison

O. H. Wyatt

P. L. Harrup
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is>outf)toest Virginia Club
Organized for the promulgation of the best interests of Old R. C. among the rolling
hills, towering peaks and broad blue grass fields

of

this fair land, where the Creator

smiled at the product of His handiwork, where sunshine and the moonshine make the
spot forever bright.
Motto:

"I'll Take the Same."

Flower:

Buckwheat

OFFICERS
M. L. COMBS

,
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CHARLES HENRY WINSTON, M. A., LL. D., Emeritus Professor of
Professor of Astronomy.
A.

B.

Physics and

2607 Hanover Avenue, Richmond.

Hampden-Sidney,

1854;

M.

A.

University

of

Virginia,

1857;

LL.

D.

Hampden-Sidney, 1883; Assistant Professor Hampden-Sidney, i854-'55; Professor
Transylvania University,i857-'s8; President Richmond Female Institute, i859-'73;
Professor of Physics, 1873-1908; Professor of Astronomy since 1873.

FREDERICK

WILLIAM

BO AT WRIGHT,

M.

A.,

LL.

Languages.

D„

Professor

of

Modern

North Court, Westhampton.

M. A. Richmond College, 1888; LL. D. Mercer University, 1895; LL. D. George
town

College, 1913;

University

of

Assistant in

Halle and

of

Greek,

Richmond

the Sorbonne,

i889-'go;

College,

i887-'8g; Student

Professor

of

French and

German since 1890; Student University of Leipsic, 1892; President since 1894.

ROBERT EDWIN GAINES, M. A., Litt. D., Professor of Mathematics.
3 Bostwick Lane, Campus.
M. A. Furman University, 1886; Litt D. Furman University, 1908; Instructor in
Furman

University,

Instructor

in

I882-'87;

Wright's

Student

University

Johns

School,

Hopkins

Baltimore,

University,

i888-'8g;

I887-'88;

Harvard

Uni

versity, 1899-1900; Professor of Mathematics since 1890.

WILLIAM ASBURY HARRIS, M. A., Ph. D., Professor of Greek.
2 College Avenue.
M. A. Richmond College, 1886; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University, 1892;

Pro

fessor of Greek Baylor University, 1893-1901; Professor of Greek since 1901.
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JOHN CALVIN METCALF, M. A., Litt. D., Professor of
Bostwick Foundation.

English on the James A.
i Bostwick Lane, Campus.

B. A., M. A. Georgetown College; M. A. Harvard University; Litt. D. George
town; Graduate Student, Chicago and Harvard; Professor of Modern Languages,
Mercer University; Professor of Latin, and later, of English, Georgetown College;
Professorial Lecturer, University of

Chicago; Professor of

English, University

of Virginia Summer School, since 1911; Professor of English since 1904.

ROBERT ARMISTEAD STEWART, M. A., Ph. D., Professor of
guages.

Romance Lan

Country Club of Virginia.

M. A. University of

Virginia, 1899;

Ph. D. University of

Virginia, 1901; Pro

fessor of Modern Languages, Wofford College, 1899-1900; Instructor of Teutonic
Languages,

University

of

Virginia,

1900-'01;

Assistant

Professor

of

Modern

Languages, Tulane University, igoi-'o2; Associate Professor, igo3-'i2; Professor
of Romance Languages since 1912.

WALTER SCOTT McNEILL, B. A., Ph. D., LL. B„ Professor of Law.
Monroe Terrace.
B. A. Richmond College, 1899; Ph. D. University of Berlin, igo2; LL. B. Harvard
University,

1905;

Associate

Professor

of

Law,

igos-'og;

Professor

of

Law

since igog.

•EUGENE COOK BINGHAM, A. B„ Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry.
South Court, Westhampton.
A. B. Middlebury College, 1900; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University, 1905; Student
of Universities of Leipsic and Berlin, 1906; Professor of Chemistry since 1906.

ROBERT EDWARD LOVING, M. A., Ph. D„ Professor of

Physics.

2 Bostwick Lane, Campus.
M.

A.

Ph.

D.,

Richmond
ibid.,

College,

1905;

igo5-'o6; Professor

1898;

Professor
of

of

Fellow

Johns

Physics

and

Physics, Cornell College,

Hopkins
Chemistry

University,

igoi-'o2;

Blackburn

College,

i9o6-'o7; Associate in Physics,

University of Missouri, igo7-'o8; Professor of Physics since 1908.

DICE

ROBINS

ANDERSON,

M.

A.,

Ph.

Science.

D„

Professor

of

History

and

Political

310 N. Rowland St., Richmond.

B. A. Randolph-Macon College, 1900; M. A., ibid., 1901; Ph. D. University of
Chicago, 1913; Principal Randolph-Macon Academy, i903-'os; President of Willie
Hansel College (Okla.), igo5-'o6; Instructor in History at University of Chicago,
igo7-'og; Professor of History and Political Science since 1909.

•Absent on leave, I9i5-'i6.
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A. B. Johns Hopkins University, 1892; Ph. D„ ibidem, 1899; Master in Classics,
Sewanee Grammar School, University of
Professor of Latin, College of

the South, Sewanee, Tenn.,

igo2-'o6;

William and Mary, i9o6-'n; Professor of

Latin

and Greek, ibidem, 1911-T2; Professor of Latin in Summer School of University
of Virginia, 1907-T5; Professor of Latin since 1912.

WALTER JORGENSEN

YOUNG, M. A., Th. M., Ph. D., Professor of

Philosophy

on the James Thomas, Jr., Foundation.
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B. A. Richmond College, 1907; B. D. Crozer Theological Seminary, 1910; M. A.
University of

Pennsylvania, 1910; Th. M. Crozer Theological Seminary, 1911;

Ph. D. University of

Pennsylvania, 1911; Professor of

Philosophy, Hampden-

Sidney College, 1911-T3; Professor of Philosophy since 1913.
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B. A. Milligan College, 1894; M. A. University of

Virginia, 1907; Ph. D., ibid.,
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German and

French,

Alabama State Normal College, igo7-'i2; Professor of German since 1914.

GARNETT RYLAND, M. A., Ph. D., Acting Professor of

Chemistry.

South Court, Westhampton.
M. A. Richmond College, 1892; Ph. D. Johns Hopkins University, 1898; Associate
Professor of Chemistry, University of Maine, 1898-1901; Professor of Chemistry,
Converse College,

igoi-'o3; Professor of

Chemistry, Georgetown College since

1903.

JOHN RANDOLPH TUCKER, B. A., LL. B., Associate Professor of Law.
Three Chopt

Road, Westhampton.

B. A. Washington and Lee University, 1900; LL. B., ibid., 1902; Graduate Student
Harvard University, igo2-'o3; Associate Professor of Law since 1909.

CASSIUS MONCURE CHICHESTER, A. B., LL. B., Associate Professor of Law.
108 N. Fifth Street, Richmond.
A. B. William and Mary College; LL. B., University of

Virginia; Instructor in

Law, University of Virginia; Associate Professor of Law since 1912.

THOMAS JUSTIN MOORE, B. A., LL. B., Associate Professor of Law.
2512

Hanover

Avenue,

Richmond.

B. A. Richmond College, 1908; LL. B., Harvard University, 1913; Instructor in
Richmond Academy, 1908-T0; Associate Professor of Law since 1913.
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HENRY BRANTLEY HANDY, M. A., Associate Professor of English.
1213

West

Franklin

Street,

Richmond.

B. A. Richmond College, 1906; M. A., ibid., 1908; A. M. Harvard University, 1913;
Instructor in English, Richmond Academy, igo6-'u and

WALLACE FRANK

I9i3-'i4.

POWERS, A. M., Ph. D., Associate Professor of

Mathematics.

Physics and

Thomas Hall, Campus.

A. B. Clark College, 1910; A. M. Clark University, 1911; Fellow, ibid., ign-'ijj;
Ph. D., ibid., 1914; Instructor in Laboratory Physics, Clark University, I9ii-'i4.

HAMILTON JAMES ECKENRODE, A. B., Ph. D., Associate Professor of Economics
and History.

11 E. Franklin Street, Richmond.

A. B. Fredericksburg
Hopkins

University;

College; Student
Professor

of

University

of

History, Arizona

Virginia;

Ph.

D. Johns

Normal School;

Archivist

Virginia State Library.

SAMUEL HUNTINGTON TEMPLEMAN, M. A., Acting Professor of English Bible.
Highland

Park.

B. A. Richmond College, 1904; M. A., ibid., 1905; Graduate Colgate University,
1908;

Student

Columbia

University,

winter

1908,

Department

of

Sociology;

Studied at Union Theological Seminary, Richmond, Va., igio-'n, ign-'i2.

FRANK ROSE ELDER, B. S., M. A., Associate Professor of Chemistry.
Thomas
B. S., Amherst, 1911;

M. A.

Columbia, 1913;

Assistant in

Hall, Campus

Organic

Chemistry

Columbia University, ign-'i2.

DANIEL BUNYAN BRYAN, M. A., Ph. D., Associate Professor of
Sociology.

Education and

9 Dooley Avenue, Richmond.

B. A. University of North Carolina, 1911; Teacher in Elementary School, Chapel
Hill,

igo4-'o5;

Principal

Rich

Square

State

High

School,

1911-T3;

Graduate

student summers 1912, 1913, and the year I9i3-'i4, Columbia University; M. A.,
ibid., 1914; Helen Gould Fellow in Education, New York
Pd.

D.,

ibid.,

1915;

Professor

of

Secondary

Education,

University, 1914-T5;
University

of

North

Carolina, summer session, 1915.

HARRY ELIAS VICK, M. S., Associate Professor of Biology.
3

N. Boulevard,

Richmond.

B. S. Bethel College, 1905; M. S., ibid., 1906; Graduate student, University
Chicago,

summer,

1911;

Graduate

student,

Cornell

University,

1913-1915;

of
In

structor in Science, Hartford City (Ind.) High School, Missouri Military Insti
tute;

Professor

of

Biology

and

Chemistry,

Oklahoma

Baptist

University,

Ouachita College; Instructor in Biology, Cornell University, 1913-1915.
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FRANK ZENAS BROWN, S. B. E. E., Instructor in Drawing.
824 Park Avenue, Richmond.
B. S. Virginia
Technology,

Military

1903;

Institute, 1900; S. B. E. E. Massachusetts Institute of

Instructor

in

Physics

and

Electricity,

Virginia

Mechanics

Institute since 1903; Instructor in Drawing since 1904.

HARRY SYLVANUS VANDINGHAM, B. A., Assistant in English.
WILLIAM HERBERT BAHLKE, Laboratory Assistant in Chemistry.
PAUL GOODE PERDUE, Laboratory Assistant in Chemistry.
HENRY OSWELL WYATT, Laboratory Assistant in Biology.
CRAWFORD CURRY CROUCH, B. S., Laboratory Assistant in Physics.
VIVIAN STREETER LAWRENCE, Laboratory Assistant in Physics.

©tfjcr Officers
MARION GARNETT RYLAND, B. A., B. S„ Librarian
B. A., B. S., Columbia

University

839 West Grace Street, Richmond

JESSIE M. WOOD, B. A., Assistant to the Librarian.
FRANK MILLS DOBSON, Director in Athletics.
EDWARD

C. JAMES, Litt. D., Head

of

College Refectory and

Purchasing

ELIZABETH TOMASSON, Secretary to the President.
EFFIE E. CARNEY, Secretary to the Dean and Assistant to the Registrar.
A. W. GOOLSBY, Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings.
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The World has found her long lost Youth
At Fair Westhampton.
She's turned from Science back to Truth
At Fair Westhampton.
There Macedonia's goddess' shades
Have found Atlantis in her glades,
And all the year they charm her maids
At Fair Westhampton.
Eternal springtime crowns the hills
At Fair Westhampton.
Narcissus' joy, the lake fulfills
At Fair Westhampton.
There Youth has banished Care for aye,
There all day long the Muses play,
Minerva rules with gentle sway
At Fair Westhampton.
They would revive the Golden Age
At Fair Westhampton.
In History they will claim their page
At Fair Westhampton.
E'en Greece, when she was in her prime,
Ne'er felt a Spirit so sublime
As they, who would recall that time
At Fair Westhampton.
F. M. D., '16.
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SALLIE WILLS HOLLAND
Art

Editor

MARGARET JAMES
Club Editor

KATHLEEN

BLAND

Athletic Editor

ELIZABETH HUTCHISON
Class Editor

LOUISE

REAMS

Alumnae Editor

NORMA WOODWARD
Editor of Student Activities

SUSIE

BLAIR

FLORENCE
VIRGINIA
Assistant

SMITH

KARNES

Art

Editors

Annual Staff

"The Grecian maiden, thoughtful and composed,
Her labors finished.
Forth in the world."

Scroll in hand she goes
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Clags; of 1916
SALLIE

WILLS

HOLLAND

President

NORMA OVERTON WOODWARD
Vice-President

ELIZABETH HUTCHISON
Secretary

HELEN

MONSELL

Treasurer

MARGARET JAMES
Historian

HELEN

MONSELL
Poet

Class Colors:

Lavender and White.

Class Birthday:

May Day.

Class Flower:

Lavender Sweet Peas

Class Costume:

Greek Robe
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LOUISE AGNES REAMS
IVOR, VIRGINIA

Applicant for
M. A. Degree;
1911-T2 Co-Ed Editor "Spider";
Freshman Class Historian; 1914'15
House
President
Student
Government Association; Y. W.
C. A. Cabinet; Editor-in-Chief
"Spider"; igi5-'i6 President Partheno-Systaseis.

"Custom Cannot State Her Infinite Variety"
Last year Louise earned two titles at
the

hand

of

achievement—"B.

A." and

"Supe." 1916 saw added to the list, two
more—"M. A." and "Prof."

The first

was

due to her good work and perseverance,
but the second is the palm awarded

to

her learned dignity, and her knowledge
of

the subject

of

Ecky-nomics.

would be no question of

There

her merits to

one who could have seen her leading the
class, the professor absent, thru the tor
tuous way of review for examination.
"Supe" has talents, and "infinite vari
ety," and when it comes to being a friend
she is

always that same warm-hearted,

sympathetic person, who forgets herself
in her

love for

others.

We only

wish

Westhampton had many more degrees to
offer and that "Supe" could continue her
splendid influence over our student body.
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KATHLEEN BLAND
WEST

POINT,

Applicant

for

VIRGINIA

B.

S.

Degree;

1912-T3 Freshman Representa
tive Executive Council; 1913-T4
Vice-President Athletic Associa
tion; Secretary Student Govern
ment Association; 1914-T5 Junior
Class President Inner Council,
Chi Epsilon; President Athletic
Association; Captain Varsity
Basket-Bail
Team;
1915-T6
House President Student Gov
ernment
Association;
Y.
W.
C.
A. Cabinet; Vice-President
Athletic
Association;
Captain
Even
Hockey
Team;
Captain
Varsity Hockey Team; President
Tidewater Club; Athletics Editor
Annual;
Laboratory
Assistant
in Chemistry.

"Thepurest treasure mortal times afford
Is spotless reputation."
Kathleen

is

House

President

and

Chemistry laboratory assistant, therefore
for

business

reasons

alone,

be the most

popular

person in college.

she

should

But it isn't for business reasons alone—
it's

because

she's

so

thoroughly

worthy, sunny and lovable.

trust

In our first

Rat days, when we saw her scornfully re
fusing to tie that Rat-green ribbon on her
heavy

brown

braids,

we

admired

her.

When we saw her on the hockey field,
we loved her.
Athletics?

Yes'm.

From

our

infant

days at "old college," on the cement court
back of the refectory, to the latest field
day in

1916, she's been in

every

sport.

Just look at her record on the top of the
page!
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STELLA LUCILE CARDEN, X O
University of West Virginia
COVINGTON, VIRGINIA

Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

1914-T5 Treasurer Junior Class;
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Delegate
from Y. W. C. A. to Southern
Convention; 1915-T6 President
Student
Government
Associa
tion, Business Manager Annual.

"Strene will be our days and bright
When joy's its own security."
There was a jolly thrilling laugh which
all the corridors of

Westhampton knew

in 1916, which made the passer-by laugh,
so contagious was it, and say "I wonder
what's tickled Stella now?"
knew

that it

was one of

habits of hers.
of

the calm,

Every one

those chronic

But stay, can we say this

aloof

and

sweetly

judicial

president of Student Government?
we say this of
person

who

streets of

Can

this business-like young

plods

up

and

down

the

Richmond, apparently in pur

suit of daily bread, but actually in patient
search for those advertisements you see
further on?
Yes, this is Stella—a most companion
able friend to all, but one who can sum
mon

plenty

of

dignity

when

need

be;

and a most loyal and enthusiastic worker
for Alma Mater.
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FRIEDA MEREDITH DIETZ
RICHMOND,

Applicant

for

VIRGINIA

B.

A.

Degree;

igi4-'i5 Secretary Junior Class;
igi5-'i6 Business Manager "Mes
senger"; Joke Editor "Annual";
President German Club.

"A winning way, a pleasant smile,
Dressed so sweet, and just in style''
We
of

hope

you

appreciate

this

picture

Frieda in cap and gown—we had to

work right hard to get it, for she does so
hate to look dignified.
her.

First

second
shall

it

we

it

would

would

be

confess

a

We don't blame

be

unnatural, and

impossible.

But—

secret?—Freida

is

just the sort of girl we would fall in love
with if we were a boy.
jolly

and

fellow."

she's

She

She's pretty, she's

a

has

downright

a

capacity

"good

for

work and a genius for avoiding it.
says she's going
the Philippines.
We

promised

to

teach next

hard
She

year

in

Maybe, but we doubt it.
not

to

mention

certain

things in this write up, but we can't help
asking

one

decide

which

"Annual"?

question:
picture

How
to

did

put

Frieda

into

the

Cfce ^piOcr
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SALLIE WILLS HOLLAND
WILMINGTON, VIRGINIA
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

1913-T4 Treasurer Chi Epsilon
Literary Society; 1914-T5 Junior
Representative Student Govern
ment Council; President Chi Ep
silon; Treasurer Athletic Asso
ciation; 1915-16 President Senior
Class; Secretary German Club;
Senior Representative to Execu
tive Council; Art Editor Annual.

"With coal black hair, and slow luxuriant voice."
Sallie Wills is the biggest tease in the
class, but then teasing is another form of
leadership.
Senior

Lead us?

lounging

Just come to the

room

Wednesdays

at

1:30. She's a worker, too. She gets up par
ties, draws for the "Annual" and lets her
surplus

energy

show

in

English

4 and

German 3.

Moreover, Sallie Wills is con

scientious,

for

we

have

known

her

to

cut a class to prepare her ethics lesson.
And

she

fact

that

has

done all

she's

had

this

despite

mumps,

typhoid, and almost everything else.
serious sometimes.

characteristic

inherit

it

from

her

It's

Once she almost had

to miss a Freshman banquet.
chief

the

malaria,

is

But her

jollity—she

uncle.

must

One of

the

most delightful things we are losing this
year is Sallie Wills' ever-ready smile.
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ELIZABETH D. HUTCHISON
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

I9i5-'i6 Secretary Senior Class;
Class
Representative
Annual;
Class Editor Annual Staff.

Higher than the perfect song
For which love longelh
Is the tender fear of wrong
That never wrongeth.
When

Henry

W.

Savage

picked

his

cast for "Everywoman," he made one mis
take in not choosing Elizabeth for "Everywoman's"

hand

maiden

"Conscience,"

for she has never recovered from the loss
of several week's sleep over her failure to
report the library flirtation
Senior to Student
which

brings

to

virtues—fidelity.

of

a certain

Government.
light

another

Confidence

All of
of

in

her

Eliza

beth is as a secret locked in a chest when
the key is lost.

In short, she's just not

like everybody else, and in this difference
lies her charm.
Besides being a willing worker, always,
for

the honor and dignity of

Elizabeth

has

touched

the

her class,

hearts

of

a

few of the Freshmen as no other Seniors
have done.
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MARGARET ESTELLE JAMES
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

igi4-'i5 Treasurer Student Gov
ernment Association; Business
Manager
"Collegian";
igi5-'i6
Editor-in-Chief
"Messenger";
Vice-President Student Government
Association;
President
Dramatic Club; Class Historian,
Club Editor Annual.

"And sure there is music even in the beauty and
the silent note which Cupid strikes.''
Above all is Margaret a musician; but
that she has real ability along other lines
no one can deny, who saw her play Mrs.
Clandon
read
"The

in "You

some

of

Never

her

Messenger."

Can

stirring
Then,

been the social leader of

Tell," or

editorials
too,

she

in
has

Westhampton

this year; has carried her classes ably and
still had time for both in and out-of-town
friends.
Margaret always has her opinions and,
being

mistress

of

herself,

is

therefore

able to express them in open discussion
to

any

of

the

higher

authorities

even

though she knows they are going to dis
agree with her.
President
some

one

of

Accordingly, when the

Student

will

have

Government
to

interview

says
the

faculty a chorus of voices always replies,
"Send Margaret James."
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HELEN ALBEE MONSELL
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA

Applicant
for
B.
I9i2-'i3 Critic Chi

A.
Degree;
Epsilon Lit

erary Society; 1913-T4 Historian
Sophomore Class; igi4-'i5 VicePresident Y. W. C. A.; Exchange
Editor "Messenger"; Inner Coun
cil Chi Epsilon Literary Society;
igi5-'i6 Class Poet; Class Treas
urer; Literary Editor Annual.

"Charms strike the sight but merit wins the soul"
Merit?
records

We
of

refer

Helen's

four years.

you

to

the

marks for

office

the

past

In all things, but especially

in history, has Helen been the envy of
some, for A's in that subject were always
stars too high for lots of wagons.
Helen's knowledge is of
well as the getting kind.

the giving as

In true literary

vein she has upheld Westhampton's repu
tation by her numerous contributions to
"The

Messenger."

However,

lest

we

leave you under the impression that she
is all book knowledge, you may consult
any one who left the Westhampton din
ing room station on Cupid's expedition to
Washington.

Helen

and

to

thus

led

was

wedded

its

originator

happiness

the

Classes of 1916 and 1918.
Helen,
acquired

too,

has

through

a

most

legal

association

mind,

perhaps.

Hunt as we may, we have not been able
to find

anything which Helen would not

do for the glory and fame of

her class,

even

(and

to

being

its

treasurer

col

lector.)

i
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MAUDE HEWLETT WOODFIN
ASHLAND, VIRGINIA

Applicant
for
B.
A.
Degree;
igi5-'i6 Editor-in-Chief Annual;
Y. W. C. A. Cabinet; Chairman
Chapel Committee.

"No sport of every random gust,
Yet being to myself a guide."
If Maude were any one but Maude, we
would be afraid of her.
and

Her brightness

high ideals would awe us, and the

amount of hard studying she does would
overwhelm
she's

just

her a bit.

us.

Seeing,

however,

that

Maude, we are not scared of
In spite of her sedateness and

brilliancy, she

has quite as many

failings as any of

little

us, and her affection

(?) for Math, forms a ground on which
we can meet her in common.
she has so much fun in her.

Besides,

Think of it!

A person who takes Math, and Biology
and

Chemistry simultaneously, and still

has

fun in

wonder!

her.

I

tell

you

Maude's

a
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NORMA O. WOODWARD
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
Applicant

for

B.

A.

Degree;

igi2-'i3
Secretary
Sophomore
Class;
I9i5-'i6
Vice-President
Senior Class.

"By the twitching of my thumbs, something
wicked this way comes."
Don't, gentle reader, let the above dis
turb

you,

opinion
Class.

nor

of

prejudice

this

member

you
of

in

our

your

Senior

Really, the words in rhyme only

give expression to one of her many char
acteristics.

Yes,

she

is

mischievous.

Biology students will testify to that; but
she is attentive and industrious—let the
English students

tell you

Yes, she is a poet.

that.

What?

Does she not wear

upon her brow the poet-laureate wreath
of

Westhampton College?

She is above

all characterized by a charming friendli
ness, which extends to all who know her.

But

Norma,

your

eyes,

Let all beware;
They speak not lies
But all ensnare.
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What can be said about Sally?
She's a girl who does not dilly dally,
She's an artist, too,
And her ideas are new,
As she proves in every class rally.

As the best of our Seniors fair
Norma is classed,
For she pays her class dues
Whenever she's asked.
She's pretty and smart, and with

^

French she can grapple,
But we can't make her wear
Cap and gown into chapel.

IV.

Elizabeth Hutchison for knowledge is eager,
In Biology lab. she cuts quite a "figger,"
With scissors and knife
She can sniff off the life
Of a frog or a centipede either.

ta \eeVe \\e«-c on
JhA-tl; -

Jm
v.'x'Vs

Helen's the theme of this lay
With a special fondness for Ray;
With suitcase in hand
She joins the band
Whenever there's fun on the way.

O e
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For athletes the Seniors need ne'er feel a lack
In gym work or basket-ball, hockey or track,
For that Kathleen's a wonder it goes without doubting,
And all we need do is join in the shouting.

Vyo* e & AT

Margaret is now a bachelor of art,
Who is very well versed in the science of hearts.
She plucks them and wears them,
Then vows she's true;
Wherever you find

Margaret, the boys are there, too.

Beware of Stella if money you've got,
For the "Spider" this year will need such a lot.
She's into your pockets on grave business bent,
And she'll out with your wealth on an advertisement.

Ai\ AnTljar-

Sup is girl who of brains has no lack,

rVe-a\v\ 5

That her M. A. she'll capture this year is a fact.
To be like Miss Reams is to the Freshies a dream,
In all of their hearts she rules quite "sup-Ream."

no\«.s

e
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Frieda wears a funny little curl,
But in spite of this she's a mighty fine girl.
She has done what she could,
But in vain she has tried
To make the Seniors seem undignified.

Dr. W < o ^

Maude goes out to teas and is fond of a lark,
In addition to this she's a history shark.
And as for work!

top
y/otK
he-v,^

<

•$

^-

Why none can keep side her

When helping Stella get ads. for the "Spider."
ft) a*A cJw c.c><^\»

€berp
Jfrtenb*

Miss Taylor

Miss Taliaferro
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& Bts&ertation on ©tgmtp
The word "Dignity" would lose its meaning
If Sallie Wills Holland flirted with a man.
If Maude Woodfin allowed anything funny to go in the "Annual."
If Stella Carden danced a Highland fling.
If Kathleen Bland made use of her opportunities as laboratory assistant.
If Margaret James smiled upon her less elevated fellow-creatures.
If Elizabeth Hutchison wore her hair in curls.
If Helen Monsell explained why trips to the library saved lunches.
If Norma Woodward illustrated the word "fickle."
If Louise Reams told 1916 the same jokes she told 1915.
If Frieda Dietz acted like a Senior.

May

Day

CI)e ^piDer
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incantation to Spring
Glorious Springtime,
Champion of Truth,
Herald of

Nature,

Triumphant with Youth,
Hang up your garlands,
Carpet the earth,
Call forth your Sunbeams
to join in our mirth;
Ceres rejoicing,
Ceases to roam,
Hermes is bringing
Proserpine home,
Home from the kingdom,
Where Pluto holds sway,
Back to the sunshine
For half

a year's play.

Bring forth your roses
To color her cheeks;
Let birds from the South
Bring her fruit in their beaks;
Let there be sunshine
All the day long;
Let the world echo
With laughter and song;
Spread forth the tidings
High as Heaven's dome;
Hermes is bringing
Proserpine home.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Yearly on May day,
Class of Sixteen.
Revives the old legend
Of Pluto's fair queen.
F. M. D., T6.

June Time at Westhampton

"The Niobe of classes, there she stands,
The Junior, strong, yet tender, while the woes
Of others more unfortunate she soothes,
And guards the Freshman from her ancient foes."
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Clagg of 1917
OFFICERS

ELEANOR MARSHALL DECKER
President

NANNIE SYDNOR
Vice-President

OLIVIA GWALTNEY
Secretary

KATHARINE

LOVE

Treasurer

NANNIE

SYDNOR

Annual Representative

Class Colors:
Class Birthday:

Gold and White.

Shakespeare's Birthday.

Class Flower:
Class Costume:

The Daisy
Shepherdess Dresses
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FLORENCE FRASER BOSTON
WARRENTON, VIRGINIA
Self-reverence, self-knowledge, self-control,
These three alone lead life to sovereign power.

ELEANOR COPENHAVER
MARION,
Her

eyes,

too,

O

VIRGINIA

immortal

Gods! her

eyes,

Resembled—what could they resemble?

ELEANOR MARSHALL DECKER
LAHORE, VIRGINIA
A helping fellow is a

universal comrade.

RUTH ELIZABETH ELLIOTT
SOUTH

BOSTON, VIRGINIA

What a thing friendship is, world without end.
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OLIVIA GWALTNEY
SMITHFIELD, VIRGINIA
She speaketh not, and yet there is a conversa
tion in her eyes.

GLADYS HOLLEMAN
SMITHFIELD,

VIRGINIA

Hers is the golden mean between saying too
much and too little.

MABEL HENDERSON
COUNCIL,
Don't

disturb

her

VIRGINIA

quiet;

she's

not

sleeping,

she but dreams.

ANNE RUTH HARRIS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
I am in earnest; I will not equivocate; I will
not

excuse; I will not

retreat a single

inch, and I will be heard.
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KATHARINE STITH LOVE
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
This

maid

she

lives

with

no

other

thought

Than to love and be loved by all.

LULA JONES PUCKETT
BLACKFORD,

VIRGINIA

She was so different, happy and beautiful.

RUTH GAINES PUCKETT
BLACKFORD, VIRGINIA
A rare oddity of frolic and fun,
Who rejoiced in a joke and laughed at a pun.

JENNIE PHILLIPS
BRISTOL,

VIRGINIA

O what may one within her bide
Though angel on the outward side!
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FLORENCE SMITH
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA
Music is well said to be the speech of angels.

NANNIE SYDNOR
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
I am she that aspires to know.

CATESBY WILLIS
FREDERICKSBURG, VIRGINIA
Happy am I, from care I'm free,
Why aren't they all contented like me?

MAUD EILENE WALTON
NEWTON, MISSISSIPPI
Eyes that are blue
And smiles

that

bewitch.

CJ)e ^ptOer
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Comrades, let us pause a moment in the interests of to-day,
And to mem'ries of the past may we a loving tribute pay.
'Midst the happy days of '15, when as Sophs we reigned supreme,
Came a day into our history round which swarms of mem'ries teem.
It was in the month of April, and the date the twenty-third,
When in honor to our birthday, celebrations great occurred.
Deference, too, was due to Shakespeare, since this day is held in praise,
For the poet of the ages, to whom each one homage pays.
Shepherdesses all in costume, came each maiden bright and fair
So that every loyal Soph'more, in this day might have his share.
Just before the evening shadows threw their pall on all around
Came we to a woody bower where a streamlet we had found.
There where wood and dell were budding into bright and verdant spring,
Waited we until the appointed hour the royal guests would bring.
Soon around the curving driveway came in sight a stately coach
And the Seniors in court costume, saw we slowly to approach.
Next a band of costumed workmen came upon our rustic stage,
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The attention of the audience were these players to engage.
Pyramus, the valiant lover, admiration won from all,
While his well beloved Thisbe's praises did not 'neath him fall.
Moonshine, with her soft rays friendly, urges on the lovers twain,
And the wall with chink e'er ready never lets her interest wane.
But the Lion with her roaring helps to bring the cruel fate
To these lovers always ardent, who in ignorance await.
Bottom as the ruling power of this exhibition rare
Merited the lofty praises of which he received full share.
Then this feature of our class day had been finished, and the crowd,
Altho' mingled with the Seniors, joined in revel long and loud.
Now the motley congregation, whether ladies fair in state
Or the bonnie peasant lassies, all were one without debate.
Soon our homeward way we wended, and a joyous evening spent,
Since the Class of 1917 were on simple pleasures bent.
So our first class day had ended, and altho' to us it seemed
That an ideal day was over, its result was never dreamed.
Little thought we when another time for this day should draw near
That a pageant would be given as a tribute to Shakespeare.
Thus we hope that o'er some rhymer of our Class of '17
Spirits of some former genius may descend with light serene.
But the latter transformation is a greater one we fear
For which time will need the ages, rather than one fleeting year.
G. H., '17.

Celebrating '17's Birthday

Cavrp ifle pack to IBear T OleStfjampton
Memory goes back to dear Westhampton
That is the sweetest spot in all the world to me,;
There's where the life is so bright and so happy.
There's where the heart from every care is free.
None other college is half so attractive,
None has the charm that we're always finding
No other one could we love so sincerely

here;

As our own Westhampton, our Alma Mater dear.
CHORUS
Carry me back to dear Westhampton,
The very sweetest spot in all the world to me;
There's where the life is so bright and so happy,
There's where the heart from every care is free.
Down in Virginia, near to old Richmond,
On the hills that o'erlook the noble James,
Stands our dear College, the Pride of the Southland,
Fairest in the list of fair and lovely names.
Here is the union of strength and of beauty,
Here, too, the blending of science and of art;
Here shine undimmed lights of

truth and of learning,

Long live Westhampton, dear to every loyal heart.—Cho.

"Single of purpose, strong and firm of mind,
Diana, Soph'more, Goddess of the chase!
What nobler sport can in this world be found
Than teaching all the Rats to know their place?"
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Class of 1918
OFFICERS
EDITH

NEBLETTE

President

ESTELLE KEMPER

Vice-President

DEBORAH MCCARTHY

Secretary

EMILY GARDNER

Treasurer

DOROTHY GARY

Annual Representative

Class Colors: Green and White

Class Flower: Lily-of-the-Valley

Mascot: "Tabby"
Class Birthday: May 13th

Class Costume: Pioneer Dress

MEMBERS
Anderson, Katharine

Kemper, Estelle

Blair, Susie

Lett, Mary

Brockenbrough, Elizabeth

Lorraine, Virginia

Bundick, Virginia

Love, Elizabeth

Camp, Elizabeth

Moncure, Elizabeth

Chappell, Martha

McCarthy, Deborah

Christian, Edith

Neblette, Edith

Clay, Mary

Newman, Dorothy

Cook, Alice

Overton, Emily

Davis, Katherine May

Phipps, Nellie

Decker, Mary Gresham

Porter, Mary

Edmunds, May

Ransom e, Lillian

Ellyson, Elizabeth

Rogers, Lois

Faulkner, Alice

Ryland, Lucile

Gaines, Elizabeth

Stockton, Olga

Gardner, Emily

Stoneman, Marion

Garst, Lula

Tompkins, Frances

Gary, Dorothy

Waddill, Elizabeth

Glassell, Frances

Wallerstein, Margaret

Johnson, Gertrude

Weaver, Mary
Watkins, Kathleen
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"Our infant Hercules, the Freshman Class,
Still in its cradle on its tasks begun,
Grappling and strangling those twin serpents huge
Of Latin and of Math. What untold power
Of future strength lies in its childish hands!"

Ill
Ill
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Class of 1919
OFFICERS
FRANCES SHIPMAN

President

EDYTH SYDNOR

Vice-President

HELEN HANCOCK

Secretary

ANNA DECKER

Treasurer

ELEANOR ROBERTSON

Historian

HESTER TICHENOR

Flower:

Annual Representative

Red Rose

Colors:
Mascot:

Crimson and White

Mary Ryland

Class Birthday: Twelfth Night

CLASS ROLL
Brown, Juliette

Johnson, Lucy

Colonna, Audrey

Jones, Virginia

Miller

Semmes, Margaret

Cuckler, Dicie

Lewis, Kitty

Sydnor, Edyth

Cuckler, Kathryn

Lewis, Mildred

Shipman, Frances

Decker, Anna

Loving, Louise

Sanford, Esther

Dix, Bessie

Mathews, Edna

Tichenor, Hester

Stith, Naomi

Evans, Louise

MacLean, Elizabeth

Truitt, Virginia

Field, Isabel

Miller, Elvira

Tompkins, Elizabeth

Gay, Virginia

Morris, Mary

Walton, Adelaide

Hancock, Helen

Nottingham, Catherine

Walton, Cora

Hudgins, Ellen

Roberts, Caroline

Watkins, Alice

Hudgins, Lucile

Robertson, Eleanor

Wyatt, Janet

Hutchison, Margaret

Robertson, Lillian

Woodson, Frances

Jenkins, Esther

Robins, Lelia
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(A Comedy in One Act)

DRAMATIS PERSONAE
Jupiter

Dr. Boatwright

Juno

Mrs. Boatwright

Minerva
Apollo
Diana

Mr. Elder

Pan

Mr. Vick

Miss Keller

Ceres

Dr. Metcalf

Pygmalion

Miss Crenshaw

Neptune

Cupid

Miss Eggleston
Dr. Powers

Hebe

Miss Taylor

Dr. Gaines

Mars

Dr. Montgomery

Pluto

Dr. Ryland

Homer
Mercury
PLACE:

The Three Graces:
Euphrosyne

Miss Lough

Dr. Harris

Aglaia

Miss Bartholomew

Dr. Loving

Thalia

Miss Robinson

"Mount Olympus, the reputed seat
Eternal of the gods, which never storms
Disturb, rains drench, or snow invades, but calm
The expanse and cloudless shines with purest day.
There the inhabitants divine rejoice
Forever."—The Odyssey.

TIME:

Session 1915-T916.

Jupiter sits upon his throne. Erect and majestic
and surrounded by his satellites, he awaits the entrance
of several of the lesser divinities.
(Enter azure-eyed Minerva, who sits upon Jupiter's
right.)

MINERVA:
I beg your pardon, Jupiter, for being late, but Hebe
detained me with communications of great moment as I
was wending my way thither. She tells me those
mortals for whom we care need the help and advice of
this august body. Some of them have actually failed

CJie
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in the tasks assigned them this past month. They should be
taught that questions put by us are to be answered and not
evaded. There is . . .
(Enter Pluto, who has just come up from the lower regions.
His dark countenance bears a gloomy, bored expression.)

PLUTO:
Why has this summons come to me to leave my dread
abode, and waste hours here in this austere and loquacious
company ?
JUPITER:
Weighty matters are before this gathering for con
sideration. Minerva tells me the maidens at Westhampton
are devoting so many precious hours to the arts of Diana that their pursuit
of wisdom is waning.
DIANA:
Health is the first consideration. Those who fol
low the chase will be more fleet of foot when they seek
to "follow knowledge like a sinking star beyond the
utmost bound of human thought."
MINERVA:
To be perfectly frank with you, I think deep con
cern for health does not sway the minds of these
maidens. Their loyalty to these arts of Diana arises
from an unnatural desire to become nymphs, and they
seek to accomplish this radical metamorphosis through
their devotion to this pathetic dancing.
DIANA:
Jupiter, pray let me correct Minerva. She may have all wisdom in other
lines but is not omniscient in my arts. The maidens at Westhampton are
studying aesthetic dancing, not pathetic dancing.
MINERVA:
I do not recall my former assertion, for I looked upon these would-be
nymphs as they were dancing, and truly 'tis pathetic, though pity 'tis, 'tis true.
The maidens also are consumed with an unnatural desire to swim.
NEPTUNE:
(Who holds aloft his trident, rejoicing in the likeness it bears to a triangle,
though that likeness extends but to the initial syllable.)
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I venture to explain this apparently unusual desire on the part of these
maidens. It arises not from care for their health, but from the romantic hope
that they may become modern in every sense of the word, reverse the story of
old, and swim across the Hellespont to their "Heroes." They would find it more
profitable to let my trident steer them in safety over the billowy C of Math.
But, hist! I hear a mighty sound of thunder.
(All listen; enter Mars.)

MARS:
Arma canto. Drastic measures must be taken to preserve the language
of my cherished people, the Romans, from slaughter by these maidens at
Westhampton. The Fates seem to decree that I shall array my Roman legions
against the barbarian Germans and Gauls, for history is repeating itself and
they are again invading my domains.
JUPITER:
This can be adjusted and I will immediately take steps to preserve the
balance of power. But Apollo, who has all harmony of instrument or verse,
wishes to bring an important matter to the attention of this body.
APOLLO:
Misty visions of past joys press so heavily upon the
eyelids of the mortals for whom we care that the beams of
light from my chariot fail to awaken them. They lose
golden hours and great joy. In their attempts to follow
the flight of Pegasus they often climb with eyes yet
dimmed and add to the fruits of Pegasus "glittering
generalities" that tarnish under the rays of light as I
drive my chariot through the sky. But where is that
artful mischief maker, Mercury?
(Enter Mercury.)

MERCURY:
Since I have taken to the pursuits of men and am
raising chickens, my hens lay so many eggs that I have to
employ all my vast store of knowledge in counting them. In fact, the task is
so great that I do not have time to keep the wings on my feet in flying order.
I had to climb this mount on foot this afternoon, and so was late. Is there
any shocking news, or any new joke? You three Graces look very deceit
fully demure, but I know of your latest romances, and know that Cupid is still
a busy fellow, especially . . .
(Ceres enters, bearing a tray of fish,

particularly recommended as brain food.)
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CERES:
I bring you this food because it is wholesome, though I know it is not the
wonted food of gods. There is plenty more, so eat all you want.
(As she withdraws, Pan enters, bearing an unusual flower

in his hand.)

PAN:
Beg pardon. As I was coming thither I saw this unusual flower and
stopped to pluck it. Though my knowledge of plants is great, I can not recall,
I do not believe, er, I am sure I have never seen it before.
HOMER:
(Who has been invited to this assemblage of divinities because of his great gifts.)

It seems to me that is the lotus blossom,
"That enchanted stem
Laden with flowers and fruit, whereof they gave
To each, but whoso did receive of them
And taste, to him the gushing of the wave,
Far, far-away did seem to mourn and rave
On alien shores, and if his fellow spake,
His voice was thin as voices from the grave,
And deep asleep he seemed, yet all awake,
And music in his ears his beating heart did make."
CUPID:
Pan, give me the blossom that mortals whose
hearts I have pierced may eat of it, and forget their
sorrow. Surely 'tis better to heal a wounded heart
than to further science.
Pan:
Well, now. I suppose . . .
ONE OF THE GRACES TO THE OTHER TWO :
This meeting grows tiresome. As I wandered
about the earth to-day I heard strange stories of a
youth, called Pygmalion. Mortals are saying he has
seen so much to blame in women that he has come
at last to abhor the sex and to resolve to live unmarried.
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THE OTHER GRACES:
This is an interesting story you tell.

But is there no more?

(The clouds are lifted from Mt. Olympus,
and a youth stands before the deities.)

YOUTH:
I am Pygmalion. I have come to ask
of you, O Jupiter, a favor. Pray breathe
into Galatea, this image I have fashioned
with angles and perfect curves, the breath
of life. Bid mine image live—for then "at
last mine eyes could see a woman fair."
JUPITER:
Thy request, indeed, is strange; but as
I think women can never be too perfect in mind or in body, I am glad to grant
your prayer if the assembled deities agree.
(Enter Juno.)

JUNO:
Jupiter, do I hear you again speak of women? Your queen has waited
for you in jealous discontent this weary while, and your coffee is getting cold?
(Exit Jupiter hastily, followed by the other divinities.)

M. H. W.

\
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3 plue &oom proposal
(A Legend of Westhampton)

Every Saturday night — not once did he fail
To call on his Annabelle Lee.
What matter without if it storm and hail
He'd call on his Annabelle Lee.
And the girls who watched the courtship progress
Between him and Annabelle Lee.
One night in the Blue Room saw him caress
His beautiful Annabelle Lee.
They saw him as in his big palms he then took
The wee hand of Annabelle Lee,
And they saw the tender and upward look
His eyes gave to Annabelle Lee.
But he did not see that the girls were above,
Gazing down at Annabelle Lee.
He was only thinking of her, for his love
He now gave to Annabelle Lee.
And into her eyes as he gazed that night —
Those eyes of his Annabelle Lee —
He felt that for him they'd ever be bright
And true as his Annabelle Lee.
And forth from his pocket the diamond he brought
To show to his Annabelle Lee,
And just at that moment he knew he was caught
For upward gazed Annabelle Lee.
Yes, upward her gaze at the girls now askance,
Overhead looked Annabelle Lee,
And the girls pretended they were in a trance,
Deceiving fair Annabelle Lee.
And still looking upward she gave him the kiss
Yes, kissed him did Annabelle Lee.
But sad to relate his mouth she did miss
His nose kissed Annabelle Lee.
But spite of it all the diamond he placed
On the hand of Annabelle Lee.
And the girls up above the story then raced
That engaged was Annabelle Lee.
And all were as happy as happy could be,
But happiest most was Annabelle Lee—
Because others knew how happy was she,
And the one who had called her his Annabelle Lee.
C. E. H„ '19.
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(The Council of the Nobles)

"Around the head, for the purpose of giving advice gathered a powerful
body of nobles. When the Council met, criticism and debate were freely in
dulged in, and if the nobles felt that the head was wrong, they seldom spared
(her) feelings . . . When the Council reached a decision, or when the
head had some important business in which the support of the whole people
was wanted, the commons were summoned to a general assembly." Wolfson
—The Dawn of Greek Civilization.
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OTtoeibe Habors of Jlerculesi
1.

Finishing Miss Lough's parallel.

2.

Getting one of Dr. Metcalf's papers in on time.

3.

Scanning Latin verse as Dr. Montgomery wants it scanned.

4.

Getting to, or from, a Science Hall class on time.

5.

Spending enough time on Math, to satisfy Dr. Gaines.

6.

Getting to breakfast before Miss Eggleston bolts the door.

7.

Keeping up with Miss Bartholomew in French 3.

8.

Beating Dr. Dingus to class.

9.

Finding Miss Keller at leisure.

10.

Shocking Dr. Young.

n.

Bluffing Dr. Ryland.

12.

Carrying on a conversation with Dr. Vick.

Cfje jfHuses of OTesitfjampton
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LOUISE REAMS
T he Muse of Music leads the fabled nine
W h o g u a r d t h e flowers

of all t h e ar ts divine
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HONLU EVANS
Born comrade, she of jest and jollity,
Much laughing maiden, Muse of Comedy.
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MARY WEAVER
T o Jul ius Caesar who could tears refuse?
Small task t o choose of Tragedy the Muse.
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EMILY OVERTON
Wit h the rhythm of music, the bliss of a trance
Softly steals o'er her, the Muse of the Dance.
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ELIZABETH LOVE
Forever searching for new thrills the clues,
Star-gazing, lo!

Astronomy's fair Muse.
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NORMA WOODWARD
Pensive and thoughtful, upward gazing, see,
With laurel crowned, the Muse of Poesy.
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MAUDE WOODFIN
Eager to probe the past's dark mystery,
Clio's disciple, Muse of History.
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ELIZABETH WADDILL
H er charms, the charms of lesser maidens dims,
Entranced she holds all men, the Muse of Hims.
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SUSIE BLAIR
Blessed for her gift divine by every heart,
Youngest and latest-born, the Muse of Art.
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& Grecian 3Tale a la Mlestfjampton
NCE upon a time, in the kingdom of Arcadia, there dwelt a very
beautiful maiden whose name was Atalanta. Atalanta was very
beautiful, as beautiful as Mary Porter or Mary Lett. She was
something of an athlete, too, for she could run every bit as fast as
Katharine Anderson, and she could have caught the car if it went
past while she was near the Administration building. There was one grievous
fault about Atalanta, though, she was as true a man-hater as Catesby Willis,
and she would even have stayed away from dinner at Westhampton, for fear
the waiters would flirt with her! And, as is usually the fate of all manhaters,
the men clustered around her as they do around Helen Hancock. She just
couldn't keep them away. Finally, she thought of a plan as ingenious as a
Freshman's excuse to get to town on the night of the Rat Banquet.
"I'll marry any one of you," quoth she, with the condescending air of the
girl who can guide in the dancing after supper, "any one of you who can out
run me in a race." She was as positive, you see, that no one could do it, as
Dr. Gaines is when he gives out the next assignment in Algebra.
Very naturally, this ultimatum caused something of a stir. At first there
was a moment of stunned silence, like that which falls when Miss Keller tells
her short-story class what to do for the next day. Then every one got as ex
cited as the Even Team eulogizing "dem dead bones," or as a Chemistry stu
dent at her first explosion, or as a group of girls standing at the car line, who
see "Eccy" coming up the path.
The racing track was decided upon, Hippomenes was chosen judge, and
the aspirants for Atalanta's hand, with the eagerness of the watchers for the
ten o'clock mail, prepared for the race. As the command was given to go, they
darted forward, swift as the girl who is trying to reach the dining room door
in the morning before 8:10. Atalanta, however, easily outdistanced them—
she could run as easily as Maude Woodfin can read Latin, or as Esther Jenkins
can fall to giggling.
Then Hippomenes arose, and with the determination of Miss Taylor, when
she waylays Miss Keller in the hall, and the enthusiasm of Dr. Young discuss
ing the co-ordination bill, he cried, "Choose some one else for judge; I'm going
to join the race." He prayed to Venus for aid, and Venus smiled upon him as
broadly as Mable Henderson smiles when she receives a letter bearing a cer
tain postmark. With the generosity of Miss Eggleston when gentleman com
pany is present, she presented the youth with three golden apples.
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Now the race has started. Hippomenes darts ahead like an almost tardy
member making for Dr. Dingus' class, but Atalanta is gaining on him, slowly,
but as surely as examinations approach. Then, as naturally as Stella Carden
loses her purse, he drops a golden apple, Atalanta, without seeming to stop
in her course, picks it up as Kathleen grabs the basket-ball, and runs after
him with the persistency of Miss Taliaferro trying to discover whose guest
you are. Again he tries this ruse—again, running as rapidly as Miss Bartholo
mew talks French, she is almost up with him.
They are nearing the goal, and Hippomenes, with the reckless despair of
Margaret James trying to sell the Senior carpet, drops his last apple, throwing
it a little to one side. Atalanta sees it, and hesitates, as Dot Gary hesitates
before starting a recitation, and her hesitancy is as fatal as it would be in Dr.
Ryland's class. Hippomenes darts forward, and reaches the goal.
Atalanta puts her hand in his, with thrills enough to satisfy Elizabeth
Love, and they are both as happy as the Westhampton students when two
more days were given them after winter exams, or as a girl who has handed
her last paper in to "Metty," or as the business manager of the "Annual" when
all of the pictures have been taken.
H. A. M.
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Current Cbente Club
Object: To Keep Abreast with the Times
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Hail to the Amazons, maidens of muscle!
Lovers of hockey and leaping the hurdle,
Bearing their basket-ball, loud in their cheering,
Daughters of exercise, loving outdoors!
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gtfjlettc gicttbitie£
N THE fall of 1915 the most prominent phases of our Athletic
activities were tennis singles and hockey. The tennis courts were
always filled in the afternoon and a great many of the girls regis
tered for the preliminary tryout for the tennis singles champion
ship. Helen Hancock survived the test and defeated "Punkin"
Gardner, last year's champion, winning two out of three sets.
There was some delay in getting the hockey sticks and soccer proved
such an interesting substitute, that we put it away with reluctance and began
hockey with misgiving. However, we soon learned to enjoy the hockey im
mensely. Two teams were formed from the classes of 1916-1918 and 1917-1919,
called respectively the Evens and Odds. Although the Odds had never suc
ceeded very well in the practice games, they rallied sufficiently to win one of
the championship games and make the other two very close and as a result very
exciting.
The Evens celebrated their victory with a most enjoyable bonfire, to
which the Odds were invited. After the songs, yells and speeches of that bon
fire, we were all Westhampton girls once more, and memories of the Great
Schism now remain only as memories of a frightful nightmare!
The spring term began with dancing classes and gymnastics, which in
cluded indoor basket-ball. A few of the members of the dancing class did not
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succeed in finding the heaven which Browning associates with our reach
exceeding grasp, but the great majority of the members acquired a reason
able amount of facility and grace in dealing with the Tyrolean and Irish Lilt.
Let us hope that the less fortunate ones are comforted by what they strove to
be and were not.
Each girl has had two Gym. classes each week in the lofty Gym. on the
hill and one in the temporary Gym. The athletic contest was reserved for
the Freshmen and Sophomores, and this came off in the "barn" in fine style.
The Freshmen lost the contest by a large number of points. The cup given by
Miss Crenshaw was duly awarded the Sophs, at the close of the contest.
The soldierly tread, which was so characteristic of each Freshman before
and after the contest is still retained. Even such time-tried words as "wait"
and "this way" have been replaced by "halt" and "right about face."
Track held first place during the early spring, with many aspirants for
the field day honors. Out-of-door basket-ball, perhaps the most popular sport
in college, and tennis doubles rounded out a year of interest and good sport
in a varied program of athletics.
Once Good Fortune thought of us and gave us an athletic director, who
was the "best-ever." Since then fate has been kind and let us keep her. And
we are as enthusiastic about Miss Crenshaw as she is about her work, and her
enthusiasm not only never lags, but also is able to reproduce itself among
all the students. We boast of an unusual interest in athletics at Westhampton,
for almost every girl takes an active part in either tennis, hockey, basket-ball
or track and a good majority are interested in more than one phase. This
being the case, of course, we do not all become stars, but we keep ourselves
strong and well and under her guidance acquire the true sporting spirit.
We like her for a pal on a hike, for a referee in all our games and best of
all we like the encouraging twinkle in her eye, which accompanies the reproof
on her lips!
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Rah ! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Crenshaw! Crenshaw! Crenshaw!
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ckep 3Team

FANNY G. CRENSHAW

Coach

KATHLEEN BLAND

Captain

Forwards:
Anderson,

K.

Bland, K.

Porter, M.
Smith, F.

Half Back:

Full Back:

Brockenbrough, E.

Jones, V.

Gardner,

Smith, F.

E.
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€ben J|ocfeep GTeam
1916-1918
KATHLEEN

BLAND

Captain

EMILY GARDNER

Manager

TEAM
D. Gary, '18 (Right Win g)

M. Decker, '18 (Center Half Back)

E. Ellyson, '18 (Right Inside)

E . Brockenbrough, '18 (R ig ht Half Back)

K. Bland, '16 (Center Forward)

E. Gardner, '18 (Left Half Back)

M. Porter, '18 (Left Inside)

M. Wallerstein, '18 (Right Full Back)

K. Anderson, '18 (Left Wing)

M. Edmonds, '18 (Le ft Full Back)

V. Bundick, '18 (Goal)

SUBSTITUTES
G. Glassell, '18 (Forward)

L. Rogers, '18 (Full Back)

E. Neblette, '18 (Half Back)

M. Weaver, '18 (Goal)
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1917-1919

FLORENCE

SMITH,

'17

Captain

ADELAIDE WALTON, '19

Manager

TEAM
F . B o s t o n , *1 7 ( R i g h t W i n g )

E . Matthews, '19 (Center Half Back)

F. Shipman, '19 (Right Inside)

E. Decker, '17 (Right Half Back)

F. Smith, '17 (Center Forward)

J. Brown, '19 (Right Half Back)

E. Miller, '19 (Left Inside)

V. Jones, '19 (Right Fu ll Back)

A. Walton, '19 (Left Wing)

J. Phillips, '17 (Left Full Back)

H. Tichenor, '19 (Left Half Back)

E. Robertson, '19 (Goal)

SUBSTITUTES
K. Nottingham, '19 (Forward)

O. Gwaltney, '17 (Half Back)

F. Woodson, '19 (Forward)

L. M. Johnson, '19 (Full Back)

K. Lewis, '19 (Goal)
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C LA S S O F 1917
OLIVIA GWALTNEY

-..Captain

GLADYS HOLLEMAN

Forwards:

Manager

Guards:

Florence Boston

Florence Smith

Gladys Holleman

Ruth Elliott

Olivia Gwaltney

Jennie Philips

Centers:
Eleanor Decker

Maud Walton
Ruth Puckett
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CLASS O F 1918
Eighteen's spirit's never dead,
Dem bones goin' rise agin!
Hit 'em in de eye, knock 'em in de head,
Dem bones goin' rise agin!
E.

GARDNER

Captain

SQUAD
Anderson, K .

McCarthy, D.

Brockenbrough, E.

Neblette, E.

Bundick,
Clay,

V.

M.

Overton, E.
Ransome, L.

Decker, M.

Rogers, L.

Ellyson, E.

Stoneman, M.

Faulkner, A.

Waddill, E.

Gary, D.

Wallerstein, M.

Glassell, F .

Watkins,

Johnson, L. M.

Weaver, M.

K.
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CLAS S O F 1919
VIRGINIA

JONES

CATHERINE NOTTINGHAM

...

Captain
Manager

CLASS SQUAD
Brown, Juliet

Morris, Mary

Colonna, Audrey

Miller, Elvira

Evans, Honlu

Matthews, Edna

Hancock, Helen

MacLean, Elizabeth

Jones, Virginia

Nottingham,

Jenkins, Esther

Roberts, Caroline

Johnson, Lucy M.

Shipman, Frances

Karnes, Virginia

Tichenor, Hester

Lewis, Kitty

Walton, Adelaide

Catherine

Cf)t Spider
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{EenntS Cl ub
KATHARINE ANDERSON

Manager

Emily Gardner, Champion, Spring

1915

Helen

1915

Hancock,

Champion,

Fall

MEMBERS
Ellyson, Elizabeth
Evans,

Loving, Louise

Honlu

Gardner,

MacLean, Elizabeth

Emily

Miller, Elvira

Hancock, Helen

Matthews, Edna

Johnson, Lucy M.

Porter, Mary
Rogers, Lois

Athletic Snapshots

Fro m North, South, East and W est
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®ibelnater Club
Favorite Song:

Floating Down the Old Green River
CREW

K. BLAND

Captain

E. NEBLETTE

Mate

M. WEAVER

Purser

L. REAMS

Annual Representative
PASSENGERS

Bland, K.
Colonna,

Lett, M.
A.

Miller, E.

Edmonds, M.

Neblette, E.

Gardner, E.

Overton, E.

Gary, D.

Ransone, L.

Glassed, F.

Reams, L.

Gwaltney, O.

Robertson, L.

Holleman, G.

Rogers, Lois

Lewis, K.

Ryland, L.

Lewis, M.

Truitt,
Weaver, M.

V.
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^tebmont Clutj
MARY DECKER
SUSIE

BLAIR

ESTHER JENKINS

President
Vice-President
Sec'y and Treas.

SHEPHERDESSES OF THE HILLS
Blair, Susie

Jenkins, Esther

Boston, Florence

Jones, Virginia

Brown, Juliette

Loving, Louise

Decker, Eleanor

Stoneman, Marion

Decker, Mary

Willis, Catesby

Decker, Anna

Walton, Adelaide

Holland, Sallie Wills

Walton, Cora
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^>outfjUiest Virginia Club
Battleground:
Weapons:

The Mountains
The Sticks

TH E JESTER-JASPERETTE FEUD
Commander-in-Chief
Lieutenant
Corporal

Virginia Karnes
Eleanor Copenhaver
Kathleen Watkins
Chaplain:

Commander-in-Chief
Lieutenant
Corporal

Parson Rufus G. Puckett

Lula Puckett
Jennie

Phillips

Ruth Puckett
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OFFICERS
MARY CLAY

President

MAUDE WALTON

Vice-President

KATHRYN CUCKLER

Sec'y and Treas.

THE FOREIGNERS
Mary Clay

Alabama

Hester Tichenor

Georgia

Caroline Roberts

Georgia

Maude Walton

Mississippi

Dicie Cuckler
Lula

Garst

Ohio
California

Eleanor Robertson
Stella Carden

Kentucky
West Virginia

Honlu Evans

South Carolina

Miss Keller

Katharine Anderson

South Carolina

Miss Bartholomew

Colorado

Miss Robertson

Maryland

K athryn Cuckler

Ohio
Miss Lough

Maryland

Illinois

.0

::s

CJ
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ikfjool Club

Colors: Blue and White

MARTHA CHAPPELL
MARY PORTER

President
Vice-President

GERTRUDE JOHNSON

Sec'y and Treas.

MEMBERS
Helen

Monsell

Ruth Harris

Frances Glassell
Janet Wyatt

Nannie Sydnor

Bessie Dix

Virgie Lorraine

Frances Woodson

Deborah McCarthy

Edith Sydnor

Margaret Wallerstein

Virginia Gay
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Heap gear Club
OFFICERS

EMILY AILEEN OVERTON

President

MARY FRANCES CLAY

. . Vi c e - P r e s i d e n t

RUTH GAINES PUCKETT..

Sec'y and Treas.

MEMBERS
Elizabeth Fontaine Camp
Mary Frances Clay
Elizabeth Walker Ellyson
Elizabeth Pendleton Gaines
Emily Gardner
Dorothy Page Gary
Elizabeth Speed Love
Mary Elizabeth Morris
Edith Louise Neblette
Catherine Brown Nottingham
Emily Aileen O verton
Jennie Phillips
Mary Reno Porter
Lula

Jones

Ruth

Puckett

Gaines

Louise

Puckett

Agnes

Reams

Lois Virginia Rogers
Elizabeth

Roper

Waddill

Maude Eilene Walton
Catesby Woodford Willis
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OTarum?
HE big Hamburg-American liner was thundering ahead at the close
of its eighth day out. It was the evening after the storm, and in
the steerage the seasick, uncleanly emigrants had crawled out on
deck and lay packed together, wrapped in gray blankets which they
had brought from their foul-smelling bunks. Twilight now grayed
the sky, blackened the waters, and blurred the blanketed figures into on©
troubled gray mass. The man leaning against the railing groaned. He was
accustomed to poverty but such filthy bestiality sickened him.
"It is so hard to believe down here," he thought, "that God is not dead."
He turned his head and looked out into the blue shadowed dusk. "Ah," he
breathed, "but the winds, the waves, and the heavens are all telling me that
there is a God . . . Poor—poor—men . . . The Divine so near, so
near . . . and they are blind, blind! I wonder why?"
The old desire to compel them to awake to real living caused him to raise
his violin, which had been hanging loosely in one hand, until it nestled under
his chin. With his face toward the sea he began to play, at first hesitatingly,
but gradually gaining confidence with an utter absence of self. The babel of
Russian, German, Italian, French, Hebrew tongues quieted. From somewhere
came a voice which they all could understand. On, on, Karl played, his sensi
tive face of a dreamer hid in the sympathetic dusk. Simply, that they might
understand, he told them of "a land beyond the stars," of a life nobler than
their own, and wondering, they listened as children to a master.
The music ceased, almost instantly the babel arose. The moment had gone,
so soon was the voice forgotten. Yet there had been a moment. The figure
by the railing had disappeared into the darkness of the steerage. He was
always embarrassed after playing, and then he did not want to be thanked.
The smell was almost unbearable below. He must go back on deck.
Hiding his violin under his blanket he reappeared among them. Not loneli
ness, not desire for companionship brought him back, but the foul smell.
After eight days in this rat-hole, together with hundreds of his fellowmen, he
had not one friend. After twenty-three years of life in Germany he had not
one friend. And he wished none. He could not remember ever having
loved any one. Once there had been a kind face bending over him, but that was
when he was a tiny boy. Ever since he was eight he had been motherless,
fatherless, penniless. An old aunt had given him shelter and food, but it
was cold duty and not love which prompted this. And Karl had been grateful
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to her, but yet he had not loved her. Then she had died, when he was fifteen,
and left him all alone. But he did not miss her, he had hardly known that she
lived, so lost was he in his few books and his music. He had wandered to
Berlin, then to Munich, almost starving, but, oh, so happy. For eight years
he had lived as one in a dream, and then one day he chanced to overhear some
one telling of the "wonderful America"; and so now he was coming, eager to
see the promised land. To-morrow he would reach America, he, Karl Schiller
and here he would earn money, somehow, to buy more books and more music.
. . . Morning dawned damp and foggy. On board all were excited,
expectant, and a little hesitant. Suddenly from out of the mist welcoming
gulls encircled the ship. As they passed by the statue of Liberty, Long Island
slipped into view. From lip to lip echoed and rechoed in thirty different lan
guages, one word of throbbing joy—
... ."America."
On up the river, the ship passed to the dock, but amid the gay playing
of the band, and the joy of returning Americans, the emigrants stood in awe
struck and confused silence. Karl was somewhat apart from the rest, a dis
tinct figure.
His clothes hung carelessly on his graceful figure, his Byronic
tie was blowing in the wind, his black hair was ruffled and dampened by the
mist; while his violin was hugged tightly to the thin chest. His eyes were
dark and fathomless, as his lips repeated again and again—
"America—America."
At Ellis Island the gangplank was lowered and the emigrants filed out.
Just in front of Karl, a child stumbled over a raised board and fell in the
crowd. He picked the ragged bundle up and carried it awkwardly as one'
unaccustomed to such a burden, to a frantic woman on the dock. Waiting
only long enough to be certain that the child was with its mother he hastened
off. Somewhat dazed he asked himself:
"Why am I trembling so? What's this queer lump in my throat?" He
could feel the warmth of the tiny body clinging to his, the appeal of the baby
eyes. For the first time he felt lonely.
A man whom Karl summed up as being "puffy, red-faced and stupid,"
came up and told him in poor German to follow him. For fifteen minutes
Karl was questioned, examined, and passed on to other questioners, then
allowed to go. He was free at last in America! How good the fresh air felt,
how anxious he was to reach the big city, to find his chance. How glad they
would be to take him after they had heard him play. His hand caressed the
violin case . . .
A twelve-month passed—an emaciated figure Sat in its rags on the shabby
doorstep of one of New York's tenement houses. The lowered head raised,
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revealing the face of Karl Schiller! He sat thus for a moment, his mind, dulled
by starvation and too much thinking, refused to work longer. He slumped as
one in a stupor, then memory returned to him, and with a convulsive move
ment of the lips his head sank again into the long hands. Those awful days,
those long nights! The loneliness, the starvation did not matter, but, oh, the
disillusionment, the disillusionment, and that haunting melody.
It was driving him insane! . . .
He had gone everywhere, he and his violin and his broken English. At
most places he had not been given even a second glance, at others he was told
"to come back later, there were no vacancies at present but later perhaps,"
at others—oh, well, nobody had wanted him. He could have obtained work
in a dance hall, but desecrate his violin with ragtime! Never! And so it was
finished. He had thought he had a dream to give the world, but—
Karl jumped. Something cold and moist had touched his hands, a yellow
cur, limping and starving, stood whining up at him.
"Poor doggie, thou are starved and hurt."
The cur, encouraged by the kind voice with its slight German accent,
licked Karl's artist fingers with his warm little tongue. The man's eyes
blurred, The lick was the first caress that any one had ever given him. A
sob, half joy, half anguish, choked him as he leaned over and picked up the
dog. He had found his first friend.
An hour later a man, a dog and a violin climbed many flights of steps, to
a tiny dark room, which was "home."
"Doggie," began Karl apologetically, " I know this is not much of a home,
it is dark, and has the smell of cabbage from the folks below, but the violin
and I do not mind. Say now, sir, will you accept?"
The violent wagging of the tail made Karl breathe with relief.
"Well, I didn't suppose you were used to much else, and so we hereby
adopt you and call you Heine."
On, on, Karl babbled, like an exicted child. His reserve was gone, his
white face flushed, his voice tremulous with happiness. From despair he had
been transported to new hope—and by an ugly street cur! The violin sung
joyously to a supperless pair, and morning found Karl eager to begin again
the search. Yes, he would try again to secure a place in the New York
Orchestra. Perhaps—
"Mein Heine, thou must go not this once, they would not love thee" (how
easily he used the word), "as I do. But I shall return soon, maybe with good
news and a bone for thee."
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By noon Karl and his violin were again in the bare room. From a paper
bag Karl dangled a bone before Heine's eyes.
"It's a juicy one—and I'm wanted at last—I'm to be one of the violinists,
and one of these days, yes I shall—oh, mein doggie, mein violin, we've begun
at last!"
A month passed, and Karl became so absorbed in his work that he had
almost forgotten the melody. But there came a day when a restlessness pos
sessed him. As evening came on, he knew that the old call had come, and that
he must go. The call of the sea and the stars! The call of the divine in the
universe to the divine in his soul. Snatching up his violin he raced down the
flights of steps, through the streets, block after block, until he had reached
the sea—and in the garret a little yellow cur was left lonely, forgotten . . .
The strains of "Nocturne, opus 15, No. 2," by Chopin, floated across the
waters from under the man's fingers, as they ran lovingly over the strings.
Here all was forgotten save the shadows of the sea, the dusk of the sky, the
peace of starry silence. The magic of the hour was on him, he was revelling
in his dream music. Awe and silence everywhere, except for the breathing of
the soul on the strings. As his eye caught the timid peeping forth of his star
he sang his joyful greeting to her. A sob of rapture caught in his throat, a
tremor of ectasy shook him.
"Ah, God," he breathed, "it is so wonderful." The vastness of sea and
heavens let his stifled soul grow and grow until he felt he should burst with
mad happiness. The notes, danced, sang in the air, then quieted, changed, as
they sobbed forth a melody of Beethoven . . . The fingers paused, as the
man watched the twilight dim and blacken into night. His star was gone now,
and memory was returning. The fingers faltered, seeming to listen, then
began Schumann's "Warum." Over and over he played the melody.
The thing haunted, maddened him. Could he never forget it? Would it
always return, to mock him when success seemed so near? Where, where, was
the answering theme? He must find it . . .
Hours later he threw his exhausted body on his pallet, and slept as one
dead. He was awakened by an eager little dog's bark, and the sun in his face.
Hastily he washed, ate and hurried out to the rehearsal, the faithful cur at his
heels. How he worked, how blessed it was to work! In the broad daylight
he could almost laugh as he thought of his last night's folly. But at night
The months passed by, and Karl was made concert master of the
orchestra. How proud, how humble, he felt. His dream was being realized,
soon he might stand alone and play into the hearts of thousands new hope
and peace. How soon he did not know, but he was still young—life lay yet
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before him. If he might only forget that melody—the thing was beginning to
haunt him in daylight now.
And so the happy, peaceful days came and went, and Karl began to be
noticed in the papers, only a sentence or two, perhaps, but the clippings were
very precious to his hungry heart.
"Concert by New York Orchestra last night was much enjoyed. Karl
Schiller, the concert master played the solo part of the sonata well. The
program . . . "
One afternoon, when he left rehearsal there was no Heine waiting to trot
home at his heels. Karl wondered. It was the first time since they had been
"pals" that Heine had not come. Something must be wrong. He hurried
home, telling himself that it was silly to be worried. It was such a lonely
walk home, and Karl suddenly realized how much it would mean to lose his
small friend. Up the dark steps into the room he raced. A feeble whine
greeted him from the dark. Why had not Heine bounded to meet him? Stum
bling, he found the dog all trembling and damp. A dread seized Karl, he
lighted the lamp, and bent over his friend. The dampness which he had felt
was blood. With a cry of pity and terror, Karl had the dog in his arms,
examining the mangled form. Heine's eyes were bright with suffering, his
tongue dry and feverish. The picture of what had happened rose bfore Karl's
eyes. He saw Heine starting to meet him, crossing a street, run down by an
automobile. He saw him drag his crippled, bloody body up the many steps
"home" to wait for his master.
All night Karl watched the little dog suffer. If Heine would only groan,
but he only lay quivering and silent, with his eyes turned appealingly to Karl
—and Karl was helpless. There was nothing he could do. He had gone for
help, but who was willing to stop in the mad rush to help a poor violin fanatic
with a crippled street cur?
When dawn came Heine gave his master one last look of love and again
Karl faced the world alone . . .
For days Karl neither slept nor ate. He had lost his only friend. How
lonely were the walks now, how silent the meals. At night now, when there
was not a concert, hour after hour he would play the violin—more often the
"Warum" sang insistently from under the long fingers. There was nothing to
make him forget but work, and Karl worked as he had never worked before.
The conductor wondered at his concert master, but said nothing.
One night, after a concert, a strange distinguished man came up to Karl,
and asked him if he might walk home with him as he had something important
about which to talk to him. Karl, puzzled that any one should have anything
important to say to him, silently assented. On through the lighted streets they
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walked, Karl silent and somewhat ill at ease, for he was not accustomed to such
company. The man talked on, Karl hardly heeding him, so intent was he in
listening for the patter-patter of four paws behind them.
They reached the tenement door, Karl turned, hoping that his friend
would leave him alone with his thoughts.
"May I come in?" the man asked abruptly. "I really have a business
proposition to make to you."
Karl, now aroused to curiosity, led the man up the stairs into the dark
room. He lighted the lamp, motioned his visitor to take the one chair, and
stood waiting.
The man looked around—he could not understand why a man in Karl's
position should live in such a hovel.
"Karl Schiller, I am James McKaye, perhaps you have heard of me." ....
"Oh, every one knows McKaye, the great manager who has discovered
for the world so many of her artists."
McKaye nodded, flattered.
"Well, for a month now, I have been watching you, and I have found that
you are to be another one of my discoveries. Come, Karl, I offer you a three
years' contract t o . . . "
"What, man," Karl's eyes blazed with hope.
"Yes, I promise you fame, wealth, all that you could wish. You shall play
t othousandsin everycityof theUnitedStates,you . . . "
"No, it is too late now," Karl said sadly, "if you had come sooner it might
have been different, but—listen," he cried imperiously.
Seizing his violin, with wild eyes he began the old theme.
When he finished the man before him stood trembling, white, but his face
was tender and fixed with the joy of the discoverer.
"Come, Karl Schiller, any one that can play like that—Oh, you will have
the world at your feet."
"Man," said Karl, impatiently, "listen again."
When he had finished the manager said nothing. Karl looked at him
searchingly.
"No, when I feel like that, McKaye, here" (placing his clenched hand over
his heart) "I cannot. There is nothing to give the thousands but doubts, ques
tioning like my own. Thy message was one of "the land beyond the stars,"
but now I have lost all except—this."
A silence, which Karl broke by adding, "I shall go and look for the answer
and when I have found it I shall return."
"Whenever you come I shall be waiting to receive you. Good-bye."
Karl sat fixed. His hour had come, but too late. That cursed "Warum"
was in his blood. He must find the answer. He knew now that he could never
forget—Where must he go? . . .
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The years slipped away, and still Karl searched. Everywhere he had gone,
everywhere. His hair had whitened, his step faltered, but still he searched.
He yet hoped, he knew that yet he would find his answer. At first he had been
impatient. Why had God let him search so long?—his mission was waiting.
Anywhere, everywhere he went. Some had laughed at him, some had not
understood, others had told him to forget like the rest—none could help him.
Now, he was an old man, he knew that he would never return, that his
quest would never be realized, nor his dream come true. Sometimes he won
dered in a weary way—why? He was ready to die, but he wished so that he
might find the answer before . . .
. . . Again the hour of twilight. Once more the violin was clasped in
the trembling arms, close to the heaving chest, and once more from under the
long, sensitive fingers quavered Schumann's "Warum."
The bent head was raised, as he breathed one last appeal for the answer.
And suddenly, quietly, the melody changed. The old man's fingers, slipped,
and the Great Master of Music breathed on the strings. The answer came so
divinely sweet that old Karl's heart burst in hearing. And on the notes of the
answer his soul floated from this world of troubled dream to an everlasting
awakening.
DOROTHY GARY, T8.
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walked, Karl silent and somewhat ill at ease, for he was not accustomed to such
company. The man talked on, Karl hardly heeding him, so intent was he in
listening for the patter-patter of four paws behind them.
They reached the tenement door, Karl turned, hoping that his friend
would leave him alone with his thoughts.
"May I come in?" the man asked abruptly. "I really have a business
proposition to make to you."
Karl, now aroused to curiosity, led the man up the stairs into the dark
room. He lighted the lamp, motioned his visitor to take the one chair, and
stood waiting.
The man looked around—he could not understand why a man in Karl's
position should live in such a hovel.
"Karl Schiller, I am James McKaye, perhaps you have heard of me." ....
"Oh, every one knows McKaye, the great manager who has discovered
for the world so many of her artists."
McKaye nodded, flattered.
"Well, for a month now. I have been watching you, and I have found that
you are to be another one of my discoveries. Come, Karl, I offer you a three
years' contract t o . . . "
"What, man," Karl's eyes blazed with hope.
"Yes, I promise you fame, wealth, all that you could wish. You shall play
t othousandsineverycityof theUnitedStates,y o u . . . "
"No, it is too late now," Karl said sadly, "if you had come sooner it might
have been different, but—listen," he cried imperiously.
Seizing his violin, with wild eyes he began the old theme.
When he finished the man before him stood trembling, white, but his face
was tender and fixed with the joy of the discoverer.
"Come, Karl Schiller, any one that can play like that—Oh, you will have
the world at your feet."
"Man," said Karl, impatiently, "listen again."
When he had finished the manager said nothing. Karl looked at him
searchingly.
"No, when I feel like that, McKaye, here" (placing his clenched hand over
his heart) "I cannot. There is nothing to give the thousands but doubts, ques
tioning like my own. Thy message was one of "the land beyond the stars,"
but now I have lost all except—this."
A silence, which Karl broke by adding, "I shall go and look for the answer
and when I have found it I shall return."
"Whenever you come I shall be waiting to receive you. Good-bye."
Karl sat fixed. His hour had come, but too late. That cursed "Warum"
was in his blood. He must find the answer. He knew now that he could never
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The years slipped away, and still Karl searched. Everywhere he had gone,
everywhere. His hair had whitened, his step faltered, but still he searched.
He yet hoped, he knew that yet he would find his answer. At first he had been
impatient. Why had God let him search so long?—his mission was waiting.
Anywhere, everywhere he went. Some had laughed at him, some had not
understood, others had told him to forget like the rest—none could help him.
Now, he was an old man, he knew that he would never return, that his
quest would never be realized, nor his dream come true. Sometimes he won
dered in a weary way—why? He was ready to die, but he wished so that he
might find the answer before . . .
. . . Again the hour of twilight. Once more the violin was clasped in
the trembling arms, close to the heaving chest, and once more from under the
long, sensitive fingers quavered Schumann's "Warum."
The bent head was raised, as he breathed one last appeal for the answer.
And suddenly, quietly, the melody changed. The old man's fingers, slipped,
and the Great Master of Music breathed on the strings. The answer came so
divinely sweet that old Karl's heart burst in hearing. And on the notes of the
answer his soul floated from this world of troubled dream to an everlasting
awakening.
DOROTHY GARY, '18.
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Mentor proclamation
DELIVERED BY SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT
E HAVE come a long way. Four years have we toiled, but now
our hearts are full of joy, for we have heard of a people, we who
have met together, that is worthy of our message, and so we are
come to proclaim to you the way of life. Four years you must
dwell within these college walls, four years must you toil away
at such problems as you have never met before, and then there will be for you
a proclamation night of your own, when you can wear the dignified cap and
gown.
First of all we bid you be happy, be master of yourselves. You will pass
through various stages, sometimes you will think that you are a genius and
that all wisdom can be yours, only to see later how foolish you have been.
Then will come the reaction and instead of trying to make a display of the
dashing knowledge you thought you had, you will cry, "The world is too much
with us," and try to hide yourself away and get real wisdom. All these and
other experiences will you have. Let us counsel you to have courage and be
happy. Thus you will learn the way of life.
But you will not be alone. Already your sisters, the Juniors of to-day,
have met you with open arms and received you as their little sisters. They will
show you the true sister class spirit, and we beg you to nurture every spark
you catch from them and fan all of those sparks into flames. All of us join the
Juniors in welcoming you. We bid you partake of the wonderful privileges
offered here, but we hope that you will give something worth while in return.
Perhaps you think the Seniors of to-day cold or dignified. Maybe you will
think they are indifferent, but it is beneath their dignity, remember, to take
sides in any of the struggles you may have with certain other people. You
may think that the Sophomores are a useless, tormenting set, but remember
you will be a Sophomore when another proclamation night has come.
The Juniors will champion your cause always. Very soon the JuniorFreshman wedding will take place, and you will become the Juniors' own little
bride to cleave to him, and to love and cherish him as long as life here doth
last. Then you will have your class birthday on Twelfth Night. You will
send the Juniors, your big sisters, an invitation to come and make merry with
you, and they will come to help you make gay the joyous old carnival season,
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bringing with them a birthday gift for the little sisters. Later Shakespeare's
birthday will come, and an invitation will come to you from the Juniors, bid
ding you come and celebrate their birthday under the "Greenwood Tree." But
remember not the Juniors alone are toasting you for the Y. W. C. A. has al
ready made you welcome, the Student Government Association will give a
reception and all the upper classmen will turn out to do you honor. Then you
will be formally introduced to the company across the lake.
The Sophomores will give you lanterns to light up the dark places, when
you will know which of you fame has marked for her own. Later you will
meet again some of the people from across the lake at the football party. This
party has been given after the football season ever since before we left the old
college, and we hope you will continue to enjoy it. When you get to be Sopho
mores you will be interested in the Senior-Sophomore parting, and you will
carry the daisy chain for the Class of '17.
On May Day the Class of '16 has its birthday and will bequeath its birth
day to the Freshman Class of next year, as last year's Senior Class gave you
your Twelfth Night. You are to celebrate Twelfth Night fittingly each year of
your college life, and when you depart you are to leave it, as a sacred treasure
to the incoming Freshman Class. The Freshmen, however, are not allowed to
select their class costume until the Sophomore year.
All classes at Westhampton College elect their class officers in May for
the next session. The Juniors will have charge of your first class meeting,
when you may elect all of your permanent officers except your president. It
is deemed best for you to elect a chairman who will preside for you until'
Christmas. Then you will know all of the members of your class and can vote
more intelligently. Already the Juniors have decided upon your colors, "Crim
son and White," and the Seniors are going to give them to you to-night.
White is the common color for all classes at Westhampton.
And so we have tried to tell you some of the ways of life at Westhampton
College. You see our list of customs is short for the college is very young.
All of the upper classmen have helped to make these we have told you of and
you are going to make traditions here. Your class will, perhaps, start things
that you will look back upon with a great deal of pride when you have left
these college walls. We would like for you to start the custom of class book.
Get a great, big book, put your picture in it and write up your adventure.
Keep it from year to year, and when you are Seniors you will enjoy reading it.
You will be the first class of Westhampton College to have such a book. This
we want you to do and other things more important. You are the largest class
in Westhampton College, therefore you ought to be the most capable. Always
remember that you are a daughter of Westhampton College, and see to it
that Westhampton will always be proud to own you.

.
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Ef)E influence of EHegtljampton Hpon
Cngltsif) literature
N STUDYING the influence which any great institution has upon
the world at large there is no field more open to investigation than
literature. I confess, therefore, that it was not without some hope
of success that I began to trace Westhampton's influence upon our
men of letters, but the wealth of material with which I was over
whelmed surpassed my highest expectations. The only difficulty lay, not in
finding illustrations, but in choosing them.
Even in the ballads of our earliest childhood, I found the stamp of Westhampton traditions. Take, for instance, that nursery classic:
"Martha had a doe-skin glove,
'Twas just as white as snow;
But when dear Martha boiled her glove
Where did that poor glove go?"

In American literature, Westhampton's influence is unmeasured. Take,
for example, those hackneyed lines;
"Of all sad words of tongue or pen,
'I forgot to sign up for my book again!'"

Or Poe's beautiful verse:
"Out, out, were the lights, all out,
And it's half-past ten in the dorm.,
When a giggle is heard in the hall,
As loud as the rush of a storm!
And the proctors, all pallid and wan,
Uprising, all wrathful affirm
They are mighty glad it's almost
The end of the month and their term."

Nor do the most learned English men of letters refrain from showing this
same influence. How clearly does Dryden, in the opening verse of Alex
ander's Feast, set forth the ancient custom:
" 'Twas at the royal feast for Freshmen spread,
(Sophs should be home in bed),
Aloft in awful state
The godlike Freshmen sate,
And ate and ate and ate!
The Sophs, though, in the dorm, appeared,
The doors with jam and 'lasses smeared,
(So Freshmen should at home be reared!)"
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And with what feeling Poe ejaculated that famous couplet:
"A little track work is a dangerous thing,
Go oft, or try not o'er the hurdles to swing."

The tragedies, too, which lurk within our walls, could not fail to find ex
pression in verse. Scott came under their influence; to the feelings of the
old students who came back in September to find the bus not running, we owe
that sad coronach:
"Thou art gone from the college,
Whom the college adores't
Like a summer dried fount
When our need, it was sorest.
The fount, reappearing
From the raindrops, shall borrow,
But to us comes no cheering,
No 'bus comes to-morrow!"

And with what more fitting
beautiful lyric:
"Ye flowery

selection can I close than Burns' sad, but
hanks o' bonnie James,

How can ye bloom sae fair?
How can ye chant, ye little birds,
And I sae fu' o' care?
"Thou'll break my heart, thou bonnie bird,
In the woods sae sweet and cool,
Thou minds me o' the happy day
We all played April Fool."

H. A. M.
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OTigbom of is>ocrateg
K. Brooke Anderson (at championship hockey game) : "Do the girls call
themselves 'Evens' and 'Odds' according to their ages?"
*

K.

*

*

Love: "Why do they make the rule that we can't put our arms around each

other on the campus?"
H. Monsell: "Perhaps you weren't so affectionately inclined at Baylor."
K. Love: "Well, I should say we were!

*

*

Baylor is co-educational."

*

E. E.: "Is Dr. Vick going to quiz on the Spirella to-day."
*

Brave,

but innocent

Freshie:

*

"Which

*

is

elder,

Miss

Bartholomew

or

Miss

Robinson?"

*

*

*

Dr. Ryland (explaining the measurement of osmotic pressure) : "Miss
Camp, how do you measure your height?"
Miss Camp: "In yards."
Hs

H=

*

Neighbor-at-Table: "Isn't Miss Brown, our dramatic coach, lovely?"
Wattie: "Yes; I always have liked stage coaches."
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Member of Faculty at Rat Banquet (hesitating before signing a menu
which is being passed around the table) : "Who started this going?"
Unsophisticated Rat (pointing to Mr. Dobson) : "The coachman, sir."
*

*

*

Motto suggested for co-ordinate college: "Ubet Vecissum."
cause we are Greeks and cannot translate it.

It was rejected be

It was rejected on the other side of the

lake because it is leap year and they are advocating preparedness.

*

*

*

Professor of Nine-O'clock Class: "Miss Monsell, why were you absent
last time?"
Miss Monsell: "Because I had to have my picture taken early in the
morning before my hair came out of curl."
Professor: "You're excused."
*

*

*

Freshman girl at a championship football game hears her Senior guardian remark:
"Listen to those girls in front of us rooting for Hampden-Sidney."
Freshie: "You didn't tell me he played on the team, which man is he?"

*

*

*

Freshman Girl to Member of Varsity Team at Football Party: "Yes, he
played for John Marshall, but I've forgotten which position he played, right
end or left quarterback."
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&ecentlp Cxcabateb Brama of Eeal H i l t
PLACE:

Court of Aristotle's Home

ACTORS : Aristotle and His Students of Philosophy

ACT I
ARISTOTLE:
(Walking rapidly back and forth, as usual.)

"For example, Rogericus, if I had a little kitten in my court she might not
belong to some Spartan across the lake, is that clear? Now, if any one
would like to correct a former statement, they may do so."
Silence from usually brilliant scholars.

(This is probably due to the fact that

the word "scholar" in Greek means lazy.)

ARISTOTLE:
"Well," Sanfordus, where in does this logic class differ from a marriage
altar?"
(Audible smiles.)

ARISTOTLE:
"In this class you have a second chance to speak: at a marriage altar you
speak once, or forever hold your peace. Now, I'll illustrate the matter of
consistency. Dietzophon, can you keep your mind on one thing for any
length of time?"
DIETZOPHON:
"No, sir. It's constantly changing."
ARISTOTLE:
(Groaning.)

"I might have known it. Anne Ruth Harris, you kept your mind on one
thing for two weeks once."
ANNE RUTH:
"I—I'm sure I didn't mean to sir. I—I'm sorry."
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ARISTOTLE:
(Shouting.)

"With two exceptions you all can keep your minds on one thing longer
than a second."
(Enter Stocktonus.)

ARISTOTLE:
"Stocktonus, why can't you catch the ninth hour chariot?"
STOCKTONUS:
"Why, I'd have to get up with the chickens!"
ARISTOTLE:
"You don't mean to say you'd let the chickens get ahead of you? But to
get back to logic, Weaverophon, before this term you asked me of what
practical use logical reasoning was, can you answer now?"
WEAVEROPHON:
"Yes, it's leap year."
HUTCHISON:.
"Oh, how lovely. I never thought of that!"

Comebteg anb Cragebies ^>tag;eb tn tbe
$agt gear
Name of Drama
"Poor Little Peppina"
"The Whirl of Life"
"The Eagle's Mate"
"Peg o' My Heart"
"You Never Can Tell"
"The Magistrate"
"The Second in Command"
"The Battle Cry of Peace".
"The Silent Woman"
"Madame Butterfly"
"Vanity Fair"

Leader of Chorus
Mary Weaver
"Steamboat" Evans
. .M abel Henderson
Miss Lough
. .Miss Keller
Stella Carden
Officers of Student Government
Ellen Hudgens
. . . Ru th Harris
Emily Overton
. Olga Stockton

mm
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<0be to $olpanna
(Polyanna being the Horace translation, confiscated by Student Government.)

Polyanna, dearest friend, we long for thee
Since thy loved face no longer can we see,
Nor thy all inspiring presence with us be
To charm the passing hour.

Thy coming was a blessing from the sky
And all our thoughts of thee were ever high,
But increased always as the days went by
Because of

thy great power.

We grieve that o'er thy sweet and lovely name
Has come so soon an ill reputed blame,
That takes away forever all thy fame
With which thou wert so blest.

We fear that an unalterable stain
Has come upon thy fair name to remain,
Since cruel critics have looked in disdain
Upon thee as a pest.

And now the time has come when we must part
Although the sad thought touches every heart,
As if each had been wounded by some dart
Which careless bowmen send.

But as we send to thee this sad adieu,
Our faithful friend, believe us ever true,
And breathing sweet remembrances of you,
Our loved but absent friend.
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Calendar
SEPTEMBER
16. College Opens.

Rats are as conspicuous as country

men at the State Fair.
17. Drs. McDaniel and Skinner to supper.
20. Formal opening of

both colleges.

and gowns for first

time.

Seniors wear caps

Rats get their first

peek at

the boys.
23. Y. W. C A. Reception.

s&i
1

/£U*Xjwvt-^-<- -K' "V"H ' j

"HI

Rats are instructed in packing

suitcases, running and drinking (punch).
25. Rat Rally.

They can do some squeaking!

28. Miss Keller's Birthday.
as the flowers

May they always be as sweet

in May.

Proclamation

Night.

Seniors

tell

the

Rats

they should know and give them their colors.

what
Sophs

teach the Rats how far they can gnaw without getting
caught in the trap.
29. Mrs.

Boatwright's

Reception,

'Fess

up,

how

many

saucers did you eat?

OCTOBER
ca\

1. Initiative Service of

Y. W. C. A.

A very impressive

candle procession and an inspiring talk by Miss Katha
rine Hawes.
8. Open

Meeting

of

Chi-Epsilon.

(The

7V^

last there will

ever be, for we've "laid poor old Chi-Epsilon in her
grave.")
9. Student

Government

Reception.

fuses to stand in receiving line.

Dr. Eckenrode
Why?

re

(Spitzer, the

Cleaner, charges ten cents for white kid gloves.)
22. Music Club has a cabaret dinner dance.

And yet they

say Richmond is slow compared with Paris.
30. Miss

Keller's

Hallowe'en

Party.

Westhampton

is

haunted by real ghosts, witches and devils, and there
is authentic

proof

that

chamber of horrors!

the

Blue

Room

was

once

a

'Ifimia. 3 )
fuM.
^
atoLtL w\ Cft
tbx /I tCCtVWvA
^Jj|
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NOVEMBER
13. "Dignity" Dietz has the Sixteens meet the Fifteens at
her home.
13. Japanese

The Sixteens almost lose their dignity.
Wedding.

The "Go-Between"

marries a Junior and a Freshman.
ments.

successfully

There were refresh

"Do Japs eat Rats, or is it Chinamen?"

DECEMBER
1. Championship Hockey game series, won by Even Team.
4. Football Party, with a real football game, grandstand,
cheering, and real "peanut, popcorn, chewing gum and
candy

boys."

Each

girl

picked

her

hero,

and

each

hero chose his girl.
17. Exams begin.
23. Christmas

Draw the curtain, friends.

Holidays

welcome turkey.

begin.

Farewell

spoon

bread,

A Merry Christmas to all.

"Spider" comes back with Dr. Gaines and takes his
first look at the College.

JANUARY
4. Horses are back under the yoke again.
.6. Twelfth

Night.

Freshman

Class

Birthday.

(Are

goats particularly fond of Rats, or do they just like to
frighten them?
27. The

Seniors

medium

of

see

their

Helen

we ever forget it!

castle

in

Spain

through

MonselPs aunt, Mrs. Biggs.

the

Shall

For one glorious afternoon we lived

in a real mediaeval castle.

Hooray for Helen!

28. Rat Banquet.

FEBRUARY
21. Miss Eggleston gives a party, but we are not allowed
to dance!

The

college

is

planting

wall flowers

for

future decorating.
26. Juniors entertain Seniors at Nannie Sydnor's.
goodness,

Nannie,

let

us

give

vent

to

our

Thank
pent

up

energy and dance!
29. "Mrs. Gill's Cupid Special" carries all the Seniors and
Sophs to Washington.

Secretary Monsell settled the

dispute about the men by auctioneering them off, and
Conductor

Hutchison

and "factory kids."

kept order

among

the "bums"
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MARCH

1. Eleanor McCarthy has a stiff jaw from chewing chew
ing gum.
2. We fear Martha Chappell will flunk

English this month

for cutting Miss Robinson out of Mr. Pap Weaver on
the excursion.
10. The Magistrate.

<1

A
5K,

r:

17. Winter Term exams begin.

(Curtain.)

22. Annual goes to press.
24. Holiday until the 30th.
to assure

Given by the Faculty in order

Miss Lough that no one would appear on

the campus "without a costume" in the spring.

APRIL
1. "To do it again or not to do it, that is the question."
Easter Egg Hunt.
Seniors are given aother party.

MAY
3-4. Shakespeare Pageant.
All the Fat Big girls are fairies; all the Little Thin
girls are stately ladies in waiting.

In these two days

each student realizes his ideal to wear a crown or the
cap of

a fool.

The signs "Do

Not Break Trees or

Shrubbery" mysteriously disappear.

Perhaps it is un-

Shakespearean.
Senior Exams.

JUNE
Commencement.

Seniors get the long looked for diplomas.
8. Farewell Alma Mater.
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Jfaretoell
Friend clasping hand of friend
Shall murmur 'ere the curtain falls.
We cannot stay the hands of Time
"The day is done. Be off!" he calls
"Enter the Crowd, though be not hid,
Follow the gleam as Merlin did,
And in that gleam let Memory's light
Keep Alma Mater ever bright."

c_yldvertisements

The Kewpies' First Banquet.
For a long time the Kewpies have been distributing sunshine and cheer
and good times, but nobody has ever done anything for them beyond say
ing, "Aren't they cute?" Now the Jell-O Girl is giving them a banquet
and is serving their favorite dish of

Jell-0

Every sensible woman will agree with the Kewpies
that Jell-O is the proper thing to serve for dessert—not
only because its flavor is delicious, but because it is so
easily made up into the most delightful dishes without
cooking and without adding anything but boiling water
to the powder from the wonderful ten-cent package.
There are seven different pure fruit flavors of Jell-O :
Strawberry, Raspberry, Lemon, Orange, Cherry, Peach,
Chocolate. Each, in a package by itself, 10 cents at
any grocer's or any general store.
A beautilul new Jell-O book tells ol a young bride's house
keeping experiences. It has splendid pictures in colors and
will interest every woman. It will be sent to you tree it you
will send us your name and address.
THE GENESEE PURE FOOD CO.. Le Roy, N. Y„ and Bridgeburg, Ont.

A t ightly sealed waxed paper bag, proof against mois
ture and air, encloses the Jell-O in each package.

This is the package

JEFFERSON
RICHMOND,

VA.

THE MOST MAGNIFICENT HOTEL IN THE SOUTH
European Plan. 400 Rooms. 300 Baths.
Rooms single and en suite, with and without
private bath. Turkish and Roman Baths.
Spacious Sample Rooms. Large Convention
Hall. Every convenience for the traveling
man; every comfort for the tourist.
RATES, $1.50 and upwards.
O. F. WEISIGER, Manager.
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I HUNTER C& CO., Inc.
No. 629 East Broad Street
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Saving and Spending
You

actually

premiums build

save

money

when

you

put

it

into

life

insurance.

Your

up a savings fund which is always available, and which will

be yours in old age if not previously withdrawn.

And all the while, at the same

time, your loved ones are protected from possibility of want in case anything
happened to you.
income, find

A first-class

policy does not cost much.

it difficult to meet expenses?

without an income, meet them?

Do you, with your

If you do, how would your wife,

Talk with us, and together we will quickly

solve the problem.
INCORPORATED 1851

Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Company
SPRINGFIELD. MASSACHUSETTS
Agency for Virginia

CHAS. B. RICHARDSON, General Agent
405-6-7 Mutual Assurance Society Building
R I C H M O N D ,

V A .
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When you buy athletic goods insure your satisfaction
by insisting upon seeing the Spalding Trade-Mark on
what you purchase. It has stood for forty years as the
sign of honesty, quality and fair dealing.
Write for a copy of our Catalogue.

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
613 Fourteenth Street, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C.
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Commercial ^Photograph Co. of Da.
720 East Main Street

402 North Sycamore Street

RICHMOND and PETERSBURG

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING KODAK FILMS
TWENTY-FOUR

HOUR SERVICE
ARTISTIC FRAMES AND FRAMING

Enlargements from Your Kodak Negatives
We Sell all Kinds of Film and Photographic Supplies

WE OFFER THE BEST SERVICE IN THE STATE
MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

THE S. B . S EXTON STOVE & MFG. CO.
BALTIMORE,

MARYLAND

Manufacturers of

Hotel and Institution Kitchen
c/lppliances
We Make a Specialty of

CATALOGUE

AND

Complete Installations

SPECIFICATIONS

UPON

REQUEST

THE SOUTHWESTERN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY
FORT WORTH, TEXAS

<|This Seminary for Men, including Missions Training School for Women, is
located in a great Baptist center, in the atmosphere of evangelism and missions.
Its faculty is composed of a group of scholarly, spiritual, evangelistic teachers.
The course of

study

covers

all

large liberality in electives and

branches

of

theological

learning,

splendid Seminary work.

including

It offers especial

advantages in the study of the English Bible and in the methods, spirit and
power of evangelism.

It offers the same advantages to men called to preach

and women called to be missionaries or to other work in the kingdom of God,
and offers especial advantages to laymen, singing evangelists, pastor's assis
tants and Sunday School workers. <1 The opportunities for pastoral and mission
work are large.
<1 Healthful

We aid students where necessary on their personal expenses.

environment

the

best.

For

catalogue

and

further

information,

write to

L. R. SCARBOROUGH, D. D.,
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Barber

Shops

Royal Shoe Repairing C o.

of Richmond, Va.:

(Incorporated)

MURPHY'S HOTEL

A. FRIEDMAN, President

Dr. Woolinsky, Expert Chiropodist
HOTEL

RICHMOND

MODEL BARBER SHOP
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911

Always Lowest in Price
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EHMIG'S BARBER SHOP
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Manicuring and Chiropodist Parlors
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ICECREAM CO
f Successors To

L.K.Shepherd Ice Qeam Co.Inc.
2008 West Broad St

YOU WILL TAKE PRIDE IN SERVING

PEERLESS ICE CREAM
For your dances, entertainments, and
other affairs, where "the best is none
too good," PEERLESS ICE-CREAM
is what you want.
We make a specialty of College func
tions.

T

C. MANNING
PLUMBING CO.

Morris & Company

(Incorporated)

Packers and
Provisioners

Plumbing, Tinning,
Gas and S team
Fitting

SUPREME
BRAND

FURNACES,

PRODUCTS

RANGES,

LATROBES

Phone Madison 2814
Branch: 1011-13 E. Canal St.

1443 E. Main St.

RICHMOND, VA.
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RICHMOND, VA.
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HAVE YOUR PANAMA
CLEANED

AND
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CLEANING CO.

REBLOCKED

W. P. PERRIN, Mgr.

RIGHT
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CLEANING

AND
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Bowser System

VERRA
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Delivery

Twenty-four Hour Service
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RICHMOND, VA.
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Hach & Reeves

BICYCLES
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112 NORTH NINTH STREET
RICHMOND. VA.
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W. M. HABLISTON, President
J.

W.

ROTHERT,

Vice-President

JOHN G. WALKER, 2nd Vice-Pres.

ANDREW M. GLOVER, Cashier
E.

L.

WORD

Assistant

Cashier

Broad Street Bank
STATE AND CITY DEPOSITORY

RICHMOND,

VA.

THREE PER CENT. INTEREST IN
SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
LOANS ON REAL ESTATE
Open Saturdays until 8 :oo P. M.

The

RICHMOND COLLEGE
PRESSING CLUB
Prompt Attention Given
to all Orders

115

East

Main

Street

RICHMOND, VA.

CLEANING,
and

SHOE

PRESSING

REPAIRING

M . R O S E
Proprietor

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO
COAL AGENCY CO.
E. S. TURPIN, General Agent

RICHMOND, VA.

COKE

COAL
-•

!

4-—«
NO QUESTION

Dulin & Martin Co.

as to our reliability.

The fact

China, Glass, Silver,
Kitchen and Bake
Shop Supplies

shoe

stores

FOR

proof

that we can please you.

that our Shoe Repairing Work
is

HOTELS

A

AND COLLEGES

pleasing

trial

the

leading

in

will

retail

Richmond

convince

is

you.

Work called for and delivered.

Refrigerators

Vi

«

%

Prizes and Trophies for College
and

H. ROHM

Athletic Sports

Sterling Silver and
Fine Plated Ware

210 East Broad Street
KJ

St.

N. W.

WASHINGTON,
i

4-

MS

COBURN & ALLEN

Nos. 1215 F St. and 1214-16-18
G

%

Richmond College Agents for
H. Rohm

D. C.
i

4-

j
)
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Y " E R T I C AL

T70R 2,000 years most farmers have

FARMING

cultivated only 6
soil.

They

have

dollars adding

to 8 inches of

spent

millions

to these 6-inch

of

farms

plant foods, such as potash, phosphor
ous and
AN

I L L U S T RA T E D ,

IN

subsoil

S T R U C T I VE DE SCRIPTION
OF

SOIL

ITS

C U L T I V AT I O N

AND

METH ODS T O

EM

THE

COMPOSITION,

be made available.

Dr. G. E. Bailey, Geologist at the
University of Southern California, has pre
pared a reading course of instruction in soils
and vertical farming. We have printed it
in a well illustrated book. It will be mailed

PRODUCTIVE

FREE ON REQUEST to anyone owning a farm
in the United States. Get this book about soils. Work
your farm to its full capacitv. Know your land. Learn

E. I. DUPONT DE NEMOURS

AND COMPANY
WILMINGTON,

that already lay in the

V E R T I C A L F A R M I N G makes available tons
per acre of new plant food, ensures abundant
moisture and largely increases crop yields.

P L O Y TO M A K E the F A R M
MORE

lime,

waiting to

its composition. Use the fertilizers nature is storing
beneath your 6-inch farms. Send a postal request today
for Vertical Farming Booklet.

DELAWARE

Be sure to state the

acreage of the farm you own.

Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac
Railway and Washington Southern
Railway
THE GATEWAY BETWEEN THE NORTH AND SOUTH

Fast Mail, Passenger, Express and Freight Route
US

US

US

The double-track line connecting the Atlantic Coast Line Rail
road, Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, Chesapeake and Ohio Railway,
Pennsylvania Railroad, Southern Railway.
Between all points via Richmond, Va., and Washington, D. C.
US

US

US

STUART C. LEAKE
Commercial

W. P. TAYLOR

Agent

Traffic

W. M. TAYLOR
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agent
R I C H M O N D ,

V A .

Manager

i
i

Fulton Brick Works
MANUFACTURERS OF

BUILDING MATERIAL
AND

BUILDING CONTRACTORS
OUR SPECIALTIES
Sand Face Re-Pressed Brick
Terra Cotta Partitions
Colonial Brick
Paving Brick
Red Stretchers
Sewer Brick
Glazed Headers
Lime, Cement, Sand
Fire Brick
Sewer Pipe, Drain Pipe
Fire Clay
Terra Cotta Flue Lining
The only Brick Plant in the South
equipped to furnish any quantity of
common building brick on short notice.
WM. J. PARRISH, Proprietor

SOUTHERN FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

t
i
i

W. C. GRAY

NEW YORK STATE
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in

PRODUCTS

J. A. HEISLER'S SONS
WHOLESALE
FRUITS AND
P

R

O

D

U

C

Fish, Oysters,
Poultry and
Game

E

328 N. Sixth Street
RICHMOND, VA.

1324 E. Cary Street
RICHMOND, VA.

•-

Phones: Randolph 361 and 362

t

4

Flowers of Guaranteed
Freshness
DELIVERED ANYWHERE—PERFECT

For

that "prom" or any

your flowers
"OF

special occasion

order

from Hammond—you'll get flowers

GUARANTEED

FRESHNESS"

at

no

greater cost than you'd pay for the ordinary kind.
Gur Facilities for shipping flowers
are the
tion

out of

best, and we Guarantee Perfect

when

they

reach

town

Condi

you.

Let us estimate on your next order—you'll be satisfied, both as to price and
designing.
Write for illustrated "Flower Book" in colors.

HAMMOND
THE SOUTH'S GREAT FLORIST
109 East Broad Street

4

i

t

i

«
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i
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RICHMOND, VA.
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FRENCH CLEANING
DYEING & PRESSING

Beverley £? Company

PYLE

Gentlemen:
We will be pleased to
print your stationery,
literary society programs,
fraternity booklets,
dance cards, athletic
posters or tickets.
You can be sure that
they will be creditably
done by us.
Soli citing your orders,
we are,

PRINTERS

906 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND. VA.

Established 1880

«s>
*

Very truly,
315-317

N.

FIFTH

STREET

{

i

BEVERLEY & COMPANY
By W. Robt. Beverley
'10

CHARACTER CREATES VALUE
IN PRINTING THIS IS EMPHASIZED

•J Give Character to your Printed Matter. It is your representative
when sent out. Make it vibrate with personality.
€fl Character is that touch of individuality which distinguishes the
worth of one article as compared with another.
•J For Character printing and individual service that really serves, call
for the Creative Service Printers.

THE WILLIAM BYRD PRESS
Incorporated
SPECIALISTS

IN

ANNUALS

CATALOGUES

and

COLLEGE

10 South Fourteenth Street
RICHMOND, VA.

Madison 3461

•

•-

Young's A rt S hop

Cottrell & Cooke
Business

»

Fine Art
Publications
and
Original
Paintings

Building

PRINTERS
of Richmond

i
i
|
i
t

i

S3Z

l i

Originators
and
Manufacturers

Fac-Simile Typewriter
Letters

of

Select Frames
104

GOVERNOR ST.
401

RICHMOND, VA.

EAST GRACE STREET
RICHMOND. VA.

t

(

1

4

Mlrstijampton

College

A Standard College for Women
Co-ordinate with Richmond College for Men

Special Advantages
Beautiful fireproof
veniences.

buildings, equipped with all modern con

A campus of 130 acres located in the western suburbs of Rich
mond, with charming views of James River and Westhampton
Lake.
Best care of students' health. College physician at office in the
college daily. Graduate nurse resident in dormitories. Abun
dant and well-served food. Experienced athletic director; per
sonally adapted exercises; all outdoor sports.
Large and able faculty of university-trained teachers, a majority
of whom are men.
Moderate charges to all students. Limited number of scholarships
for daughters of ministers and other young women who are well
prepared for college work.
Third session opens September 14, 1916.
views, and entrance certificate, address

For catalogue, booklet

MAY L. KELLER, Ph. D., Dean, or
F. W. BOATWRIGHT, President,
Richmond College, Va.

ENGRAVINGS FOR THIS BOOK
BY
©je

Jclcctric

JcngraUiu^

Six Reasons for Attending

RICHMOND COLLEGE
1.
IT IS A STANDARD COLLEGE.
If you have made adequate
preparation for college work, you want to be sure that you are in classes with
students who are also properly prepared.
Standard entrance
equirements,
adequately enforced, insure well graded Freshman classes.
Moreover, the
degree from a recognized standard college is accepted at its face value every
where.
2.
IT IS A CHRISTIAN COLLEGE.
Christian people founded it and
cherish it. Christian scholars fill
its chairs of instruction. Emphasis is placed
upon Christian living in college, and the preparation for large Christian service.
A high percentage of the students are active in some form of religious work
during their college course.
also in devotional classes.

The

Bible is

taught

with

college

credit,

and

3.
IT IS WELL LOCATED. Richmond is a beautiful city of homes and
of historic memorials. There is much on every hand to quicken and to inspire.
The college park of 290 acres, located two miles west of the corporate limits,
offers the student freedom from the noise and smoke and glare of city streets.
At the same time the street cars that enter the grounds afford easy communica
tion, and enable students to participate freely in the life of the city.
4.
THE EQUIPMENT IS MODERN.
Many schools are housed in
antiquated buildings and lack modern conveniences.
The Richmond College
buildings are thoroughly modern.
It should be particularly noted that they
are fireproof.
The dormitory rooms are literally concrete boxes framed in
steel. Recall the number of schools that suffer from fire
every year, and reflect
what a comfort it is to parents, as well as to students, to know that the steel
and stone and concrete in the Richmond College dormitories are their pro
tection against fire.
Such construction is costly, but it insures safety and
peace of mind.
The heating, lighting, baths and sanitary ariangements are
fully up to the high standards one would expect in such buildings.
5.
NUMEROUS AND HIGH-CLASS STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS.
You want to be in a college where the students are doing things.
At Rich
mond College the students publish an annual, a monthly literary magazine, a
weekly newspaper, enter all the major sports, send out good teams, maintain
flourishing
literary societies, a live Y. M. C. A., a missionary society, a glee
and mandolin club, and eight fraternity chapters.
The vigorous religious,
social, literary and athletic activities of the students afford every man oppor
tunity to test his powers and show what he can do.
6.
A HOST OF DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI.
When a student grad
uates from Richmond College, he enters a great company of men, numbering
nearly five
thousand, most of whom have won distinction and all of whom are
ready to befriend and encourage him. The ties of a common alma mater bind
him to great missionaries, preachers, teachers, editors, lawyers, physicians,
bankers, successful men of business, congressmen, leaders in all the higher
walks of life. The new graduate finds
comrades in every great city, and is
grateful to his college for friends, both old and new.
For catalogue and book of views, address

President F. W. BOATWRIGHT,
Richmond College, Va.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The Steamfitting, Plumbing, Heating and
Ventilating business heretofore conducted by
W. P. Longworth and R. Carter Beverley, under
the firm name and style of W. P. Lo ngworth &
Company, was dissolved by mutual consent on
February 17, 1916.

•
•

R. Carter Beverley has purchased the interest
of W. P. Longworth in said business, and has
assumed the payment of all debts and obligations
of s aid partnership, and will collect all outstand
ing accounts of said partnership.
R. Carter Beverley will continue in the same
business at No. 9 North Seventh Street, Rich
mond, Va., under the name and style of R. C.
BEVERLEY HEATING COMPANY, Inc.
No home is complete without our Hot Water
Heating and Sanitary Plumbing.

IT PAYS TO GET THE BE ST
R I GH T D E S I G N
CAREFUL SUPERVISION
B E ST W O R K M A N S H I P

R. C . Beverley Heating Co., Inc.
Steam, Hot Water and Vapor Heating,
Plumbing and Gas Fitting

HOME COMFORT
Good results are remembered long after the
first cost is forgotten

No. 9 NORTH SEVENTH STREET
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA
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RICHMOND
DAIRY
COMPANY
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VIRGINIA
TRUST
COMPANY
THE "SAFE EXECUTOR"

«sf»

1106 East Main Street

RICHMOND, VA.
sti

For

SAFE

CREAM,

MILK,

This

BUTTER

and BUTTERMILK

Company

a specialty
i

i

{
•
i

•
•-

IS

•f-

TRUST

makes
of

the

BUSINESS

WHITTET &
SHEPPERSON
SPECIALISTS IN

COLLEGE ANNUALS

O U R NI N E T E E N - S I X T E E N L IS T
SPIDER
X-RAY
BLUE BOOK
SENTRY
J I N G E R J AR
BATTERY
FRILLS A ND FRIZZES
VIDETTE
BOTETOURT
WAVERLY

—F

—the syrup unexcelled for fudges, fondants, taffies,
creams. You can make delicious candies from suc
cessful recipes in the CORN PRODUCTS COOK BOOK. Send for
your copy to-day. It's free.
t
t
I

Corn Products Refining Company

t

i
»

17 Battery Place, New York City

f

i
a
?
t

COMPLIMENTS
O F

W. S. FOR B ES
4---

?

STUDENTS' CHURCH

FIRST BAPTIST
TWELFTH & BROAD STS.

College Students Welcome

SUNDAY SCHOOL

11 A. M. and 8 P. M.

PREACHING
B. Y. P. U.
•

i

I

+•

9:30 A. M.

-

7 P. M.

Cotrell & Le onard
ALBANY, N. Y.

Makers of

EYEGLASSES

Caps, Gowns and Hoods

Satisfactorily

made

and . ad

justed.
T o

t h e

A m e r i c a n

Colleges

and

versities

from

Uni

KODAKS

the

of

every style and price.

Atlantic to the Paci

veloping

fic.

"Hall Quality" kind.

Class Contracts

and

printing

De

of

the

Samples

and price lists furnished upon

a Specialty.

request.
Correct Hoods for all

G. L. Hall Optical Co.

Degrees, Rich Robes
for Pulpit and Bench.
Bull etin, S a m p l e s ,
etc. on request.

NORFOLK

-

146 Granby St.

RICHMOND

-

211 E. Broad St.

LYNCHBURG

-

813 Main St.

I

Murphy's Hotel
RICHMOND,

VA.

1

-•

TOMPKINS
BICYCLES
The Indian - Tompkins
— That's All

IS THE HOTEL TO GO
T O

Y O U R S E L F , T O

TAKE YOUR FRIENDS
TO, AND THE ONE AT
W H I C H
YOUR
AND

T O

H A V E

FRATERNITY

COLLEGE

QUETS.

BAN
408 EAST BROAD STREET

t

t
i

-•

THE PEOPLE'S CHURCH

i

THE PLACE TO WORSHIP WHEN IN RICHMOND

[

!

RICHMOND. V IRGINIA.

T. CLAGETT SKINNER, D. D„ Minister
WELCOME to the House of God are all strangers.

Will our guest not

assist us in making this welcome real, by introducing themselves to the pastor
and ushers.
SERVICES—Sunday at 11:00 o'clock A. M. and 8:00 o'clock P. M.
nesday evening Prayer Meeting, 8:00 o'clock.
at 9:30 A. M.
Regular

Wed

Sunday School every Sunday

Young Men's Society Wednesday at 9:00 P. M.
Church

Business

Meeting 8:00

P.

M„

Monday

preceding first

Sunday.

US

Vi

%

A Wide-Awake Church! A Modern Well-Organized Sunday School!

Chesapeake & Ohio Railway
THE QUICK LINE TO THE WEST

Through Trains with Pullman Service to Chicago
with Connections for all the West
LOW RATES

SUPERIOR SERVICE

Three Fast Trains Between
Richmond and Norfolk
Write the Undersigned for Rates, Time Tables, etc.
JNO. D. POTTS
General

Passenger Agent Chesapeake and Ohio Railway

RICHMOND,

(

i

VA.

'm-mm. . . . . . . . . . . . . • •

•

i

i
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INSIST ON

|

'Uhe 'Velvet

See Cream
Moderate in Price.

Absolutely Pure.

Best in Quality.

Made in the Most Sanitary Ice-Cream Plant
in the World.

SPurity See Cream Corporation
No. 8 South Jefferson Street
Phone Randolph 1861

RICHMOND, VA.

A VISIT WILL CONVINCE YOU

•

B er r y M o n e y

is sure money. Whether you be a farmer, orchardist or mar
ket gardener, or have only a small garden, it will pay you to
grow Allen's Berries. One customer made $200 from one-fifth
acre of s trawberries in spare time. You can do the same, but
be sure your plants are dependable.

Buy Allen's True-to-Name Plants
We have 300 ac res devoted exclusively to small fruit plants.
Our prices are low. our stock is guaranteed and we pack fresh
for shipment. Our free 1916 Book of Berries tells how to select,
plant, etc. 48 pages, 12 color plates. Send for your copy today.

The W. F. Allen Co.
Market Street

Salisbury, Md.

•

I

i
i
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The Newton Theological Seminary
(FOUNDED 1825)

Eight
t

miles

from

the

Boston

(Mass.)

State

House, situated

in superb

grounds of 52 acres belonging to the institution.
Convenient

1

J

Dormitories and Lecture Rooms, Beautiful Chapel, a Noble Library, an Unsur-

An

Eminent

Faculty,

Fourteen

Professors and

Instructors,

j

t
t

passed Library Building, and Equipment for Laboratory Work.

j
•

Courses leading to B. D. Degree, and special provision for Post-Graduate
f
t

Students.
Harvard

|

j
t

University

offers

special

privileges,

without

cost,

to

Newton

•

Seniors of approved standing on recommendation of the Newton Faculty.
There are many opportunities for engaging in missionary and philanthropic

'

work, by which students acquire clinical experience and contribute to their
self-support.

Address GEORGE E. HORR, President,
NEWTON CENTRE, Mass.

• - ..-
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Dieges £? Clust

JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS
MUNSEY

BUILDING

j

1325 Pennsylvania Avenue
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CLASS PINS

MEDALS

LOVING CUPS

PLAQUES

—f

f

t

Medical College
gf Virginia
(STATE INSTITUTION)

j
»
j

i
if

I
*

I•
?
I
t

Medicine :: Dentistry :: Pharmacy"

New Buildings, Well Equipped Laboratories under
the direction of Full Time, Competent Teachers.
The Memorial Hospital, with 150 beds, is owned
and controlled by the Medical College of Virginia
and

offers

Teaching.

every

facility

for

thorough

Clinical

Staff composed of the Faculty of the

College. Additional Clinical Facilities are afforded
through the Virginia Hospital, City

Home, City

Jail, etc.

FOR FULL INFORMATION AND CATALOGUE ADDRESS

J. R. McCAULEY, Secretary"
RICHMOND,

VA.

••

LiaWANY

tJfUVER31TY OF RICHMOND
VIRGINIA

